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CHAPTER- 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In this dissertation I have looked upon the counting system of Indian languages. It mainly  

investigates the incapsulated morphology of number system and shows and answers the 

following question: “Does the pattern of numeral system make any difference between 

numeral 1,2,3 versus the rest”? 

Numeracy is a very important aspect of any linguistics system. Counting or numbering is 

an integral and inseparable part of the grammar of any language because there is hardly 

any meaningful linguistic discourse in a language that does not make reference to 

quantity, size, time, distance and weight in definite numbers (Omachonu,2011:84). The 

number should be described like all other parts of lexicon from the point of view of its 

syntactic construction and its internal morphology. 

Numerals and numeral systems have long been of typological and historical interest to 

linguists. Papuan languages are best known in the typological literature on numerals for 

having body-part tally systems and, to a lesser extent, restricted numeral systems which 

have no cyclically recurring base (Laycock 1975; Lean 1992; Comrie 2005a). Papuan 

languages are also typologically interesting for the fact that they often make use of bases 

of other than the cross-linguistically most frequent decimal and vigesimal bases, such as 

quinary (Lean 1992) and senary bases (Donohue 2008; Evans 2009). 

The definition of numerals as given by Harald Hammarstrom, as “spoken normed 

expressions that are used to denote the exact number of objects for an open class of 

objects in an open class of social situations with the whole speech community in 

question.” (Hammarstrom,2009) 

Throughout this dissertation, the term numeral will be used to refer to a sequence that 

describes a number. Examples of numerals are two, seventy three, five hundred, and five 
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million, three-hundred thousand and twenty-nine. Each morphological unit within such a 

sequence is a numeral word. Two and million are numeral words. With a single numeral 

word, numeral is called simplex and with more than one and when numerals are joined in 

different ways, it forms complex numerals. 

  

Numbers do not seem to belong to a single lexical category. They can show properties of 

nouns, adjectives, or both. In many languages, lower numeral words show properties of 

adjectives and higher numeral words show properties of nouns. What follows are a few 

examples of a pattern that repeats in many languages. ( Jespersen (1969), Corbett (1978), 

and Hurford (1987)). It is generally taken to be a linguistic fact that, “ every language 

features cardinal numerals as part of its syntactic system. It is not unreasonable, then, to 

assume that numerals are one place where cross-linguistic comparisons are especially 

fruitful and syntactic universals may be uncovered. However, once these systems are 

examined more closely, the picture becomes a lot more complicated, for it appears that 

numerals do not belong to a uniform syntactic category. While some languages feature 

numerals which show properties of adjectives, others feature numerals which appear 

nominal. Indeed, many languages show internal variation in the properties of numerals. 

However, this variation does not appear totally arbitrary: if a language has varying 

numerals, invariably lower numerals have adjectival properties and higher numerals 

appear more nominal”. ( Jespersen (1969), Corbett (1978), Hurford (1987)). Given the 

fact that numerals have so many interesting properties, it is surprising that they have been 

largely ignored in the linguistics literature. 

There was a time when some languages even did not have a number system as they were 

spoken by hunter and gatherers and who were not involved in any kind of commerce, 

therefore, they never had a need of numeration. But now, every language or we can say 

all known languages have at least a few numbers. Some languages have only ONE and 

some are having more than TWO and maximum upto FOUR,for example, Amazon 

languages do not have more than ONE like Mocovi, Culina and some languages of 

Australia like Warlpiri, do not have words for quantities more than two. We can say that 

every adult have comprehension to the numeral system as this notion of numbering seems 
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to be universal now. This concept of numbers is combined with each other by some 

arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division which 

further we will deal in great details. 

According to (Wiese,2003:58) “Natural number is infinite”, as recursive principle applies 

in the formation of more and more complex numbers, therefore, this recursivity helps in 

the process of making numbers infinite. When we talk about quantifiers here we can see 

that the quantifiers like „Few‟ and „many‟ are adjective that modifies the number.  

Corbett‟s Universals (1979) also talks about the numerals, it states that: 

- Simple cardinal numerals fall between adjectives and nouns. 

- If they vary in behavior it is the higher which will be more noun like. 

 

1.1 CARDINAL NUMERALS 

A numeral is used with cardinal meaning when applied to a class or set of objects, often 

in connection with a plural noun, for e.g, those three children, a referring expression 

picking out on its occasion of use a collection whose cardinality is 3. And a numeral is 

used with the ordinal meaning when applied to an individual object in an ordered 

sequence, often in connection with a singular noun, for e.g, the third girl or girl three 

referring expressions picking out on girl who is understood to occupy third  position in an 

ordered sequence given in the context. 

Cardinal numeral word sometimes agree with a Noun in the same construction (that is 

behave adjectivally), and sometimes govern it (that is behave in a noun like way).  

Numbers can be assigned in different contexts. While cardinal number assignment 

specifies the cardinality (the number of elements) of a set, ordinal numerals assign a 

place within a fixed order to a particular element of a set (Stampe,1976:600) considers 

ordinal number assignment as secondary as compared to cardinal number assignment. 

Derivation of non-basic numerals  involves three most common arithmetic processes 

called addition, subtraction and multiplication and very rarely division, it may adds up 

some other grammatical processes too like compounding, clipping, vowel elision etc. 
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Gregory stump (2010) in his article named “The Derivation of Compound Ordinal 

Numerals: Implications for Morphological Theory”, has given the least three dimensions 

along which in the definition of their cardinal numerals languages vary and are as 

follows: 

- Languages differ in the choice of their numerical base. 

- Languages vary in the way in which arithmetic operations are evoked for the 

interpretation of the complex cardinal numerals. 

- Languages vary in the ways in which they express particular arithmetic operation. 

 

1.2 DESCRIBING NUMERALS: BASIC CONCEPTS 

1.2.1 CARDINAL NUMERALS 

According to the Mengden (2009), “Cardinal numerals again are the part of a larger class 

of expressions which all specify the size of a set. There is a difference we can see in the 

definition of number and numerals, as number convey the quantity or the order while 

they (numbers) are represented using numerals. The morphosyntactic properties of 

cardinal numerals can vary in three ways. First, they vary within the counting sequences. 

Second, one element of the counting sequence of one and the same language may vary in 

its inflectional and syntactic behavior depending on the context and on some properties of 

quantified noun, most of all its countability. Finally, the morphosyntactic properties of 

cardinal numerals vary across languages.” 

1.2.2  CARDINALITY PRINCIPLE 

It says that “the deposition to make the sizeable inductive leap from a memorized 

sequence of words to the use of these words expressing the cardinality of collections” 

(Hurford, 1987:305) 

1.2.3  PACKING STRATEGY 

It states “pack the highest valued constituent as near as possible to the root (top) of the 

tree. (Hurford:1987).  Cross-linguistically, there is a strong tendency for the numerical 

value of a serialized multiplicand to generally exceed the numerical value of the 

respective multiplier. This constraint is entailed what Hurford refers to as „Packing 

Strategy‟ (Von Mengden,2009:92). It says that, of two immediate constituents of a 
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complex numeral, the one containing the multiplier must be valued lower than the one 

containing the serialized multiplicand and the one containing the addend must be valued 

lower than the one containing the serialized augend.(Hurford, 1975:67-80;1987:242-252) 

1.2.4    ATOM  

The simplest lexicalization of number in a language and those from which more complex 

numerals are constructed. (Greenberg 1978). They are the variants in arithmetic 

operations. SEILER (1990:190) defines „atoms‟ as „ that particular set of numerals  that 

has the highest potential of being recursively used in cycles or with bases‟. By saying that 

„atoms‟ have the highest potential to recur continuously, SEILER  concedes that in some 

languages a number of complex expressions need to be added to the sequence of atoms in 

order to form continuously recurring sequence.(Von Mengden, 2009:38). 

1.2.5     BASE 

In any formation pattern of a numeral system, bases are those elements with which the 

smallest continuously recurring sequence of numerals is combined (Mengden,2010) 

 Bases can be number 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,15,20,60. There are in hybrid bases too in some 

languages like 5,20 and 80, 3 and 4, 2 and 5, 10 and 20 etc. The base of a number system 

can be envisioned as the main building block of the system. If it is the first number, 

reached in counting, which is used to build higher numbers by being itself counted in a 

regular manner. Many languages have multiple bases.Let us look the term BASE in bit 

great details as it plays a major role in numeral system of any language and most useful 

part in the formation of complex numerals. There are languages which do not have any 

numerals at all and their counting system is based on the parts of body, so these 

languages do not have base too, languages of Melanesia do not have numerals. 

Base is of different kinds in world languages. Here is the list of bases that are there in the 

languages of world: 

- Quaternary: Quaternary systems are based on 4. Some Austronesian and Malesian 

ethnic groups have this base 

- Quinary: Quinary systems are based on 5, for example, Epi languages of Vanuatu. 
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-  Senary: Senary systems are based on 6,for example, The Morehead- Maro 

languages like Kanum 

- Octal: Octal systems are based on 8, for example, Yuki languages of California 

and Pamean languages of Mexico. 

- Deciaml: Decimal is a very common base especially in Indian languages. These 

systems are based on 10.Majority languages have decimal number system. 

- Duodeciaml: Duodecimal systems are based on 12. Chepang languages of Nepal 

uses this base system 

- Vigesimal: This is based on 20. Mayan languages and many Indian languages too 

like Hindi and Mundari are having Vigesimal system. 

- Quadrovigesimal: This is based on 24. Sko languages uses this base system. 

- Duotrigesimal: Duotrigesimal systems are based on 32, for example, Ngiti 

language. 

- Sexagesimal: Sexagesimal systems are based on 60, for example, Ekari and 

Sumeria languages. 

- Octagesimal: Octagesimal systems are based on 80, for example, Supyire 

language. 

There are languages which have Base and auxiliary base too. Like bases 5 and 6 serves as 

Auxiliary base for other languages, for example, Aztec has a base 20 with auxiliary base 

5. 

Numerals can be basically divided into two parts: 

a) Simple numerals: linguistic numeral systems are remarkably uniform cross-

linguistically. Almost every natural language has a certain number of cardinality 

expression that are simple arbitrary forms.(Ferdinand von mengden,2009:25-26). 

For e.g, simple forms of numeral system in English, 

1-one, 2- Two, 3- Three, 4-Four, 5-Five, 6-Six, 7-Seven, 8-Eight, 9-Nine, 10-Ten, 11- 

Eleven,  

12-Twelve 
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However, only very few natural languages have a system consisting exclusively of simple 

and arbitrary numerals.(Greenberg,1978:255). The largest attested scope of such a simole 

numeral system is necessarily small:there are few languages in which the number of 

cardinal numerals does not exceed four.(Greenberg,1978:256). 

The notion of simple numerals, however, becomes relevant by its contradistinction to 

complex numerals. This distinction requires a more complex numeral system to have 

developed in a language.(Von Mengden,2008). 

We can see some irregularities of different kinds too which is very common in the 

numeral system of natural languages which can be called as idiosyncrasies. However 

such irregularities are usually confined to a small number of elements or to a 

comparatively short section in the counting system. Irregularity and idiosyncrasy only 

refer to the deviation of a particular element or of a particular sequence of elements in so 

far as their respective form or formation deviates from what we would expect by analogy 

with equivalent sequences or with neighbouring elements in the counting sequence. An 

irregularity is a deviation from a major pattern-  „a lack of smoothness‟, as Hurford 

(1987:51) puts it- rather than a defiance of the rules. They are generally suppletive forms. 

(Von Mongden, 2009:52-54). For example‟ in English, ELEVEN and TWELVE do not 

agree with the formation pattern of the remaining elements of the sequence of numerals.  

 

b) Complex numerals: 

In order to be able to express higher numerical values, the vast majority of 

languages have developed numeral systems more complex to than those 

consisting of simple lexical representations only.(Detges,2003;50-51). In such a 

complex numeral systems, the existing simple numerals are employed as 

constituents of morphosyntactic combinations. For example, numeral 18 is a 

combination of 10 and 8 in English. 
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The atoms and bases combine to produce complex numeral systems. Hierarchy of 

operations in the construction of complex numerical expressions: 

Addition>multiplication>subtraction/division 

The sequential arrangement of some constituents of the combined numeral forms allows 

us to distinguish between constants and variants in the underlying arithmetic operations, 

then we might infer from this description that the two elements of an arithmetic operation 

perform different roles. In linguistic numeral systems however, the two constituents of 

such a combination, in addition to the underlying arithmetic operation, also stand in a 

morphosyntactic relation to each other. That is, the element order of the two values in 

addition and in multiplication is potentially, though not necessarily, significant. It 

therefore makes sense to distinguish between the variables within a sequence of 

additions- which we call „addends‟- and the respective constants- referred to as 

„augends‟. (Mengden,2010) 

E.g.-  Fourteen- 4+10 

          Eighteen- 8+10 

         Here, 4 and 8 are addends and the basic numerical value „10‟ as the respective 

„augend‟ 

The same distinction is necessary for combinations based on multiplication. And 

similarly we will employ the terms „multiplicand‟ and „multiplier‟ for sequences of 

multiplications. This distinction implies that, within a multiplication, the „multiplicand‟ is 

the constant and the „multiplier‟ will be a variant in the form of the recurring sequences 

of atoms. 

e.g-  Three hundred- 3*100 

         Six hundred- 6*100  , i.e, n*100 

Here, numerical value 3 and 6 are multiplier and the constant form is multiplicand. 
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Both terminological pairs- „augend/addend‟ and „multiplier/multiplicand‟ were first used 

by Greenberg (1978) in the context of linguistic numeral systems. 

Therefore, we can say that a numeral system consists of a set of mono-morphemic, 

arbitrarily shaped numeral forms called simple numerals and  a set of morphosyntactic 

rules which combine these simple numerals into more complex numerals by means of 

semantically underlying arithmetic operations which we saw earlier. 

 

                                     Constant                                                            variable 

                          (multiple of) a base)                                       elements of a (sub) sequence 

                                    Augend                                                                     Addend 

 Addition         Fif-teen           5+10                                        Fif-teen                        5+10    

                   Twenty-eight        (2*10)+8                                Twenty-eight            (2*10)+8    

 

                                Multiplicand                                                                   Multiplier 

Multiplication    Thir-ty          3*10                                        Thir-ty                          3*10 

                 Two hundred            2*100                                   Two hundred                 2*100 

 

Table 1.1 Linguistic expressions as arithmetic operands 

 

We can say now that the there is an underlying rule which is known as RECURSIVE 

RULE. Recursive rule in the sense that numeral system contains elements that are 

themselves composed of elements of the same system. The recursive principle for the 

formation of complex numeral implies that every complex systemic numeral has the 

following structure: 
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                                NUM --- NUM+NUM 

The general arrangement of elements of the entire numeral system is determined by the 

recursive principle. (Von mengden, 2009:28-29). 

 

 

Numerals                                                   Cardinal numerals 

  

 Simple            Complex                             Inflection           Syntactic behavior 

 

Complex numerals can be affixations or compounds: 

 

  

Expressions Atoms Bases Affixations Compounds 

One, two,three….. 
nine 

Ten, hundred, 
thousand 

Four-teen 
Six-ty 

Seventy-one 
Two hundred 
Seven 
thousand 

Cardinalities Numerical values  Underlying arithmetic 
operations 

 

1,2,3…….9 10,100,1000 4+10 
6*10 

7*10+1 
2*100 
7*1000 

                                                                     

Table 1.2  Formation of Simple  and Complx numerals 

There are three types of possible simple numerals: 

a) Atoms- 1,2,3………….9 

b) Idiosyncratic forms- 11,12 ; they are generally suppletive forms 

c) Bases- 10,100,1000 

Crosslinguistically, 1 to 3 (or 4) have linguistic properties that are different from those of 

Simple numerals Complex  numerals 

nnnnnumerals 
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the higher numbers (Hurford 1987): (i) no language has grammatical trial number unless 

it has dual number, and languages that distinguish a grammatical number higher than 3 

are rare or non-existent (Greenberg 1963); (ii) ordinal suppletion (first instead of regular 

one-th, second instead of two-th) is cross-linguistically common but largely restricted to 

ordinals below fourth (Veselinova 1998; Stolz & Veselinova 2011); (iii) cross-

linguistically, the words for 1 to 3 agree in gender and case with the noun, unlike 

numerals higher than 3. 

 

As to linguistic expressions, there is, theoretically, a difference between cardinal 

numerals and counting words; (hurford,2002:629b), while the former are those 

expressions that we use for referring to cardinalities,i.e, numerically specific quantifiers, 

the latter is the set of non- referential expressions that is used in the conventionalized 

counting sequence (Wiese,2003:265-270). As the two types of expressions are 

homonymous in English and Hindi and in many other languages, this distinction may 

perhaps not seem all that obvious at first glance. But there are some languages in which 

cardinal numerals can be distinct may perhaps not seem all that obvious at a first glance. 

But there are some languages in which cardinal numerals can be distinct from the 

respective counting words. In Telugu, for instance, it uses okəʈʈɪ (1), renɖu (2) in the 

counting sequence but okɑ (1) and ɪddəru (2) when qualifying a noun. 

This dissertation examines a select typology of Indian languages to search for the 

following research questions: 

 The morphological pattern of numerical system of 1,2,3 that is different from the 

rest numbers. 

 Incapsulated morphology that exists in number system. 

  Bases and arithmetic operations that are involved in the formation of complex 

numerals. 

 The most common base found in the languages is decimal base, i.e. base 10. 

 Interaction of numeral system with syntax  

 Formation of cardinals, ordinals, fractions, multiplicatives, demonstrative 

determiners and classifiers in all four language families. 
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Not just the morphosyntax influences the counting system in any languages. Phonetic 

changes too can be seen in some Indian languages in the complex numerals. We can see 

that in Tamil, base 10 /pɑt t u/ is used as /pɑd ɪ/ when the base is used in the formation of 

complex numerals, and,  in complex numerals which starts from 11 and the process of 

compounding takes place from here,we can clearly see the vowel change in the base,i.e, 

/ʊ/ changes into /ɪ/, but this is not so with numeral 31,32,41,42,51,52,81 and 82 there is 

no vowel at the end of base of these numerals. Here the  addition of sound /n/ can also be 

seen upto 19 only rest the same compounding process takes place. These types of sound 

changes can also take place in the complex numerals of Malayalam. 

1.3 THE OBJECT OF STUDY 

1.3.1   Dravidian Language Family 

Malayalam is an official language of Kerala, and in the union territories of Lakshadweep 

and Pondicherry. This language belongs to the Dravidian family and is spoken by around 

38 million people. Malayalam is also spoken in the neighboring states of Tamil Nadu and 

Karnataka; with some speakers in the Nilgiri, Kanyakumari and Coimbatore districts of 

Tamil Nadu, and the dakshina Kannada and Kodagu districts of Karnataka. 

Tamil belongs to the southern branch of  Dravidian languages predominantly spoken by 

the Tamil people of India and Sri Lanka, and also by the Tamil diaspora. Tamil is 

an official language of two countries, Singapore and Sri Lanka, and has an official status 

in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu and the Indian Union Territory of Pondicherry, spoken 

by around 70 million speakers. 

Telugu is a native language of India which belongs to the Dravidian family. It stands 

alongside Hindi, English and Bengali as one of the only languages which predominate in 

more than one Indian state; it is the primary language in the states of Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana, as well as in the town of Yanam where it is also an official language. It is also 

spoken by significant minorities in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 

Chhattisgarh,  Karnataka, Maharashtra, Odisha, Tamil Nadu, and Pondicherry, and by 

the Sri Lankan Gypsy people. It is one of six languages designated a classical language of 

India by the Government of India. Telugu ranks third by the number of native speakers in 

India(74 million, 2001 census), fifteenth in the Ethnologue list of most-spoken languages 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dravidian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri_Lanka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_diaspora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singapore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/States_and_union_territories_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Nadu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_Territory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puducherry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/States_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andhra_Pradesh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telangana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yanam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andaman_and_Nicobar_Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chhattisgarh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karnataka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maharashtra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odisha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Nadu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri_Lankan_Gypsy_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_languages_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_languages_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers_in_India
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worldwide
 
and is the most widely-spoken Dravidian language. It is one of the twenty-

two scheduled languages of the Republic of India. 

Kurukh belongs to a Northern Dravidian language family. This language is closely 

related to Brahui and Palto, spoken by 2 million people of Oraon and Kisan tribals of 

Odisha and also in some parts of Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Chattisgarh, West 

Bengal and in northern Bangladesh. Oraon, Kisan and Dhangar are dailects of Kurukh. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_languages_of_India#Eighth_Schedule_to_the_Constitution
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Map1. Dravidian languages spoken in India 
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1.3.2   Tibeto- Burman Language Family 

Bodo, also known as Mech, belongs to the Sino-tibetan language of the Bodo people of 

the north-eastern India and Nepal. Bodo is an official language in the Assam, with 1.3 

million of speakers according to census of 2011. It is mainly spoken in the lowlands and 

foothills of Assam and West Bengal. 

Thangal is a language of indigenous Naga tribes of the state of Manipur in the north-east 

India. Thangals are tribals found in eleven hill villages of Senapati district, Manipur. 

These people speaks Thangal language which resembles to Maram and Rongmei. 

According to the Ethnologue the population of Thangals is 23,600. 

Tangkhul is a Sino-tibetan language of the Tangkhul branch. There are 140,000 native 

spekaers of this language (2001), and spoken in 168 villages of Ukhrul district, Manipur, 

India, with some speakers scattered in Nagaland and Tripura as well. 

Meiteilon is a lingua franca and also a predominant language in the southerneast 

Himalayan state of Manipur, and  also it belongs to the Sino-tibetan languages. Meiteilon 

is an official language in Manipur. This is also spoken in the Indian states of Assam and 

Tripura, spoken by 1.25 million to 1.5 million native speakers. Meiteilon is known to be 

one of the oldest languages in northern India and has a lengthy 2000-years period of 

existence. 

Tinkar lo belongs to the Tibeto- burman family and spoken in some villages of Nepal. 
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Map 2. Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in India 
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1.3.3  Austroasiatic Language Family 

Khasi is an Austroasiatic language and is closely  related to the Munda branch of the 

family, which is spoken in east-central India. Khasi is spoken by Khasi people primarily 

in Meghalaya state of India, with the 840,000 native speakers.Bhoi and Nonglung are 

dialects of Khasi. This is one of the official language in Meghalaya. 

Pnar also known as Jaintia or Synteng, belongs to the Austroasiatic  family. It is one of 

Khasi varities, and is not an official language of Meghalaya state. The number of 

speakers are 250,000, spoken in India and Bangladesh. 

Santhali is a language in Munda subfamily of Austroasiatic languages, related to Ho and 

Mundari. This language is spoken by around 6.3 million people in India, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, and Nepal, almost most of its speakers live in India, in the states of Jharkhand, 

Assam, Bihar, Odisha, Tripura and West Bengal. 

Mundari is also a Munda language  of the Austroasiatic family spoken by Munda people, 

and is closely related to Santhali. There are 1.6 million (2001) speakers of this language 

and is spoken by the Munda tribal  people, in east India, Bangladesh and Nepal. Hasada, 

Naguri, Tamaria and Keri are dialects of Mundari spoken in Jharkhand state. 
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Map 3. Austro-Asiatic languages spoken in India 
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1.3.4   Indo-Aryan Language Family 

Kashmiri belongs to the Dardic subgroup of the Indo-Aryan languages, also known as 

Koshur. Approximately 5.6 million speakers are there in India according to the census of 

2001, primarily spoken in the Valley of Kashmir and Chenab regions of Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

Punjabi belongs to the Indo-Aryan language family, native to 102 million people 

worldwide. This is a native language of the Punjabi region of Pakistan and India. 

Gujarati language is native to the Indian state of Gujarat which belongs to the Indo-Aryan 

language family. It is also an official language of Union territories of Daman and Diu and 

Dadra and Nagar Haveli. Gujarati is also the language of Gujjars with the native speakers 

of 50 million people. 

Sindhi is an Indo-Aryan language of the historical Sindh region, spoken by the Sindh 

people. This language is native in the Sindh, Pakistan and Gujarat,India with 75 million 

(2015 census) of native speakers.  

Marathi is an Indo-Aryan language spoken predominantly by Marathi people of 

Maharashtra. There are 73 million speakers (2007) of this language. The major dialects of 

Marathi are Standard Marathi and the Varhadi dialect. Malvani Konkani has been heavily 

influenced by Marathi varieties. This language is also spoken in some regions of Goa, 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Andhra 

Pradesh, Dadra and Nagar haveli, Daman and Diu and significant minority in the 

countries of Israel and Mauritius. 

Assamese is an Eastern Indo-Aryan language used mainly in the state of Assam, where it 

is an official language. There are over 13 million native speakers of this language and is 

serves as an Lingua franca in the region. Assamese is also spoken in parts of Arunachal 

Pradesh and other northeast Indian states. 

Oriya (Odia) is mostly spoken in eastern India, and is belongs to the Indo-Aryan family. 

There are over 33 million native speakers of this language, which is prominent and 
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official language of the Indian state of Odisha. This language is also spoken in parts of 

West Bengal , Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Andhra Pradesh. 

Marwari is a Rajasthani language which belongs to the Indo-Aryan family mainly spoken 

in the Indian state of Rajasthan and is also found in the neighboring state of Gujarat and 

Haryana and in eastern Pakistan. There are 22 million speakers (2007) of this language. 

Bengali is the language native to the region of Bengal belongs to Indo-Aryan family. 

There is about 250 million native and about 300 million total speakers worldwide. This 

language is native to Bangladesh and Indian states of West Bengal, Tripura and South 

Assam. 
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Map 4. Indo-Aryan languages spoken in India 
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1.4 METHODOLOGY 

I followed the “Questionnaire method” to see the various aspects of my topic 

“Morphosyntax of Counting System”. My questionnaire is based on the questionnaire of 

SJEF BARBIERS ( from Meertens Institute, Netherland), who has worked a lot in the 

Numeral system and he also looked this field from the perspective of cognition and mind. 

I considered the numeral system of 22 languages. 342 items are there in my 

questionnaire. The questionnaire is as follows: 

1. One 

2. Two 

3. Three 

4. Four 

5. Five 

6. Six 

7. Seven 

8. Eight 

9. Nine 

10. Ten 

11. Eleven 

12. Twelve 

13. Thirteen 

14. Fourteen 

15. Fifteen 

16. Sixteen 

17. Seventeen 

18. Eighteen 

19. Nineteen 

20. Twenty 

21. Twenty One 

22. Twenty two 

23. Twenty three 

24. Twenty four 
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25. Twenty five 

26. Twenty six 

27. Twenty seven 

28. Twenty eight 

29. Twenty nine 

30. Thirty 

31. Thirty one 

32. Thirty two 

33. Thirty three 

34. Thirty four 

35. Thirty five 

36. Thirty six 

37. Thirty seven 

38. Thirty eight 

39. Thirty nine 

40. Forty 

41. Forty one 

42. Forty two 

43. Forty three 

44. Forty four 

45. Forty five 

46. Forty six 

47. Forty seven 

48. Forty eight 

49. Forty nine 

50. Fifty 

51. Fifty one 

52. Fifty two 

53. Fifty three 

54. Fifty four 

55. Fifty five 
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56. Fifty six 

57. Fifty seven 

58. Fifty eight 

59. Fifty nine 

60. Sixty 

61. Sixty one 

62. Sixty two 

63. Sixty three 

64. Sixty four 

65. Sixty five 

66. Sixty six 

67. Sixty seven 

68. Sixty eight 

69. Sixty nine 

70. Seventy 

71. Seventy one 

72. Seventy two 

73. Seventy three 

74. Seventy four 

75. Seventy five 

76. Seventy six 

77. Seventy seven 

78. Seventy eight 

79. Seventy nine 

80. Eighty  

81. Eighty one 

82. Eighty two 

83. Eighty three 

84. Eighty four 

85. Eighty five 

86. Eighty six 
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87. Eighty seven 

88. Eighty eight 

89. Eighty nine 

90. Ninety 

91. Ninety one 

92. Ninety two 

93. Ninety three 

94. Ninety four 

95. Ninety five 

96. Ninety six 

97. Ninety seven 

98. Ninety eight 

99. Ninety nine 

100. Hundred 

101. Thousand  

102. Lakh 

103. Crore 

104. Million 

105. Billion 

106. Ordinals 

107. First 

108. Second 

109. Third 

110. Fourth  

111. Fifth 

112. Sixth 

113. Seventh 

114. Eighth 

115. Nineth 

116. Tenth 

117. Eleventh 
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118. Twelvth 

119. Thirteenth 

120. Fourteenth 

121. Fifteenth 

122. Sixteenth 

123. Seventeenth 

124. Eighteenth 

125. Nineteenth 

126. Twentyth 

127. Twenty first 

128. Twenty second 

129. The fifth part of this book is awesome. 

130. I am in fifteenth floor. 

131. I am in twenty eighth floor. 

132. Hundredth part. 

133. Multiplicative 

134. I met him once. 

135. I met him twice. 

136. I met him thrice. 

137. I met him forth time. 

138. I called her nine times. 

139. I called him twenty five times. 

140. I called her fifteen times. 

141. Quantifiers 

142. Those books are expensive. 

143. These books are dirty. 

144. Those are old men. 

145. These women are  working. 

146. This is my book. 

147. That is your book. 

148. These are my pens. 
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149. Those are your pens. 

150. Some students are brilliant. 

151. Some of the girls are roaming around. 

152. Many people will come. 

153. Many more guests are yet to come. 

154. Three is greater than two. 

155. Please pour some more water. 

156. He is very much interested in 

Bilology. 

157. He is not much interested in this 

project. 

158. Give me more money. 

159. Fractional 

160. I ate 1/2 of the Pizza. 

161. I ate 2/3 of the Pizza. 

162. I read 3/4 of the book. 

163. I read 1/4 of the book. 

164. I ate 1/5 of the Pizza. 

165. I read 2/7 of the book. 

166. I read 3/7 of the book. 

167. I read 3/5 of the book. 

168. I  ate 2/6 of the Pizza. 

169. I ate 1/16 of thr pizza. 

170. I read 1/10 part of the book. 

171. Approximative 

172. One kilo of rice is in the sack. 

173. Two kilos of rice are in the sack. 

174. Three kilos of rice are in the sack. 

175. Four kilos of rice are in the sack. 

176. Five kilos of rice are in the sack. 

177. Six kilos of rice are in the sack. 
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178. Seven kilos of rice are in the sack. 

179. Eight kilos of rice are in the sack. 

180. Nine kilos of rice are in the sack. 

181. Ten kilos of rice are in the sack. 

182. Half kilo of rice is in the sack. 

183. Approximately 20 kilos of rice are in 

the sack. 

184. Approximately 50% of students are 

attending the workshop. 

185. Approximately  fifteen kilos of rice are 

in the sack. 

186. Approximately 2/3rd members are left. 

187. This institute contains approximately 

1000 students. 

188. Approximately 35 kilos of rice are in 

the sack. 

189. Aggregrative 

190. A group of two girls played. 

191. A group of five girls played. 

192. A group of four girls played. 

193. A group of three girls played. 

194. A group of six girls played. 

195. A group of seven girls played. 

196. A group of eight girls played. 

197. A group of nine girls played. 

198. A group of twelve boys reached. 

199. A group of twenty five boys reached. 

200. A group of twenty boys reached. 

201. A group of eleven boys reached. 

202. A group of fifteen boys reached. 

203. A group of sixteen boys reached. 
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204. Sentences 

205. The one girl. 

206. The two girls. 

207. The three girls. 

208. That one child. 

209. Those three children. 

210. The one woman. 

211. The five women. 

212. The hundred women. 

213. Meena is a girl. 

214. Meena and Reena are girls. 

215. Rahul is a boy. 

216. Rahul and Mohit are boys. 

217. One of them is good. 

218. Two of them are good. 

219. Some of them are worst. 

220. Many of them are here. 

221. I have much more to say. 

222. Few people are blind. 

223. Few members left the group. 

224. She is a girl. 

225. He is an honest officer. 

226. A bunch of keys is lying on the floor. 

227. She is an European. 

228. Cardinal and Ordinal with NPs. 

229. One boy. 

230. Two boys. 

231. One sheep. 

232. Five sheep. 

233. One girl. 

234. Two girls. 
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235. Three girls. 

236. Four girls. 

237. Five girls. 

238. Six girls. 

239. Seven girls. 

240. Eight girls. 

241. Nine girls. 

242. Ten girls. 

243. Elevan girls. 

244. Twelve girls. 

245. Zero girl. 

246. First man. 

247. Second man. 

248. Third man. 

249. Forth man. 

250. Fifth man. 

251. First woman 

252. Second woman 

253. Third woman 

254. Forth woman 

255. Fifth woman 

256. Sixth woman 

257. Seventh boy 

258. Eighth girl. 

259. Gender and Number 

260. One lady. 

261. Two ladies. 

262. Three ladies. 

263. Four ladies 

264. Five ladies. 

265. Those ladies. 
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266. That lady. 

267. These ladies. 

268. This lady. 

269. One gentleman. 

270. Two gentlemans 

271. Three gentlemans 

272. Four gentlemans 

273. Five gentlemans 

274. Those gentlemans 

275. These gentlemans 

276. This gentleman 

277. That gentleman. 

278. That tree. 

279. Those trees. 

280. Five trees 

281. Eight trees 

282. One tree. 

283. Beautiful tree 

284. This is a tree 

285. Animacy 

286. My two ears 

287. Her hair is beautiful. 

288. She has long hairs. 

289. He has a car. 

290. He has two cars 

291. She has five houses 

292. She owns a hotel 

293. She owns several hotels 

294. I have one brother 

295. I have two brothers 

296. I have one sister 
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297. I have two sisters 

298. I have three sisters. 

299. I have one almirah. 

300. I have two almirahs. 

301. I have one bag 

302. I have three bags 

303. I have four bags 

304. I have ten fingers 

305. I have many friends. 

306. He has one child 

307. He has two children 

308. He has three children 

309. He has four children 

310. He has seven children 

311. He has two daughters 

312. He has one daughter 

313. He has one son 

314. He has three sons. 

315.  

316.  

317. I called him twice. 

318. I called him thrice. 

319. I called him one time. 

320. I called him two times 

321. I called him three times 

322. I called him four times 

323. I called him five times 

324. I made one mistake. 

325. I made two mistakes 

326. I made three mistakes 

327. I made four mistakes 
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My aim from this questionnaire is to deduce and look upon as much as possible the 

different aspects or perspectives of morphology and syntax induced in the counting 

system of Indian languages. It is divided into eleven parts to work upon in different 

contexts, and are as follows: 

- Cardinals (1-105): here I have looked upon the phonology and morphology 

involved in cardinal numerals of languages 

- Ordinals (107-132): it talks about the morphology involved in ordinals and how 

they are derivatives of cardinals. 

- Multiplicatives (134-140): this part shows how cardinals are involved in the 

formation of multiplicatives too. 

- Quantifiers(142-158):  this part shows the role of quantifiers and demonstrative 

determiners in numerals. 

- Fractionals (160-170): this parts looks upon the different processes of forming 

fractionals in different languages. 

328. I made five mistakes 

329. I made twenty mistakes 

330. I made thirty two mistakes 

331. I made several mistakes 

332. Reena has one brother. 

333. Reena has two brothers 

334. Reena has three brothers 

335. reena has four brothers 

336. Reena has one sister 

337. Reena has two sisters 

338. Reena has three sisters 

339. Reena has four sisters 

340. Reena has five sisters. 

341. Meena has no brother 

342. Meera has no sister 
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- Approximatives (172-188): this shows the relationship between numerals and 

approximations in a language. 

- Aggregratives(189-203): How aggregratives are determined by numerals in any 

language. 

- In 205 to 227 I have looked the order or place of numerals in a simple sentences 

and also the (In)definiteness : Is definiteness and indefiniteness is marked by 

numbers?? I have tried to find the answer of this question in this part. 

- Cardinals and ordinals with Noun Phrases(228-258): here I have looked upon the 

position of numerals in NP. 

- Gender and Number(260-284): I have tried to find the role of gender in numeral 

system and it shows the different markers used by different genders in numeral 

system. 

- Animacy(286-342): Does animacy also plays any role in number marking? This 

part deals with this question. 

 

Basically with the help of this questionnaire I looked at these many phenomenons, like 

the formation of simple and complex numbers, the base, the arithmetic operations 

involved, the morphology induced in the complex number formation, what morphological 

processes takes place, what is the basis of formation of ordinals and multiplicatives and 

what morphological processes works here , how ONE is different from rest numerals and 

also how 1,2,3 is different from rests, how fractionals are used, what happens when 

number is used with approximatives and aggregratives, how quantifiers and 

(in)definiteness is marked with numbers, what is the syntactic position of a numerals 

when it comes in a phrase and how it modifies the noun, what role numerals play with 

gender and number, Do animacy also shows any distinctness when it comes with 

numerals.  

I have tried to see each and every aspect for each language mentioned above, but left 

some parts in some languages because of lack of knowledge of the informants about their 

system of numerals. In some languages some parts even do not exists like fractions and 

multiplicatives. In some languages very less number of fractions and ordinals are used 
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which was sometimes are also borrowed from the dominant language of that place like 

Pnar borrows from Khasi a lot, Khasi is a dominant language where Pnar is spoken. 

Some of these languages are not used in education system. I have seen that people do not 

know the numeral system of that even upto 50 cardinals, rests are impossible as they 

never used them even in their primary level of education. Many of the speakers of 

Kurukh and Santhali and some north eastern languages like Thangal and Naga people, 

did not have any knowledge of the numerals of their mother tongue. It really posed a lot 

problems while data collection. It was really difficult to find the informants who were 

aware of their language‟s numeral system except for some well known languages. 

The other thing is that some languages do not have each and every section present in the  

questionnaire. Like Mundari do not uses cardinal part. Some north eastern languages too 

borrow some parts from the language used in their education system and some take the 

rules of dominant language and start formation of numeral parts ,like fractionals as per 

their need. Lack of some section is obvious too if that speakers do not use them in their 

daily life. And day by day with increase of need either they borrow a rule or sometimes 

the complete word to fill the gap. 

Method- I used to make the informants understand the purpose of my work properly and 

then give them the questions in English which was an understandable language for them. 

That is how I collected my data and I transcribed the utterences in IPA. I also cross 

checked the sentences with one more informant for confirmation and then according to 

that I used the most used constructions, although it was really a tough task. After 

analyzing each and every sentence, I classified them  in different categories and then did 

the final observations and then came to the final conclusion of my topic. 

1.5 ORGANISATION OF THE DISSERTATION  

This section will give an overview of the whole as presented in this dissertation. The 

present chapter has introduced the topic of research. It has explained the basic 

concepts of numeral system. This chapter has dealt with the cardinal numbers as it is 

the most important part of this dissertation. It has further spoken about the object of 

study and about the languages dealt in this research. Finally it has explained the 

questionnaire used and the methodology used. 
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The next chapter on Literature Review gives the overview of existing literature on 

numerals of various languages of world. It further explains the cognitive implications 

of numeral system. Typological properties of numeral system are also described here 

in this chapter, different types of counting system is also described in the same 

section. Further it explains the numerals and derivational morphology related to 

ordinals, fractions and multiplicatives.  Then it explains the numerals in syntactic 

construction with the nouns, determiners, definiteness, number, gender, animacy and 

numeral classifier. 

The next four chapters will be based on data analysis of all four language families. 

Chapter three describes the numeral system of Dravidian languages, next chapter 

describes the same of Austro-Asiatic languages, further chapter on Tibeto-Burman 

languages and  the sixth chapter on Indo-Aryan languages, all theses are descriptions  

with subsections which includes cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, multiplicatives, 

fractions, numeral classifier languages and interaction of numerals with syntax. 

Interaction with syntax include; interaction with demonstrative determiners, 

definiteness, number and word order. Last section of all these four chapter deals with 

approximatives, aggregatives and indefinite numerals.  

The last chapter, Conclusion tries to sum up all the analysis and finding based on my 

data in all 22 languages of four language families. It tries to address the research 

question formulated in the first chapter. 
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Chapter-2 

Literature Review 

This chapter is an attempt to give the overview of the existing literature of the counting 

system of the world‟s languages from both the perspectives, i.e., Cognitive and 

Typological. It also deals with the existing literature on interaction of numeral system 

with syntax. Section 2.1 discusses  the „Cognitive implications of the numeral system‟, 

2.2 shows the „Typological properties of numeral system‟. 2.3 deals with the „Numerals 

and derivational morphology‟ with the subsections dealing with Ordinals, Fractions and 

Multiplicatives, then 2.4 deals with the „Numbers in syntactic constructions‟, which also 

have subsections on Nouns, Determiners, Definiteness, Number, Gender, Animacy and 

finally the Numeral Classifiers, and finally, 2.6 concludes the section with a presentation 

on overall table of the numeral system of world‟s languages I shown in this chapter. 

2.1. The Cognitive Implications of Numeral/Counting Systems  

A major reason for linguists‟ and cognitive scientists‟ interest in the cross linguistic 

properties of numeral/counting systems are because it indicates what may be a species-

specific cognitive property. Speculation on how this specific knowledge may have 

evolved is common in literature and is full of conjectures like those of Von Mengden 

(2008:298-99): “The origin of the conventionalize counting sequence therefore must be 

seen in the transition from counting by gestures to counting by words.” 

Most approaches to this question assume a degree of cognitive prespecification that 

enables humans to count. However, it is also well known that languages vary in their 

numeral systems (Greenberg 1978; Comrie 2013).  In some languages, the recursivity 

principle does not seem to apply, i.e., they only have restricted range of numbers that are 

very small; and other languages even expresses only approximate numerosity. These 

differences could in principle challenge the conjecture that there is a universal 

prespecification, but it is speculated that when human species began to speak, it may have 

been able to name only the numbers 1, 2 and perhaps 3. “Oneness, twoness and threeness 

are perceptual qualities our brain computes effortlessly, without counting” (Dehaene  
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1997). „The transition toward more advanced numeration systems seems to have involved 

the counting of body parts. Historically then, digits and other parts of the body have 

supported a body based language of numbers, which is still in use in some isolated 

communities. In more advanced numeration systems, pointing is not needed anymore: 

naming a body part suffices to evoke the corresponding numeral (e.g. in many societies in 

New Guinea, the word six is literally “wrist”)‟ (Dehaene 1997). He further adds that 

number syntax probably emerged spontaneously from an extension of body-based 

numeration. 

In his Language and Problems of Knowledge, Chomsky (1998:169) speculates on the 

idea that the number faculty developed as a byproduct of the language faculty. He states 

that „„we might think of the human number faculty as essentially an „„abstraction‟‟ from 

human language, preserving the mechanisms of discrete infinity and eliminating the other 

special features of language;‟‟ also Devlin (2001). Bloom (1994) and Hurford 

(1978,1987), argue that the number faculty is dependent about semantic interpretations 

on the language faculty. Hurford‟s position is that with the correct formulation of 

recursive phrase structure rules, well-formedness conditions, and particular assumptions 

about semantic interpretations, the entirety of numerical cognition can be derived from 

grammar, as illustrated in the quote below: 

………..the number faculty largely emerges through the interaction of central features of 

the language faculty with other cognitive capacities relating to the recognition and 

manipulation of concrete objects and collections. The relevant features of the language 

faculty include the pairing of words with concepts by the linguistic sign (a la Saussure) 

and highly recursive syntax. It is therefore not necessary to postulate an autonomous 

‘faculty of number’ as a separate module of mind. (Hurford 1987: 3) 

In Bloom‟s view, the number faculty receives its property of discrete infinity through a 

bootstrapping process, from the grammar of the count routine. Specifically, he argues that 

initially children do not understand the notion of cardinality of set size. They come to 

know the count routine, but initially fail to acquire the knowledge that it is infinite in 

principle. Bloom points out that the count routine (i.e., 1cat….. 2 cats….3 cats…) uses 

grammar, which we know has discrete infinity through processes like relativization for 
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syntax and compounding of morphology. Hence, if children learn the linguistic count 

routine before they understand the numerical representations it stands for, they have „a 

way in‟ or a bootstrapping mechanism for transferring discrete infinity from grammar to 

number: in the course of development, children „bootstrap‟ a generative understanding of 

number out of the productive syntactic and morphological structures available in 

(linguistic) counting system. (Bloom 1994: 186) 

As for the written account of numbers there is no clear record of when did it start, 

Dehaene writes in his book that the invention of written number notations probably 

unfolded in parallel with the development of oral numeration.  

The oldest written record available is from the Aurignacian period, when several bones 

were found having numbers represented as notches. The principle of one to one 

correspondence, in keeping track of number of objects is quite old and has been 

reinvented over and again. The Sumerians filled spheres of clay with as many marbles as 

the objects they counted, the Incas recorded numbers by tying knots on strings. In fact the 

very word „calculation‟ itself comes from the Latin word calculus which means „pebble‟ 

(Dehaene 1997). It shows that numeration systems have evolved through the brain and 

for the brain; through the brain, because the history of number notations is clearly limited 

by the inventiveness of the human brain and its ability to fathom new principles of 

numeration and for the brain because numerical investigations have been transmitted 

from generation to generation only when they closely matched the limits of human 

perception and memory, and therefore increased humankind‟s computational potential. 

In acquisition, children learn numeral words for the lowest values first (1, 2, and 3) 

(Bloom 2000). Bloom‟s and Hurford‟s explanation of the special status of the lower 

numerals involves frequency effects: numerals up to three or four occur with much higher 

frequency than other numerals, so there is pressure on languages to grammaticalise them 

as a separate lexical subclass. This explanation does not challenge the basic principle of 

“no counting” in the grammar or lexicon: it is higher frequency, rather than the numeric 

value of the numeral per se, which allows these numerals to display morphological or 

syntactic properties distinct from other numerals. Bloom (2000) also argues that it is 
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possible for very young children to possess basic number awareness for very small sets of 

objects without knowing how to count. 

There are some tribes which only have number names for quantities one and two or may 

be just counting of body parts. In some languages there are no numbers at all and no 

bases. For example there is no grammatical number in Piraha (Everett 1983,1986). 

The crucial step in the development of  numeral systems is the evolution of an ordered 

sequence of simple expressions for numerical values. The most likely lexical source for a 

numeral is an expression denoting a body part; Rijkhoff (2002:157); Detges (2003:52-

54); Von Mengden (2008). This is not to say that the lexical source of an atomic numeral 

is necessarily a body-part expression. But expressions for body-parts are certainly the 

most frequent and the most natural sources for numerals- simply because a sequence of 

body parts is the only potential  numerical tool which is salient and constantly available 

for human cultures in early developmental stages.( Mengden 2009:266) 

A small set of numerals does not mean there is a limit on the number sense. Harrison 

mentions in his book that as per anthropologist Hans Belcher, even though, the Yanoama 

people don‟t have numbers higher than three, they can nevertheless detect small 

differences in quantities. Example “if twenty arrows are standing together and one 

increases or reduces the bundle by only one during the owner‟s absence, he will notice it 

at once upon his return”, showing that they have a keen „number sense‟ even though they 

don‟t have a numeral system above three.  

The Damara of South Africa (56,000 speakers) also don‟t have numerals above three yet 

they seldom lose oxen. And the way they discover that they have lost one is not by 

counting but by the missing face they remember! (Harrison, 2007) 

According to Mengden (2009), Numerals have three defining properties and are as 

follows: 

- The elements of a numeral system must be well distinguished from each other. 

- The elements of a numeral system must form an ordered sequence. 

- The numeral system is potentially infinite. 
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Mengden explains that the cardinal numerals vary in three ways on the basis of their 

morphosyntactic properties. And the three ways are: 

- They (cardinal numerals) vary within the counting sequence. 

- One element of the counting sequence of one and the same language may vary in 

its inflectional and syntactic behavior depending on the context (information 

structure) and on some properties of the quantified noun,most of all its 

countability. 

- The morphosyntactic properties of cardinal numerals vary across languages. 

2.2. TYPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF NUMERAL SYSTEM 

In this section we will examine the various patterns and properties of the numerals of 

world‟s languages. So many interesting features prevail in different languages of the 

world, but still little work has been done in this area. Let us start with looking at the how 

in some languages there are very few basic numerals and some languages even do not 

have numeral system like piraha and in some body part system is still prevails. 

Mangarayi and Yidiny have only numerals upto 3 and 5. Hixkaryana has upto 10 which is 

based on body part here it is 10 fingers only. When we look forward towards the 

languages of New Guinea we will see the extended body part system. Along with it this 

we will see different bases and mixed base system in some languages.  

Thousands of world‟s languages, and some of them are endangered, use a variety of 

different numeral systems in terms of the different bases they use: duodecimal system, 

decimal system, senary system, quinary system, quarternary system, ternary system, 

binary system, incomplete decimal system, mixed system, body part tally system and so 

on. There also exist indigenous  languages of South America that are languages that only 

distinguish the numbers “one” and “many”. Day by day with rapid globalization, the 

indigenous numeral system especially of the ethnic groups are in the verge of losing their 

traditional number system and replacing it with that of the neighboring dominant 

language. Very quickly, younger generation become unable to use their native numeral 

system and prefer to use English or some other predominant language and only the older 

members of community use the traditional number system. Therefore, I can say that the 

statement made by Comrie (2005) that, “ Numeral systems are even more endangered 
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than languages” is completely correct as it is the same situation I have also observed 

while my study of numeral system of Indian languages. 

 Comrie (2005) also points out that there are many instances of languages that are not 

particularly endangered but whose numeral systems are endangered. “ To cite just one 

example […] although traditional Paraguayan Guarani [gug] has a rich numeral system, 

in current colloquial usage in Paraguay only the Guarani numerals through 5 are in use, 

all higher numerals being expressed in Spanish.” He also observes that “even the 

numbers of large languages can be endangered in this way, e.g., Japanese and Thai 

numerals have been largely replaced by Chinese.” The Hadza language spoken in 

Tanzania has only five numerals, and the rest of the numeral system is borrowed from the 

numeral system of the dominant language Swahili, through a process called 

Swahilisation. The same happens with the Sandawa, also spoken in Tanzania, which has 

only 10 natural numbers and the rest are borrowed from Swahili. This language also has 

mixed base system of 5 and 10. 

Let us start by looking at some languages that have very few basic numerals, or do not 

even have a numeral system like Piraha. In some languages, the body part system is still 

prevails. The language Mangarayi and Yidiny has only numerals upto 3 and 5, 

respectively. Hixkaryana has upto 10, the latter being based on body parts (10 fingers). In 

an article in the Guardian Weekly (16.04.2014) entitle, “The Amazonian tribe that can 

only count up to five”, Alex Bellos cites the five numbers in Munduruku of Brazil, 

suggesting that the word for 5 “puɡ poɡbɪ” might mean “one hand”. 

With regards to the bases used in numeral system, there is a great deal of variety 

crosslinguistically. The Lufu language of Nigeria, an unclassified language, has base 5 

for some numerals, but it also uses a decimal base as well. Another Isolate African 

Language called Bangime spoken in Mali is too based on decimal system, but has single 

words for 20,40, 60 and 80, with the rest of all decimal multiplicatives being derived. For 

e.g, 
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1. Lufu Numerals:                                                                                 

1. ut ɪ                                                                                            

2. (bɑ)mɑhɑ 

3. bɑt ɑ 

4. bɑɲi 

5. bɑtso 

6. bɑzu d zɪ (5+1) 

7. bɑtso mɑhɑ (5+2) 

8. bɑtso bɑt ɑ (5+3) 

9. bɑtso bɑɲi (5+4) 

10. uwo 

11. uwo ut ɪ (10+1) 

12. uwo mɑhɑ (10+2) 

13. uwo bɑt ɑ (10+3) 

14. uwo bɑɲi (10+4) 

 

 

 

2. Bangime numerals: 

1. t ore 

2. jind o 

3. t ɑɑru 

4. nijɛ 

5. nundɪ 

6. kere 

7. kije 

8. sɑɑɡɪn 

9. t ɛɡo 

10. kurɛ 

11. kɔndɖɡo t ore (10+1) 
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12. kɔndɖɡo jind o(10+2) 

13. kɔndɖɡo tɑɑru (10+3) 

20. tɑɑwɑ 

30. tɑɑwɑ nɑ bɪjɛ kurɛ (20+10) 

40. d ɛʋɛ 

50. d ɛʋɛ nɑ bɪjɛ kurɛ (40+10) 

60. tɑɑwna sɪɡo  

70. tɑɑwnɑ sɪɡo nɑ bijɛ kurɛ (60+70) 

80. zooro 

90. zooro nɑ bɪjɛ kurɛ (80+10) 

100. tɛɛmɛdɛrɛ jindo  

Most of the world languages and especially from the Indo European language family 

employ the decimal system, although there are some with a vigesimal system with 

some irregularities. The general pattern is additive-multiplicative. Subtraction is very 

rare. But it‟s there in Latin, where (e.g. 3) 20 is (19-1)-   un-de-viɡinti (one from 

twenty). Division is even more rare, but we can see this in Welsh  (e.g. 4) 50 is half 

hundred, hanner cant (half hundred). The language Ket spoken along the middle 

Yenisei basin by Ket people,where subtraction and addition both takes place in a 

same numeral for e.g., 

 

5.  71   is    [(100-30)+1], 71-  qusɑm  əyɑm        dɔŋɑs   bənsɑŋ       ki? 

                                                            One     left.over     thirty   without   hundred 

We can also see the Georgian numerals which is based on decimal and vigesimal system. 

In this language 1 to 10 are primitives then 11 to 19 are formed from 1 to 9 only but 
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prefixed with /t /. Then 20-99 based on vigesimal system. 40,60,70,80 are formed using 

1,3 and 4 respectively linked to the word for 20 by (a vigesimal multiplicatives). This 20 

to 99 are formed using 20,40,60, 80 by dropping the final /i/, then adding /dɑ/ and 

followed by appropriate number from 1 to 19. For e.g.  

6. Georgian Numerals: 

1. ert ɪ 

2. orɪ 

3. sɑmɪ 

4. ot  khɪ 

5. khut ɪ 

6. ekvsɪ 

7. ʃvid i 

8. ruɑ 

9. tʃk rɑ 

10. ɑt  ɪ 

11. t  ert met ɪ (10+1) 

12. t  ormet ɪ (10+2) 

13. tʃɑmet ɪ (10+3) 

14. t ot khmet ɪ (10+4) 

20. ot si 

21. ot sdɑert ɪ (20+1) 

30. otsdɑɑt ɪ (20+10) 

40. ormot sɪ (2*20) 

50.ormotsdɑɑt ɪ  (2*20+10) 

60. sɑmot sɪ (3*20) 

70. sɑmot sdɑɑt ɪ (3*20+10)  

80. ot k omot sɪ (4*20) 
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90. ot k omot sdɑɑt ɪ (4*20+10) 

100. ɑsi 

Let us now consider some very interesting numeral systems. I would like to start with 

Hindi, although Hindi is basically decimal number system, but because of the 

pronunciation which is very irregular in Hindi, we need to memorize all 100 different 

words as if it were a centesimal system. Another is a language of New Guinea named 

Oksampin, which is interestingly based on the body part counting with base 27. It uses 

extended body part tally system. Similarly Tzotzil (a Mayan language) has base 20 and is 

based on a body part system. Yoruba (Niger- Congo language), based on vigesimal 

system. This language adds for the digits 1-4 and subtracts for 5-9, for example, 13 is 

10+3 and 18 is 20-2. The Ambalak language has words for only 1,2,5 and 20 and other 

numerals are described as combinations of them. Welsh have two number systems, one is 

a traditional number system based on vigesimal base and another is modern one based on 

base decimal. This language uses 15 as a reference point. Bukiyip (Papua Guinea 

languages) have a base 3 and 4 together, which depends on what you counting like 

coconut, days and fish uses base 3 and Betel nuts, bananas, shields uses base 4. Supyire, a 

Niger-Congo language spoken in Mali has basic words for only 1,5,10,20,80 and 400 and 

rests are build from these numbers. Danish is also very interesting as up to 50 numbers 

are normal but from 50, it uses fractions, example is already given in the paragraph deal 

with overcounting, which is halftred that is 50 (2 ½ *20). French also have mixed system 

of decimal and vigesimal system, up to 70 it uses decimal system, e.g. 

       7.  70- 60+10   (soixɑnte-dix) 

8.  80- 4*20 ( quɑtre-vinɡts) 

9.  90- (4*20)+10 (quatre-vinɡts-dix) 

The last one is Nimbia (dialect of Gwandara language of Nigeria) with duodecimal 

system, like,                                                       

10. 29- (12*2)+5   (ɡume bi ni biyɑr) 

11. 9- (12*7)+11   (ɡume bo‟o nɪ kwɑdɑ) 
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Looking at the Haruai numerals Comrie in his article named, “Haruai Numerals and Their 

Implications For the History and Typology of Numeral Systems”, describes three types of 

counting system in Haruai and are: 

- Indigenous abstract system:  

The morpheme used in this system bear no relation to the names of any physical 

objects. There are only two morphemes /pɑŋ/ „one' and /mos/ „two' at Haruai 

abstract numeral system contains. For getting higher numerals, these morphemes 

can be combined and repeated, for example, three is /mos pɑŋ/ „two one„  and 

four is /mos mos/ „two two„. This system was not used productively for higher 

numerals because the forms soon get so long with the use of addition alone, it was 

hard to keep track of how manyinstances of mos haver been uttered. Therefore, 

this system get diminished when the body-part system was introduced. 

 

- Body-part system: 

The body-part system makes use of body parts by touching it. The numerals can 

be identified by pointing to the appropriate body-parts. The numeral 1-5 uses the 

five fingers, from little finger of the left hand to the thumb. Then the count 

proceeds from wrist, the middle of the forearm, the elbow, the biceps, the 

shoulder, the collar bone to the breast bone, with the value „twelve‟. For the count 

above twelve just reverse the order by the continuing down the right side of the 

body. This system was very ambiguous, and is also get reduced when Tok-Pisin 

system get introduced. 

 

- Tok-Pisin system: 

This system developed under the contact situation. The younger generation needs 

to count at least up to a hundred in the elementary school. Therefore Haram 

people borrowed the counting system of Tok-Pisin (spoken in Papua New 

Guinea), and Tok-Pisin itself uses borrowed counting system of English because 

English is the language of greater prestige there. 

Tok-Pisin numerals: 

1. win 
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2. cu 

3. tar 

4. for 

5. fɑɪʋ 

6. sɪks 

7. seʋen 

8. eʈ 

9. nɑɪn 

10. ʈen 

 He observes that the basic arithmetic operations in the formation of complex numerals 

involve addition, subtraction, multiplication, exponentiation, over counting and 

overrunning. By overcounting he means, “whereby a number with an interpretation like 

„x tens plus y‟ is expressed rather in terms of being on the way to x+1 tens, as in older 

Danish hɑlv-tred-sinds-tyve „half-th/ird-time-twenty‟, i.e, „50‟ (half of the third twenty); 

the current Danish hɑlftreds is less transparent.” Another process is overrunning, by 

which Comrie means- “the use of addition where the ideal system would predict 

multiplication, or of multiplication where the ideal system would predict exponentiation. 

For example, overrunning by addition in place of multiplication is found in small 

children‟s extension of the English eighteen, nineteen pattern to give tenteen. Precisely 

this pattern is found in Polabian (Slavic), where the teens have the suffix –nocti, and 

where visem is „8‟, divat „9‟ and disat „10‟.” 

Let us move towards the Pame numeral system which is described by the Avelino (2005) 

in great details. The typological unusual base of Pame number systems is 8, which is the 

only productive base of Northern Pame. Central and Southern Pame shows a great 

influence of Mesoarmerican traits, therefore, they also use base 10 and 20. The Pame 

number systems are explained as a result of their location at the border of a major 

linguistic area. 

Alor-Pantar languages shows quinary system (6) for numeral „7‟ to „9‟. There are two 

types of changes are associated with the compounding process, shown by Klamer and 

Schapper: 
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- Segmental reduction in the members of a compound. 

- Dissimilation of segments across members of a compound. 

In Alor-Pantar languages, numeral classifiers are very common with variable shapes and 

origins, and make very different semantic classifications. Here, classifiers are developed 

by the enhancement of Austronesian influence, along with the intensive contact with 

Indonesia , which has been lead to the general classifiers in a good number of Alor-Pantar 

languages, but still constitute an independent development especially in the position of 

Noun. 

“Papuan languages are best known in the typological literature on numerals for having 

body-part tally system and, to lesser extent, restricted numeral systems which have no 

cyclically recurring base” (Laycock 1975; Lean 1992; Comrie 2005a). “Papuan 

languages are also typologically interesting for the fact that they often make use bases of 

other than the cross-linguistically most frequent decimal and vigesimal bases, such as, 

quinary (Lean 1992) and senary bases.” (Donohue 2008; Evans 2009). Tobelo and 

Western Pantar (Papuan language) spoken in East Nusantara, both show Quinary numeral 

system and both mark number in pronouns and pronominal affixes. They both have 

elaborate numeral classifiers with significant differences. Tobelo system is larger than 

Western Pantar as Tobelo has 16 classifier morphemes as compared to 10 in other one. 

Number systems of Australian languages are small. They do have the same arithmetic 

processes but still are not uniform in all respects. Hale (1975), Dixon (1980) says that, “ 

Australian languages does not have numerals, they have quantifiers which can denote 

more or less specific quantities,e.g.,In Jaru, murrukun is „three, few‟.” 

Tibeto-Burman languages are mainly based on decimal system but there are some less 

common bases can also in use like 4,5,12,20 and even 4 but parallel with Decimal 

system, therefore, they are called mixed system. Tibeto-Burman languages are very much 

influenced from Indo-Aryan and Sinitic languages. Number structures are borrowed even 

if not the number words. Higher numerals are formed of multiplication and addition. 

In the Semua dialect of Helong (an Austronesian language), the numeral system is robust 

in the grammar because this language still used in the domains of negotiations, finance 
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and livestock management.  In this language there are two ways of stating numbers over 

twenty, one is long form beas  and a short form –s. Balle and Cameron describes the 

extensive use of suffix –s , which have multiple functions including: 

- To indicate the following numeral is the final one in numeral sequence. 

- To indicate a specific plural referent (rather than generic or non-specific) for non-

numeral quantifiers, 

- To mark plural on nouns, 

- To mark associative plural, 

- To mark specific third person objects on verb 

Gadalla (2005) did the comparative study of numeral system of Standard Arabic (SA) 

and Egyptian Colloquial Arabic (ECA), they says, “ ECA exhibits a simplified system of 

numerals in contrast to the complexity of numeral formation in SA. This is represented in 

the loss of case markers used with all numerals. There is also a tendency in ECA systems 

to eliminate the gender distinctions that are connected with the numbered noun. On the 

other hand, it is noted that all ECA numerals are based on (SA) ones. However, some of 

them have slight formal differences which can be accounted for by regular phonology 

and morphology.” 

2.3  NUMERALS AND DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY 

2.3.1   ORDINALS 

The morphologically derived form of corresponding cardinal numerals are called 

Ordinals. These are formed by various morphological processes, most commonly by the 

addition of suffix or a prefix. In some languages however, as Mengden (2009: 118) 

observes “another method for of indicating the ordinal as opposed to the cardinal is by a 

change of word order. However, ordinal marking is a morphological process which in 

principle is exerted exclusively on all numerically specific cardinality expressions and 

thus a central property of cardinal numerals. Describing ordinal numerals thus implicitly 

reveals properties of cardinal numerals.”  

E.g.   –  12.  The seventh girl 

                     Girl seven 
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13. The second day 

        Day two 

Morphologically, ordinal numerals are with some exceptions, formed as derivations of 

the respective cardinal root. Ordinals only show rank or position not the quantity. In most 

cases affixation to the cardinals is the only process to create ordinals. In English, ordinals 

are adjectives. 

Many languages have a suppletive instead of a regular derivational form for the ordinal 

FIRST ( Hurford 1987; Veselinova 1998). For example, In English ordinal for One is 

First, in Hindi ordinal for „ek‟(one) is „pehla‟ (First).. It can be seen cross-linguistically 

very easily which we will see in the further chapters in greater details. 

 Barbiers (2006) talks about the similarities and differences between the „one‟ and „many‟ 

in brief. Mainly he studied Dutch numerals. In Dutch, there are two suffixes for Ordinals: 

-de for 2 to 12 except 8 and –ste for rests. First (-stem) is a superlative suffix. “Many 

languages have a suppletive instead of a regular derivational form for the ordinal FIRST.” 

(Hurford 1987; Veselinonva 1998). English, Dutch, German, French all have the 

obligatory suppletion for FIRST, e.g, 14.  *one-th      First 

Barbiers  in his article, “ Indefinite Numerals One and Many and the Cause of Ordinal 

Suppletion” gives these points of similarities between ONE and MANY  and in what 

respects ordinals are different from cardinals: 

- Many also has a suppletive ordinal. 

- Both combine with suffix „-ness‟, unlike cardinals 

- Suffix „-some‟ can‟t be added to them, but possible with cardinal numbers. 

- They show obligatory agreement with definite determiners, but not so with 

cardinals. 

- „one‟ and „many‟ can be used predicatively. 

- They allow modification by „so‟, but cardinals cannot. 

- Both are incompatible with each and every, cardinal numerals are not. 
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Sjef Barbiers says that ONE and MANY are numerals, not adjectives, and the properties 

that distinguish numerals from adjectives are: 

- Obligatoriness of quantitative –er with N-ellipsis. 

- Occurrence as the head of a partitive. 

- No comparative or superlative 

- Absence of determiner in singular [+count] noun phrase 

- Absence of gender agreement 

- Ordinal formation (if [definite]) 

2.3.2  FRACTIONS 

Fractions are an integral part of any numeral system, as quantity can defined in this term 

is much in use now. When we talk of earlier times, not every language needed this 

fractional system, but now day by day with the development in language and the 

development of societies this system has been introduced in almost every language. 

However, this system need not be too rich, as some languages may only have three or 

four fractions in use as these are their only need. Other languages may have syntactic 

construction of making fractions; for example using affixes and the numerator and 

denominator part of the fraction. Finally other, languages choose to directly borrow from 

the dominant languages. For  example- Indian languages mostly borrow it from Sanskrit 

and Hindi. Half (1/2) is a very common fraction that is used in every languages, then ¼ 

and 1/10. These are some fractions that language  generally have but when we look for ¾, 

2/5, 1/3 we can‟t find it so commonly. 

According to Hurford, “ there are few numeral systems that make use of fractions in 

constructing their expression for whole numbers.” (Hurford 1987:123) All we needs to 

say here that the value of a fraction is arrived at by dividing the value of first constituents 

by that of the second; and in the case where a fraction is an immediate constituent of a 

NUMBER, the value of the number is the arithmetic different of the value of the fraction 

and the value of the second immediate constituent. (Hurford 1987:123) 

Let us see some examples like in English we have a „half‟, „quarter‟ as two lexemes 

which denotes fraction, this can be seen in many other languages too that they have a 
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separate lexemes for some numerals and some are rule based. Let us see in Hindi we have 

separate words for half (ɑ:d  ɑ), quarter (səʋɑ), one and a half (ɖeɖ ) and two and a half 

(ɖ ɑɪ). 

Fractions of a whole changes from language to language. It has constituents as in rule. 

Fraction ---->  Ordinal No.  Ordinal No. 

This rule is appropriate for the construction of English fractions like one fourth, two 

third, seven ninth etc. Similarly when we look for the fractional system of different 

languages of different language families, we can postulate other rules which are 

appropriate for making fractional system of other languages. 

2.3.3  MULTIPLICATIVES 

According to Alexander Coupe (2007), “ Multiplicatives are used to denote the number 

of occurrences of same event. It expresses how many times or how many folds.” 

Multiplicatives behaves as adverb in most of the languages and are derived by the 

cardinal numerals by attaching the suffix, prefix and in some languages multiple 

affixation too takes place in the formation of multiplicatives like in Pnar. In most of the 

languages „once‟ is irregular form and it did not take any affixation to express its 

adverbial meaning. Apart from this, the rest numeral adverbs are derivation of their 

respective cardinal numbers and are completely regular. 

2.4  NUMERALS IN SYNTACTIC CONSTRUCTIONS 

Numerals, when used in noun phrases, interact with other element of the noun phrase. 

This section examines some broad patterns of their interaction with other constituents of 

the noun phrase. 

2.4.1  NOUNS 

Co-occurrence with numerals can affect the expression of number morphology of nouns. 

Turkish numerals, Ionin and Matushansky (2006) observes, “exclusively combine with 

singular bare noun.” On This Bale, Gagnon and Khanjian in their article, “Cross 

Linguistic Representations of Numerals and Number Marking” demonstrate that Turkish 

singular bare nouns are not semantically singular, but rather are unspecified for number.” 
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In this article restrictive modification can account for three different types of languages 

with respect to the distribution of numerals and plural nouns: 

- Languages where numerals exclusively combine with plural nouns like 

English. 

- Languages where they exclusively combine with singular bare nouns like 

Turkish. 

- Languages where they optionally combine with either type of noun like 

Western Armenian. 

Numerals can also affect case expression on the noun. Diane Nelson and Ida Toivonen in 

their article, “ Counting and the Grammar: Case and Numerals in Inari Sami” shows a 

unique system of numerals of Inari Sami, where a „split‟ occurs between numerals 6 and 

7 with respect to the type of case they assign to the nouns they qualify. 2-6 assigns a 

special kind of accusative case, direct case, which accounts for the patterns of interaction 

between numerals, nouns, and locative cases assigned by a governing verb. 7 and higher 

numerals assigned partitive by default, and the numbers 2-6 override the case marking 

lexically. 

2.4.2  DETERMINERS 

Whenever determiners are linked to numbers, they are called Numeral Determiners. In 

this dissertation we will see the role of Quantifying and Distal Determiners and their 

word order in the various Indian languages. Quantifying determiners are words such as 

many, much, several which tells about quantity without giving an exact number and are 

used only with plural nouns. In the other hand, Distal Determiners are the words this, 

that, these, those and are used to point out which person or thing you mean. This 

(Singular) and These (Plural) are Proximal demonstrative determiners and That (singular) 

and Those (Plural) are called Distal demonstrative determiners. 

Mengden (2009:14) categorizes cardinal numerals as a subclass of quantifiers, within the 

range of lexical categories. He says that cardinal numerals are part of a larger class of 

expressions which all specify the size of set and the expression quantified (usually a 

noun) then denotes the kind of elements that are combined in this set. Quantifiers share a 
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number of semantic and functional as well as formal properties. As for latter, there is a 

range of morphosyntactic strategies employed by quantifiers- and in particular cardinal 

numerals- in interaction with the quantified noun. Gil (2013), on the other hand, groups 

cardinal numerals as special kind of mid range quantifiers. He called few, several, many 

as mid range quantifiers. But Mengden was not satisfied with Gil‟s definition, he said, I 

would like to shift the focus to the particular (semantic) feature which makes cardinal 

numeral stand out of the class quantifiers most significantly: cardinal numerals specify 

the size of set by its „cardinality‟, that is, by the exact number of elements a set contain. 

Mengden argues that cardinal numerals are exactly that class of numerically specific 

quantifiers that constitute a numeral system of particular language. 

But I think that it is really very difficult to classify numerals to any specific lexical 

category as it do not fit clearly into any one. In Chapter 1, we saw that they behave as 

noun or adjectives or modifiers too. Similarly, Ordinals also functions as modifiers, 

nouns and adverbs and multiplicatives are adverbs of frequency.Therefore, it can be 

independent category. Some non-numeral quantifiers can function as Determiners too 

which will see in forthcoming chapters. Anvita Abbi (2001:134) says that “ Numerals and 

non numeral quantifiers can also be partitive and non partitive.” 

Most of the quantifiers, numerals and determiners generally have two positions in a 

sentence and are pre- NP that is specifier or post-NP that is modifier. In some languages, 

NP is marked by demonstrative determiners which also mark definiteness. In Meiteilon, 

defininiteness is marked through quantifiers. 

Klamer and Kratochvil in their article, “The Expression of Number in languages of East 

Nusantara: An Overview”,(2014: 5) talks about the syntactic position of quantifiers of 

Austronesian languages. They say that, “the syntactic position of quantifiers is variable in 

the Austronesian languages. In Tolaki, it always precedes the quantified noun, either 

occurring outside the NP, or inside the NP it modifies. In Sumbawa, quantifiers have a 

variable syntax where they may precede or follow the noun, depending on the referential 

properties of the phrase. Classifiers may occur between the head noun and the non-

numeral quantifier.” 
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Demonstrative Determiners 

Like noun, numerals can take determiners; for example, the two of us, the third of many 

etc. When numerals appear before the noun they functions as determiners and here 

cardinal numerals expresses quantity, e.g., second prize, first impression, third chance. 

Therefore, we can say that as like noun numerals take determiners so numerals can be 

called as a subclass of noun, e.g., the first of many.  Nurit Dekel in his book, “Colloquial 

Israeli Hebrew: A Corpus-based survey”, (2014:191) says that “Numerals and 

demonstrative determiners precede the nouns they describe rather than follow them.” 

2.4.3 DEFINITENESS 

In some languages definiteness is marked with the numerals and in some unmarked. 

According to Nurit Dekel (2014), “there is no agreement in definiteness between the 

numerals and their following nouns.” He also says that, “ Definiteness is irrelevant in the 

case of numeral „one‟; it is never definite in the spoken language. Instead, the numeral 

drops, and a definite demonstrative determiner is attached to the noun”. This statement is 

so true, we will see that this so happens in Indian languages too. 

2.4.4  NUMBER, GENDER AND ANIMACY 

In the languages I discussed here, the marking of plural number of nouns is generally 

optional. Languages like Tamil, always marks plurality with the number more than ONE 

and there is always agreement with Noun. On the other hand, Thangal (Sino Tibetan 

language) never marks plurality with Noun but with quantifier the plural marker /t e/ is 

always there.Same goes with Meiteilon too. 

When we talk about the gender we see that some languages have different plural marker 

with different gender and most of the languages have same plural gender marker. In 

Austro-Asiatic language like Khasi, grammatical gender marker shows definiteness, that 

is, the agreement marker that is used before a numeral denotes definiteness and also used 

for agreement. In languages like Kashmiri, it happens that plural marker is neither 

attached with the numerals or nouns but with the Auxiliaries and that is optional but this 

is so with the Masculine and Neuter gender. In the sentences with feminine word, the 

plurality is marked with the Feminine Noun. Just to show the agreement masculine and 

feminine gender both takes different plural marker and in most cases the marker does not 
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attached with the numerals but with the Noun. Kurukh shows this plural marker with 

[+human] but not with [-human] feature. Similarly, in Santhali   with only [+human, 

+animate] feature, the plural marker is used else not. 

2.4.5  NUMERAL CLASSIFIER 

Aikhenvald (2006:466) explains numeral classifiers as, “ morphemes that only appear 

next to the numeral, or a quantifiers; they may categorize the referent of a noun in terms 

of its animacy, shape and other inherent properties”. “They are additional words that have 

co-occur with a noun when it is enumerated and reveal the semantic classification of 

nouns in a particular language.” (Gil 2013b)  

Classifiers are intermediate systems along a cline between lexicon and morphosyntax 

(Grinevald 2007:95). According to Gary Holton (2014), “although classifiers share many 

similarities with measure terms such as „glass of water‟, classifiers differ from such 

lexical items in that they form a grammatical subsystem. On the other hand, they differ 

from noun class systems such as grammatical gender in that they are not entirely 

grammaticized. Classifiers may be optional, their occurrence may be pragmatically 

motivated, and their usage may vary from speaker to speaker.” 

The basic two types of numeral classifiers are generally defines that is mensural and 

sortal classifiers. “A mensural classifiers individuates in terms of quantity” and “A sortal 

classifiers individuates whatever it refers to in terms of kind of entity that it is.” ( Lyons 

1977:463). Most, if not all, language have mensural classifier, while the worldwide 

distribution of  sortal classifier is more restricted. (Gil, 2013). In his article, “The 

Interaction Between Numerals and Nouns”, Hurford ( 1998:12) states that, the central 

case of numeral classifiers construction involves just three constituents, the numeral, the 

classifier, and the case noun. These constitutents may occur in any order, except that the 

numeral and the classifiers are (almost) always adjacent, forming a middle level 

constituent of the whole construction. For e.g., In Bengali, d u ʈo   ele (numeral, 

classifier, noun). 

In this dissertation, the term classifier refers to sortal numeral classifiers, and mensural 

classifiers will not be part in the discussion. 
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2.5 CONCLUSION 

The morphology and syntax of counting/numeral system is very rich and varied. We saw 

examples of so many languages in this chapter that how numeral system forms and works 

in a language. Numeral system is an integral part of any language and vocabulary too. It 

does affect grammar too. The interaction of numerals with the derivational morphology 

and syntax is very interesting. The variation in the typological properties of numeral 

system is so rich. Some languages are numeral classifier languages. ONE in many 

languages behaves differently from the rest numbers. Table below gives the overview of 

this chapter: 

Languages Base Arithmetic Operation Numeral exists 

    

Piranha - - No numerals 

Manga ray - - Only upto 3 

Yidiny - - Only upto 5 

Amazonian tribe - - Only upto 5 

Sandawa 5,10 (mixed) Add., multip. Upto 10, rests are 

derived from Swahili 

Latin 10,20 Add., Sub., Multip. Complete 

Welsh 10,20 Add., Multip., Div., 

Fractions 

Complete 

Georgian 20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Pame 8,10,20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Alor-Pantar 

(Numeral Classifier 

lang.) 

6 Add., Sub., Multipli. Complete 

Papuan 5,6,10,20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

(Endagered) 

Australian language 

- - Use Quantifier as a 

numerals  

Tibeto- Burman  4,5,12,10,20 Add., Multipli., Div. Complete 

Hindi 10 Add., Multipli. Complete 
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Tzotzil 20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Yoruba 20 Add., Sub., Multipli. Complete 

Ambalak - Add., Multipli. Words for 1,2,5,20 , 

rests are derived from 

these only 

Bukiyip 3,4 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Supyire - Add., Multipli. Words for 

1,5,10,20,80,400, rests 

are derived from these 

only 

French 10,20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Nimbia 12 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Huli 15 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Umbu-Ungu 24 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Ndom 6 Add., Multipli. Complete 

Hixkaryana - - Upto 10 only 

Basque 20 Add., Multipli. Complete 

 

Table 2.1 General features of numeral system of some World‟s languages 

This table is based on three parameters,i.e, base, arithmetic operations and existed 

numerals in any particular language or language family. Here we find clearly that 

languages and the languages of different language families how they vary in the use of 

„Base‟, and most of the system are „mixed‟. Addition and Multiplication is the main 

arithmetic operations that is generally involved in formation of complex numerals in most 

of the languages. Division and Subtraction are less used operations and Fraction and 

Exponence are more rare. The third parameter is just showing that there are languages 

that have limited counting words and that too are based mainly on 5 or 10 fingers and 

then the extended body parts and they do not uses any base system and arithmetic 

operations. Then other languages which are having complete numeral system uses the 
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„Recursivity‟ principle and forms a complete numeral system. Even some languages do 

borrow the whole number system except some basic numbers that is maximum upto 10. 

In the further chapters, I will expand this table with more parameters and will show how 

interesting this numeral system is. 
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Chapter-3 

Numeral System of Dravidian Languages 

In this chapter we will look at the features of numeral system in four Dravidian languages 

named Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Kurukh. These are spoken in Southern India and 

parts of Eastern and Central India.  

3.1 CARDINAL NUMBERS 

Numbers Analysis Tamil Malyalam Telugu Kurukh 

Zero 0 pu jəm pu jəm sunnɑ nɪd ɪ 

One 1 ondrʊ oɳɳə okəʈʈɪ ond /onʈɛ/orot  

Two 2 ɪrəndʊ rɑɳɖə renɖu  ɖ/d uɪ 

Three 3 mu:ndrʊ mu:ɳɳə muɖu mund  

Four 4 nɑ:nɡʊ ɳɑ:lə nɑ:ɭuɡu nɑ:k  

Five 5 ɑɪndʊ ɑɲjə ɑ:id u pən e 

Six 6 ɑ:rʊ ɑ:rə ɑ:ru Soj 

Seven 7 eɭʊ e:ɽə e:ɖu sɑ:j 

Eight 8 eʈʈʊ eʈʈə ɪnɪnɪd ɪ (10-2) ɑ:k  

Nine 10-1 onbədʊ ombɑtə t ommɪd ɪ nəj (9) 

Ten 10 (Base) pɑttʊ pɑttə pəd ɪ d oj 

Eleven 10+1 pɑd ɪondrʊ pɑtɪnoɳɳə pəd əkunɖu  d oj ond  

Twelve 10+2 pɑnnɪrəndʊ pɑntrɑɳɖə pənnenɖu d oj  ɖ 

Thirteen 10+3 pɑd ɪmu:ʊ pɑtɪmuɳɳə pəd əmuɖu d oj mund  

Fourteen 10+4 pɑd ɪnɑ:nɡʊ pɑtɪɳɑlə pəd ənɑɭuɡu d oj nɑ:k  

Fifteen 10+5 pɑd ɪnɑɪndʊ pɑtɪnɑɲjə pəd əhenu d oj pən e 

Eighteen 10+8 

pɑd ɪneɭu 

pɑtɪneʈʈe pəd d enmɪd ɪ 

[10+(10-2)] ɖoj ɑ:k ə 

Nineteen 20-1 

pɑt t onbəd u 

pɑt t ɔnbɑt ə 

pənt  mɪd ɪ 

d oj 

nəj(10+9) 

Twenty 2*10 ɪrubəd ʊ irupɑt ə erəʋəɪ (20)  ɖoj 

Twenty 

one 

(2*10)+1 ɪrubəd u 

ond ru 

irupɑt ti 

oɳɳə 

erəʋəɪ okkəʈʈɪ 

(20+1) 

 ɖoj ond  

Twenty 

eight 

(2*10)+8 ɪrubəd u 

eʈʈʊ 

irupɑt ti 

eʈʈə 

erəʋəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

20+(10-2) 

 ɖoj ɑ:k  

 

Thirty 

3*10 mʊppəd u muppɑt ə muppəɪ mund oj 
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Thirty 

one 

(3*10)+1 mʊppəd ʊ 

ond rʊ 

muppɑt t i 

oɳɳə 

muppəɪ 

okkəʈʈɪ 

mund oj ond  

Thirty 

eight 

(3*10)+8 mʊppət ɪ 

eʈʈʊ 

muppɑt ti 

eʈʈə 

muppəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

[(3*10)+ (10-

2)] 

mund oj ɑ:k  

Forty 4*10 nɑ:ppəd u n ɑ:lpɑt ə nələbəɪ nɑ:k d oj 

Fifty 5*10 ɑɪmbəd ʊ ɑmbɑt ə jɑbəɪ pənd oj 

Sixty 6*10 ɑrʊbəd ʊ ɑrupɑt ə ɑ:rəʋəɪ sojd oj 

Seventy 7*10 eɭʊbəd ʊ eɽupɑt ə ɖebbəɪ  ɑjd oj 

Eighty 8*10 eɳbəd ʊ eɳpɑt ə ennəbbəɪ ɑ:k d oj 

Ninety (10*1)-100 t oɳɳu:rʊ t uɳɳu:r t ombəɪ(9*10) nəjd oj(9*10) 

Ninety 

eight 

(10*1-

100)+8 

t oɳɳu:rʊ 

eʈʈʊ 

t uɳɳu:tti 

eʈʈə 

t ombəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

[9*10+(10-2)] 

nəjd oj ɑ:k  

Hundred 100 n u:rʊ n u:rə ʋənd ɑ suɖɖɪ 

Thousand 1000 ɑ:yɪrəm ɑ:jɪrəm ʋeɪɡɪ - 

Lakh 100000 ɭət əm ləkʃəm ləkʃhɑ - 

Crore 100000000 ko:ɖɪ kɔ:ɖi koʈɪ - 

 

Table 3.1 Cardinal numbers of Dravidian languages 

Considering first Tamil, we can see from the table that, the base of the cardinal numbers 

is decimal. Addition, multiplication and subtraction are the arithmetic operations that are 

involved here to form complex numbers. The word for zero is /pu jəm/ which is same as 

Malayalam. 

1-8 are unanalyzable roots but 9 is (10-1). Similarly when we look upon all the 9s,i.e, 

19,29,39,49,59,69,79,89 and 99, the same construction repeats as 9, and just take the 

respective bases,e.g.,   

1. pɑt t     onbəd ʊ   pɑt t onbəd ʊ 

             10   +   (10-1)  = 19 

2. ɪrubəd ɪ     onbəd ʊ = ɪrubəd ɪ onbəd ʊ 

             (2*10)   +  (10-1)   = 29 

3. ɑɪmbət ɪ      onbəd ʊ   ɑɪmbət ɪ onbəd ʊ  

             (5*10)    +  (10-1) =  59 

4. t onnu:rʊ         onbəd ʊ    t onnu:rʊ onbəd ʊ 
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          (10*1-100)  +  (10-1) =    99 

From the above we can see that the number system is based on decimal. Further 

compound  numbers are formed with recursive principle except 12, 12 is irregular 

number taking different affix from the rests,i.e, /pɑnnɪ/ which is also somehow similar to 

the base.  

Numbers above 10 are formed from a variant of the word „ten‟, followed by the digits 1 

to 9. Alongwith this, phonetic changes occurs too while compounding. The base /pɑt t u/ 

when used in forming complex numerals changes its form and become /pɑd ɪ/ when 

attaches with high vowel and /pɑtɪ/ when attaches with low vowel. This vowel change in 

the base,i.e, /ʊ/ changes into /ɪ/ while forming complex numerals is upto 90, cannot be 

seen in 31,32,41,42,51,52,81 and 82 because these numbers just remove the last vowel of 

the base. 

The rest just proceeds with the same rule: Base+Unit. With this rule in 11-19, there is a 

consonant insertion /n/ between the base and unit. It is interesting to see hre that  90 is 

formed as (10*1)-100, /t oɳɳu:rʊ/ and above 90 there is no vowel change till 100. The 

multiples 20,30,40,50,60,70 and 80 use multiplication with base and unit like 20 is 

(2*10)- /ɪrʊbəd ʊ/. More examples: 

E.g. 5.  mʊ              pəd ʊ =   mʊppəd ʊ 

            3        *          10  =   30 

6.     eɳ          bəd ʊ = eɳbəd ʊ 

         8       *   10     =   80 

From these examples we can see the Packing Strategy applied here which says that, “of 

two immediate constituents of a complex numeral, the one containing the multiplier must 

be valued lower than the one containing the serialized multiplicand and the one 

containing the addend must be valued lower than the one containing the serialized 

augend.” (Hurford, 1975) 

E.g.7.  nɑ:p-pətɪ  ondru   fourty one 

            (40*10)  +   (1) =     41                 (fourty is AUGEND  and one is ADDEND) 

8. ɪru-pədʊ = twen (ty) 

        (2*10) =     20          (iru that is „twen‟ is MULTIPLIER pədʊ is MULTIPLICAND) 
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The one very important and interesting feature I find is the use of the numeral „ONE‟ is 

that,   when ONE is a Noun it has the form /ond rʊ/, but when it is a modifier it has the 

form /orʊ/.  

E.g, 9.    orʊ    pɑyən                           *ond rʊ    pɑyən                     One boy 

                One   boy                                   one        boy 

 

10.  orʊ    ɑ:dʊ                                  *ond rʊ   ɑ:dʊ                        One sheep 

one    sheep                                    one     sheep 

No other numeral is used in different forms, as a noun or as a modifier. Only ONE has 

this unique feature in all three southern and one northern Dravidian languages talked 

about here. 

Malyalam exhibits the same features as described above for Tamil. The only difference is 

in the change of vowel. In Malayalam, while forming complex numerals sound /ə/ 

changes into /i/. Like Tamil, Malayalam also has decimal system, the base is /pɑt t ə/ and 

when it combine with the atom this /ə/ changes into /i/ and becomes /pɑt i/. 

E.g.,   

      11.  iru     pɑt ə= irupɑt ə 

             2 *  10 =      20 

 

12. iru-pɑt i   oɳɳə = irupɑt i oɳɳə  

(2 * 10) +   1    = 21 

 

13. ɑm    bɑt ə  = ɑmbɑt ə 

              4 *    10   = 50 

 

14.   ɑm-bɑt t i oɳɳə  = ɑm-bɑt t i oɳɳə 

  (5 * 10) +   1      = 51 

The construction of Telugu numerals is somewhat different, although the base is decimal, 

and the rule involved is same: Base+Unit(atom). 

The vowel changes in complex numerals from /ɪ/ to /ə/, i.e, /pəd ɪ/ that is „Ten„ changes 

into /pəd e/. However, the subtraction feature in there not only in 9‟s but with 8‟s too, 8 in 

Telugu is (10-2) and 9 is (10-1), which is a general pattern here, e.g., 
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15.  pəd ɪ     ɪnɪmɪd ɪ = pəd d enmɪd ɪ 

               10    + (10-2)  =  18 

 

16. erəʋəɪ    ɪnɪnɪd ɪ = erəʋəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

                 20    + (10-2)  = 28 

17. muppəɪ     ɪnɪnɪd ɪ  = muppəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

              (3*10)   +  (10-2) =  38 

18.  t ombəɪ        ɪnɪnɪd ɪ   t ombəɪ ɪnɪnɪd ɪ 

               (9*10)   +   (10-2) = 98 

11 is also irregular here because instead of /*pədə okɑʈʈɪ/, /pəd əkunɖu/ is 11. 12 takes 

different form of base that is /pənne/ and the numerals in this series ,i.e., 11 to 19 takes 

the prefix /pəd ə/ as a base. 20 is a irregular number, /erəʋəɪ/.  

Unlike the other two languages, there are two variants of 10: /ʋəɪ/ and /bəɪ/ 

19.  /muppɑɪ/, i.e, muɖu (3) and ʋəɪ (10) – 3*10=30 

20. /nələbəɪ/ , i.e, nɑ:ɭuɡu (4) and bəɪ (10)- 4*10=40 

50 and 70 is also irregular. 

21. 50=  */ɑ:iʋəɪ/                   /jɑbəɪ/ 

22. 70=  */e:ɖʋəɪ/               /ɖebbəɪ/ 

 

The very important difference here to see is that unlike Tamil and Malayalam, Telugu has 

(9*10) for ninety not [(1*10)-100]. 

The other very interesting and important feature is seen with regards to the forms of the 

numeral ONE. In Telugu, numerals 1,2 and 3, all have other variants when they are used 

in sentences. These forms occur only with nouns, and not  with inanimate ones. The table 

below gives the variation in the forms. 

Numeral As a noun As a modifier 

One okəʈʈɪ                   okɑ 

Two renɖu ɪddəru 

Three muɖu   muɡur 

 Table 3.2 Forms of first three numerals of Telugu 
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E.g.23  a) okɑ əmmɑɪ   

                  One   girl 

                  “One girl.“ 

            b) ɪddəru əmmɑɪ-lu   

                   one    girl.Pl 

                   “Two girls.“ 

c) muɡur    əmmɑɪ-lu    

       three     girl.Pl 

        “Three girls.“ 

d) nɑɭuɡu əmmɑɪ-lu    

      four        girl.Pl 

       “Four girls.“ 

The fourth Dravidian language that I am dealing is Kurukh, which is a northern 

Dravidian language, which shows convergence with Indo-Aryan languages. The cardinals 

which is there in the above table are from Dravidian roots. The base of Kurukh numeral 

system is decimal and works on same principle: Base+Unit with the use of Recursive 

principle and Packing Strategy. In this language there are no idiosyncrasies or 

irregularities in cardinal numbers as in other Dravidian languages. The complex numerals 

above 10 are formed of two words except decimal multiplicatives. Complex numerals use 

the compounding process with the arithmetic operations involved addition and 

multiplication. Subtraction is not used in this language nor is the construction of 90 

different.  

Numerals Kurukh (Original) Borrowed from Hindi 

One ond /onʈɛ/orot  Ek 

Two  ɖ/d uɪ d o 

Three mund  t ɪ:n 

Four nɑ:k   ɑ:r 

Five pən e pɑ   

Six Soj   e 

Seven sɑ:j sɑ:t  
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Eight ɑ:k  ɑ:ʈ  

Nine nəj (9) nɔ 

Ten d oj d əs 

               

Table 3.3 Two varieties of cardinal numbers of Kurukh 

 

3.2 ORDINAL NUMBERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table3.4  Ordinal numbers of Dravidian languages 

From these above description we can see that the very common  phenomena of forming 

ordinals is suffixation in all these four languages, although the suffixes are different.  And 

all the Ordinals are derivatives of respective cardinals except for ONE, ONE is a 

suppletion. 

Tamil -  Cardinal no.+ suffix /vədʊ/ 

Malayalam – Cardinal no.+ /mɑtə/ 

Telugu- Cardinal no.+ /od ɪ/, /ʋəd ɪ/ 

Kurukh- Cardinal no.+ /t ɑ / 

Differences can be seen in the formation of Ordinal of ONE, which is not a derivative of 

cardinal in Tamil and Telugu.  

Tamil – First      mudəlɑ:-vədʊ        * ondrʊ-vədʊ 

Ordinals Tamil Malyalam Telugu  Kurukh 

First mudəlɑ:-vədʊ oɳɳɑ:-mɑtə mod əʈɪ mund 't ɑ/mund 'ɑnt ɑ 

Second ɪrəndɑ:-vədʊ rɑɳɖɑ:-mɑtə renɖ-od ɪ  ɖ-t ɑ / ɖɑn-t ɑ  

Third mu:ndrɑ:-vədʊ mu:ɳɳɑ:-mɑtə muɖ-od ɪ m nd -t ɑ  

Fourth nɑ:nɡɑ:-vədʊ ɳɑ:lɑ:-mɑtə nɑ:ɭɡ-od ɪ nɑ:k -t ɑ  

Fifth ɑɪndɑ:-vədʊ ɑɲjɑ:-mɑtə ɑ:ɪdə -ʋəd ɪ pən -t ɑ  

Sixth ɑ:rɑ:-vədʊ ɑ:rɑ:-mɑtə ɑ:rə-ʋəd ɪ Soj-t ɑ  

Seventh eɭɑ:-vədʊ e:ɽɑ:-mɑtə eɖə-ʋəd ɪ sɑ:j-t ɑ  

Eighth eʈʈɑ:-vədʊ eʈʈɑ:-mɑtə ennurə-ʋəd ɪ ɑ:k -t ɑ  

Nineth pɑtɑ:-vədʊ ombɑtɑ:-mɑtə t ombɪd ə-ʋəd ɪ nəj-t ɑ  

Tenth onbədɑ:-vədʊ pɑttɑ:-mɑtə pəd ə-ʋəd ɪ d oj-t ɑ  
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Telugu- First        mod əʈɪ                   * okəʈʈɪ-odɪ 

In Malayalam, the word for Ordinal ONE derivative of cardinal ONE but is different 

when it modifies the noun, i.e, /ɑ:djɑt t e/ 

24. First  man-    ɑ:djɑt t e puruʃən           * oɳɳɑ:mɑtə  puruʃən 

25. First woman-  ɑ:djɑt t e st rɪ:                * oɳɳɑ:mɑtə st rɪ:        

In Kurukh, we can see the influence of Indo-Aryan very clearly. There are two forms of 

Ordinals and the second form is same as Hindi: 

First- pəhɪlɑ, Second- dusrɑ,Third- tɪsrɑ, Fourth-  ouʈ ɑ, Fifth- pən  ɳʋɑ, Sixth- 

pən  ɳʋɑ, Seventh- sɑ:tʋɑ, Eighth- ɑ:ʈ nʋɪ 

3.3 MULTIPLICATIVES 

  

Table 3.5  Multiplicatives of Dravidian languages 

For the formation of multiplicatives, these languages just add a lexeme to the respective 

cardinal number, where the lexeme gives the meaning of „times‟ or „repitition‟ and form 

a compound word. The formation of ONCE in Malayalam, Kurukh and Telugu is not a 

derivative of ONE as rest, it‟s a suppletive form. These are independent lexemes for 

ONCE. Kurukh again here is influenced and has borrowed a Hindi lexeme /bɑ:r/ means 

„times‟, else /d epe/ is used by the old generation. 

 

 

Multiplicatives Tamil Malyalam Telugu Kurukh 

Once oru murɑɪ orikkɑl okəsɑrɪ unɡ on (ond /onʈɛ 

bɑr) 

Twice ɪrəndʊ murɑɪ rɑɳɖu tɑvɑɳɑ renɖu sɑrlu d oj/ ɖ bɑr/d  epe 

Thrice mu:ndrʊ 

murɑɪ 

muɳɳu 

tɑvɑɳɑ 

muɖu sɑrlu mund  bɑr/d  epe 

Four times nɑ:nɡɑ murɑɪ ɳɑ:l tɑvɑnɑ nɑluɡəʋə 

sɑrlu 

nɑ:k  bɑr/d  epe 
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 3.4 FRACTIONS 

 

Fractions Tamil Malyalam Telugu Kurukh 

½ ɑrɑɪ Pakuti səɡəm ɑd  ɑ 

2/3 mu:ndril ɪrəndu mu:ɳɳil rɑɳɖə b ɑɡɑm - - 

¼ kɑ:l kɑ:l b ɑɡɑm nɑ:ɭuɡo b ɑɡəm - 

2/7 eɭil ɪrəndu e:ɽil rɑɳɖə b ɑɡɑm - - 

1/10 pɑt t il orʊ pɑttil oɳɳə pəd ɪɡo b ɑɡəm - 

 

Table 3.6  Fractions of Dravidian languages 

Formation of fractions in Tamil is of two types: 

i) Transcribing: like 2/3 or 1/10, these types of fractions have one common rule 

associated like here /-il/ after the denominator followed by the numeral. 

ii) Common: there are some common fractions in Tamil for which names are 

already allocated like for ½ / ɑrɑɪ/, ¼ /kɑ:l/ and ¾ /mukkɑ:l/. 

When this suffix /-il/ is added to the denominator then it is also required that the last 

consonant is changed to its /i/ form, for e.g: 

26. mu:ndru + il ----> mu:ndr-il   (here the underlined /u/ has been omitted. 

Same goes for Malayalam as well, there are some common fractions ½, ¼ and 1/10, rest 

types are transcribed with the rule: Denominator+Numerator+ /b ɑɡɑm/ (part). 

No transcribing phenomena is there in Telugu only there are some common fractions 

whose names are allocated which is given in the table. 

In Kurukh, I didn‟t find any types of fractions either common or transcribed except for 

half, i.e, /ɑd  ɑ/, looks like borrowed from Hindi. It seems that there is no fraction 

formation strategy available as per my informant. 
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3.5 INTERACTION OF NUMERALS WITH SYNTAX 

3.5.1             TAMIL 

 Demonstrative Determiners (Dem) – 

Proximal Sg. (This) – ɪnthə                      

Distal Sg. (That) – ɑnthə                       

Proximal Pl. (These) – ɪnthə 

Distal Pl. (Those) - ɑnthə                        

Demonstrative determiners are independent morphemes that make a distiction between 

proximal and distal forms but not between singular and plural forms. Demonstratives do 

not take any plural marking at all, as that is birn by the noun alone. 

E.g. 27.   ɪnthə   pen 

               This     lady 

               “This lady.“ 

       28. ɑnthə    pen 

             That       lady 

              “That lady.“ 

      29.  ɪnthə  pen-ɡəl 

              This    lady.PL 

               “These ladies.“ 

    30. ɑnthə   pen-ɡəl 

           That     lady.PL 

            “Those ladies.“ 
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This plural marker /ɡəl/ always comes with plural number in NP. 

31. orʊ    payen 

       One   boy 

        “One boy.“ 

      ɪrəndu pɑyeŋ-ɡəl 

      two       boy.PL 

       “Two boys.“ 

32. orʊ    pen 

       One   girl 

        “One girl.“ 

   ɪrəndu pen-ɡəl 

    two      girl.PL 

    “Two girls.“ 

33. orʊ       ɑ:dʊ 

      One    sheep 

 “One sheep.“ 

 ɪrəndu    ɑ:dʊ 

  two      sheep 

  “Two sheep.“ 
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34. orʊ   t əŋɡɑɪ 

      One   sister 

       “One sister.“ 

     ɪrəndu t əŋɡɑɪ-ɡəl 

       two   sister.PL 

         “Two sisters.“ 

35.  orʊ   ɑləmɑri 

       One   almirah 

        “One almirah.“ 

     ɪrəndu  ɑləmɑri-ɡəl 

      two       almirah-PL 

          “Two almirahs.“ 

We can see here clearly that plurality is always marked on the noun (sheep being an 

exception) but the numeral does not encode the feature of number. 

 Definiteness is not marked with numerals in Tamil. 

36. orʊ    payen 

       One   boy 

         “ (The) one boy.“ 

      ɪrəndu pɑyeŋ-ɡəl 

       two     boy-PL 

        “ (The) two boys.“ 
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37. orʊ     pen 

       One    girl 

        “ (The) one girl.“ 

     ɪrəndu  pen-ɡəl 

      two       girl.PL 

      “ (The) two girls.“ 

Simple cardinal numbers behaves like more adjectives. The word order is [Num N] which 

is most common order of many languages. 

                 NP 

          Num          N 

 

 

 

38. rinɑ:-vɪrkkʊ   ɪrəndu  t əmbɪ-ɡəl 

       Rina- POSS     two      brother-PL 

           “ Rina has two brothers.“ 

3.5.2        MALAYALAM  

Demonstrative determiners (Dem): 

Proximal Sg. (This) – ɪ:                     

Distal Sg. (That) – ɑ:                       

Proximal Pl. (These) – ɪ: 

Distal Pl. (Those) - ɑ: 
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Here also the Dem are independent morphemes which make a distiction between 

proximal and distal forms only. And the plural marker which is marked on the noun that 

is /kəɭ/. 

39.  ɪ:     st ri: 

      This  lady 

       “This lady.“ 

40. ɑ:      st ri: 

     That   lady 

      “That lady.“ 

41.  ɪ:       st ri:-kəɭ 

       This   lady.PL 

         “These ladies.“ 

42. ɑ:       st ri:-kəɭ 

      That    lady.PL 

       “Those ladies.“ 

In Malayalam, variation can be seen in the plural marking.The general plural marker is 

/kəɭ/ (Eg. 42) and the plural marker for siblings has a different morpheme /mɑ:r/ (Eg. 37 

and 38). Unlike Tamil, Sheep takes a plural marker in Malayalam (Eg. 39). But things 

with [-Human] feature do not take any plural marker even if the counting is plural (Eg. 40 

and 41). Let us see the examples: 

43. orʊ   ɑ:ɳə 

       One  boy 

        “One boy.“ 
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      rɑnɖə ɑ:ɳuɳ-əɭ 

       two    boy.PL 

       “Two boys.“ 

44. orʊ    peɳɳə 

       One   girl 

        “One girl.“ 

      rɑnɖə peɳɳuɳ-əl 

        two     girl.PL 

       “Two girls.“ 

45. orʊ    sɑhod ɑri 

        One   sister 

        “One sister.“ 

     rɑnɖə sɑhod ɑri-mɑ:r 

     two    sister.PL 

      “Two sisters.“ 

46. orʊ sɑhod ɑrɑn 

      One    brother 

       “One brother.“ 

       rɑnɖə sɑhod ɑrɑn-mɑ:r 

        two     brother.PL 

          “Two brothers.“ 
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47.  orʊ   ɑ:ɖə 

       One  sheep 

        “One sheep.“ 

       ɑɲjə  ɑ:ɖu-kəɭ 

       five   sheep.PL 

         “Five sheep.“ 

48.  orʊ    ɑlɑmɑːri 

        One   almirah 

         “One almirah.“ 

      rɑnɖə ɑlɑmɑ:ri 

       two      almirah 

       “Two almirah.“ 

49. orʊ   bæɡ 

       One   bag 

        “One bag.“ 

      rɑnɖə bæɡ 

       two     bag 

       “Two bags.“ 

50. orʊ   kuʈʈi 

     One   child 

     “One child.“ 
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    rɑnɖə kuʈʈi-kəɭ 

     two     child.PL 

     “Two children.“ 

The word order here too is [Num N]. And definiteness is marked in Malayalam with the 

Dem /ɑ:/, which is optional. 

51. (ɑ:)       orʊ    st ri: 

      (That)   one   woman 

       “The one woman.“ 

      (ɑ:)     ɑɲjə  st ri-kəɭ 

     (That)  five   woman.PL 

       “The five women.“ 

52. (ɑ:)       orʊ    peɳɳə 

      (That)   one   girl 

       “The one girl.“ 

 

      (ɑ:)     rɑnɖə  peɳɳuɳəl 

     (That)   two    girl.PL 

       “The two girls.“ 

3.5.3   TELUGU 

Like Tamil and Malayalam, Telugu too has  a different morpheme for ONE as a modifier, 

but interesting to note here is that it has different forms for cardinal TWO and THREE as 

well and they also behave as a modifier. 

53.  okɑ  əbbɑɪ                                   *okəʈʈɪ əbbɑɪ 
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       One  boy 

        “One boy.“ 

      ɪd d ər  əbbɑɪ-lu                           *renɖu əbbɑɪ-lu 

       two     boy.PL 

        “Two boys.“ 

      muɡur əbbɑɪ-lu                       *muɖu əbbɑɪ-lu  

      three     boy.PL 

        “Three boys.“ 

      nɑ:ɭuɡu əbbɑɪ-lu                          nɑ:ɭuɡu əbbɑɪ-lu 

        four        boy.PL 

        “Four boys.“ 

This form is used with [+Human, +Living] only. With [-Human] noun the primitive 

cardinal number is used as a noun and modifier both except for ONE. 

E.g 54. okɑ     bɪrʋɑ                         *okəʈʈɪ bɪrʋɑ 

              One  almirah 

                 “One almirah.“ 

             renɖu  bɪrʋɑ-lu                *ɪd d ər bɪrʋɑ-lu 

              two    almirah.PL 

                “Two almirahs.“ 
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              muɖu   bɪrʋɑ-lu              *muɖu bɪrʋɑ-lu 

              three   almirah.PL 

               “Three almirahs.“ 

              nɑ:ɭuɡu bɪrʋɑ-lu 

              four       almirah.PL 

               “Four almirahs.“ 

The Dem construction of Telugu is same as Malayalam. 

That, Those- ɑ: 

This, These- i:, the plural form takes the plural marker /-lu/. 

Definiteness is not marked in this language. The word order is same as both above 

languages,i.e, [Num N]. 

3.5.4  KURUKH 

Kurukh has three allomorphs for numeral ONE: 

ond - cardinal number 

orot - used when ONE modifies the noun in a phrase  [+human] 

onʈɛ- used when ONE modifies the noun in a phrase  [-human] 

                                           

                                      

                                   ONE (morpheme) 

  

 

                          ond                orot                onʈɛ 
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55. orot    kukkos 

one    boy 

“One boy.“ 

 

duɪ/ ɖ    kukko-r 

 two        boy.PL 

  “two boys.“ 

 

56.  orot     kukʋeɪ 

 one     girl 

 “One girl.“ 

 

du/ ɖ kukʋeɪ-r 

two    girl.PL 

“Two girls.“ 

 Same /orot / is used for siblings too. 

 

57. ond   meɖ o   

one  sheep  

“One sheep.“ 

 

 ɖ      meɖ o           (no need of plural marker) 

two   sheep 

“Two sheep.“ 

 

58. onʈɛ  əlmɪrɑ 

one   almirah 

“One almirah.“ 

 

duɪ əlmɪrɑ 
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two almirah 

“Two almirahs.“ 

 

 

 

59. onʈɛ    ol 

one   bag 

“One bag.“ 

             duɪ     olɑ 

             two  bag 

            “Two bags.“ 

 

60. onʈɛ  ɡɑrɪ 

one   car 

“One car.“ 

 

duɪ   ɡɑrɪ              (no plural marker for [-Human] too) 

two  car 

“Two cars.“ 

The feature of Dem in Kurukh is also different from the rest of the Dravidian languages. 

Dem are independent morphemes which make a distiction between the singular and 

plural forms and also proximal and distal forms too. 

This- i: 

That- ɑ: 

These- ibɽɑ 

Those- əbɽɑ 
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61. i:      mukkɑ 

this   lady 

“This lady.“ 

62. ɑ:     mukkɑ 

that  lady 

“That lady.“ 

63. ibɽɑ     mukk-ər 

these  lady.PL 

“These ladies.“ 

 

 

64. əbɽɑ mukk-ər 

those  lady.Pl 

“Those ladies.“ 

Even the forms for Pl. Dem are different from Sg, still noun needs  to attach plural 

marker /-r/. Definiteness is unmarked in Kurukh. 

3.6 APPROXIMATIVES, AGGREGATIVES  AND INDEFINITE NUMERALS 

To show the approximation, these languages are having a lexeme for word 

„Approximately‟. 

Approximately in Tamil- pəkkəm 

                             Maalyalam- e:kɑd ə əm 

               Telugu- sumɑruɡɑ 

                             Kurukh- ləɡb əɡ (Borrowed from Hindi) 

Aggregration is shown by the word for „Group‟: 

Group in Tamil- kuɭu 

                 Malayalam- səŋk əm 

                 Telugu- brund əm 
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                 Kurukh-   unɖ (Borrowed from Hindi) 

Indefinite numerals like few, many, more and some are indicators of amount. Few and 

many are like adjectives , that modifies the number. 

 

Ind. Numerals Tamil Malayalam Telugu Kurukh 

Some silə/konjəm  ɪlɑ kunt əmənd ɪ ku   

Many nɪrəyə oru:pɑɖə   ɑlɑmənd ɪ ɖ er 

Few silə  ɪlɑ kunt əmənd ɪ ku   

More tu:də Ku:ɖi ɪnkonnɪ əur 

 

Table 3.7  Indefinite numerals in Dravidian languages 

3.7 FEATURE TABLE 

Features                                                                          Tamil      Malayalam    Telugu     Kurukh 

Base:  Decimal                                                                 Yes             Yes              Yes              Yes 

 

Arith. Oper.:  Addition                                                    Yes            Yes              Yes              Yes 

                       Multiplication                                            Yes            Yes               Yes              Yes  

                       Subtraction                                                Yes            Yes               Yes              No 

 

Ordinals :      Suffixation                                                  Yes            Yes              Yes              Yes 

                       First Suppletion                                          Yes            No                Yes             Yes 

 

Multiplicatives:  Suffixation                                             Yes            Yes                Yes           Yes   

                       First Suppletion                                       No             Yes                Yes          Yes 

Fractions:       Common                                                     Yes            No                 No             - 

                       Transcribed                                                  Yes            Yes                Yes            - 

 

Dem. Det.:   Sg Proximal                                                 Yes            Yes                   Yes           Yes 

                     Pl Proximal                                                   No             No                    No            Yes 

                     Sg Distal                                                        Yes            Yes                   Yes           Yes 

                     Pl Distal                                                         No            No                    No            Yes 

 

Number with Pl marker: [+Human]                             Yes             Yes                   Yes           Yes     

                                             [-Human]                              Yes              No                   Yes           No 

Word Order [Num N] :                                                   Yes              Yes                  Yes           Yes  
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Definiteness (M or Unm.) :                                         UnM            M                   UnM        UnM 

Approximative Numerals:                                              Yes              Yes                  Yes           Yes 

Aggregrative Numerals:                                                Yes               Yes                  Yes           Yes 

Indefinite Numerals :                                                     Yes               Yes                  Yes           Yes 

 

Table 3.8  Features of numeral system of Dravidian languages 

 

3.8 CONCLUSION 

In Dravidian languages, I observed that the complexity of deriving especially non-basic 

numerals involves subtraction, multiplication and addition. Majority of cardinal numerals 

in Dravidian languages are morphologically complex expressions- most are compound. 

This family is based on Decimal numeral system. Ordinals are derivatives of respective 

cardinal numbers with suffixation, FIRST is not derivative but suppletive form. Multiples 

are also formed with the suffixation with respective cardinal numbers. Fractions are 

derived by two methods, either by transcribing or common method,i.e, names are 

allocated to them. Cardinal ONE is different from the rest, as a modifier it changes its 

form in NP. In Telugu, this happens with the first three cardinal numbers. Demonstrative 

determiners are having independent morphemes with the proximal and distal forms. It 

marks plurality with plural forms. Definiteness is unmarked. 

A feature of Kurukh is bit different from the rests. The traditional number system of 

Kurukh is rapidly being displaced by dominant language (Hindi). Almost all the types of 

numerals are getting replaced by Hindi numeral system and the old system is on the verge 

of extinction.  
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Chapter-4 

Numeral System of Austro-Asiatic Languages 

Austro-Asiatic (AA) languages are divided into two subfamilies called Mon-khmer and 

Munda. This chapter deals with four AA languages namely Khasi, Pnar, Santali and 

Mundari. In which Khasi and Pnar belongs to the Mon-khmer subgroup and Santali and 

Mundari belongs to the Munda. Santali and Mundari are northern Munda and differ from 

Khasi and Pnar in having SOV word order, and the former have SVO word order. We 

shall see in this chapter that the numeral system of these two subgroups also differ. 

4.1 CARDINAL NUMBERS 

Numbers Analysis Khasi Pnar Santali Mundari 

Zero 0 - noɖ - - 

One 1 ʋeɪ/ ɪ ʋɪ mit' mijəd 

Two 2 ɑ:r ɑ:r bɑ:r bərɪjɑ 

Three 3 lɑe Le pɛ əpɪjɑ 

Four 4  ɑo  o Pon upunɑ 

Five 5  ən  ən mɔ ɽɛ  moɽejɑ 

Six 6 hɪnrijʊ Ynru t urui t urɪjɑ 

Seven 7 hɪn  o njəʊ eɑe ejɑ 

Eight 8 p rɑ: p rɑ irəl  ɪrəlɪjɑ 

Nine 9 k ɪnd ɑ:ɪ k ɪnɖe ɑrɛ ərejɑ 

Ten 10 

 ɪp əʊ (1*10) 

 ɪp ɑʊ 

(1*10) ɡɛl ɡelejɑ 

Eleven 10+1 k ɑʈʋeɪ k əʈʋɪ ɡɛl mit' ɡel mijəd 

Twelve 10+2 k ɑʈɑ:r k əʈɑ:r ɡɛl bɑ:r ɡel bərɪjɑ 

Thirteen 10+3 k ɑʈlɑe k əʈle ɡɛl pɛ ɡel əpɪjɑ 

Fourteen 10+4 k ɑʈ ɑo k əʈ o ɡɛl pon ɡel upunɑ 

Fifteen 10+5 k ɑʈ ən k əʈ ən ɡɛl mɔ ɽɛ  ɡel moɽejɑ 
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Table 4.1 Cardinal numbers of Austro-Asiatic languages 

Daladier (2011) observes that,  “AA cardinal number systems are comers compared to 

“grouping” number systems and have probably emerged under contacts with Hindu and 

Chinese trades and more locally in the Assam corridor with Tai and Bodish trades, 

around the beginning of our era.” 

In Khasi, we can see from the table that the base of the counting system is decimal. 1-10 

are primitives. Numeral ONE has two variants: /ʋeɪ/ and / ɪ/, the distribution of these two 

forms we will see later. Then 11-19 are derivatives of 1-9 with the prefixation of base, 

but here the form of the base decimal is different,i.e, while  /k əʈ/ is the cardinal 10, the 

base used for derivation of multiplicatives  is /p əʊ/. 20,30,40………90 are formed using 

2,3,4 respectively to the word for 10, they are called Decimal Multiplicatives. 21 to 99 

are based on the rule: Base+Atom. Complex numbers are formed by compounding 

Nineteen 10+9 K ɑʈk ɪnd ɑ:ɪ K əʈk ɪnɖe ɡɛl ɑrɛ ɡel ərejɑ 

Twenty 2*10 ɑ:rp əʊ ɑ:rp əʊ bɑ:r ɡɛl hɪ ɪ  

Thirty 3*10 lɑ:ɪp əʊ lep əʊ pe ɡɛl mɪjəd hɪ ɪ ɡel 

(1*20+10) 

Forty 4*10  ɑop əʊ sop əʊ pon ɡɛl bər hɪ ɪ (2*20) 

Fifty 5*10  ənp əʊ sənp əʊ mɔ ɽɛ  ɡɛl bər hɪ ɪ ɡel (2*20+10) 

Sixty 6*10 hɪnrɪʊp əʊ ynrup əʊ t urui ɡɛl əpɪ hɪ ɪ (3*20) 

Seventy 7*10 hin  op əʊ njəʊp əʊ eɑe ɡɛl əpɪ hɪ ɪ ɡel (3*20+10) 

Eighty 8*10 p rɑ:p əʊ p rɑ:p əʊ irəl ɡɛl upun hɪ ɪ (4*10) 

Ninety (10*1)-100 k ɪnd ɑːɪp əʊ K ɪnɖep əʊ 

ɑrɛ ɡɛl 

upun hɪ ɪ ɡel 

(4*20+10) 

Hundred 1*100  ɪspɑ   ɪspɑ mɪt  sɑe mod  sɔ/mɔ ɽɛ hɪ ɪ 

Thousand 1* 1000  ɪhəzɑr   ɪ həzɑr mɪt  

həzɑr 

- 

Lakh 1*100000  ɪ lɑ:k lɑ:k mɪt  lɑ:k - 

Crore 1*100000000  ɪ kror Klur mɪt  kror - 
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process and arithmetic operation involves only addition and multiplication unlike 

Dravidian languages, they use subtraction too. Pnar is very similar to Khasi.  

Santali and Mundari are from Munda branch, and here we can see significant differences, 

but more in Mundari. Santali cardinal numbers are also based on decimal number system. 

Same as Khasi, first 10 numbers are primitive and rests are derivative of same with the 

affixation of base. The same rule (Base+ Atom=Complex Cardinal Numeral) applies here 

too. This particular base generate a large numbers from the finite set of simple numbers, 

higher numbers are multiples of tens or of twenties, adding the necessary units. When 

Santali modifies noun, then the form changes, it co-occurs with a classifier /-ʈen/ for 1, /-

ejɑ/ for 2-4 and then for further /-ɡoʈe /.  As a modifier: 

 

1- mit‟-ʈe /ʈen 

2- bɑr-ejɑ 

3- p-ejɑ 

4- pon-ejɑ 

5- mɔ ɽ  ɡoʈe /ɡoʈen 

6- t uruɪ ɡoʈe /ɡoʈen 

7- eɑe ɡoʈe  

8- ɪrəl ɡoʈe  

9- ɑ:rɛ ɡoʈe  

10- ɡel ɡoʈe  

E.g.; 1. mɪʈ-ʈen  kuɖɑ 

             One. CL   boy 

             “One boy.” 

        2.  bɑr-ejɑ   b ɪɖɪ 

             Two. CL  sheep 

             “Two sheep.” 
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        3.  p-ejɑ        kuɖɪ 

            Three-CL  girl 

             “Three girls.” 

 Mundari has combined base that is base decimal /ɡel/ and vigesimal /hɪ ɪ/. 1-10 are 

primitives and further complex numerals are formed of decimal and vigesimal 

multiplicatives with necessary units that are regular first 9 cardinal numbers. How 

arithmetic operations are involved and how the multiplicatives are formed with the help 

of both the bases is shown in the above table. Addition and multiplication forms complex 

numerals which combines with base and atom. See numeral 50, 70 and 90 in Mundari 

where in the same numeral both decimal and vigesimal is used to form multiplicatives. 

See the examples below: 

bər  hɪ ɪ  ɡel   Fifty 

  2 * 20 + 10 = 50 

əpɪ  hɪ ɪ  ɡel   Seventy 

3  * 20 + 10  = 70 

upun hɪ ɪ  ɡel   Ninety 

  4  *  20 + 10 = 90 

One very important point to observe here is that the numeral classifier /ejɑ/ of Santali 

appears on the Mundari numerals too that is with 2,3 and 5-10, but as a part of numeral 

itself. 

The words for thousand , lakh  and crore, in all the four languages are borrowed from the 

Indo-Aryan  languages. In all these four languages arithmetic operations apply in a same 

manner, they have additive compound, multiplicative compound and multiplicative-cum-

additive numerals. Subtraction and division is not used in the formation of numeral 

system of AA languages. 
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4.2 ORDINAL NUMERS 

 

Ordinals Khasi Pnar Santali Mundari 

First nɪŋkoŋ/ 

bɑnɪŋkoŋ nɪŋkon pəhɪl sidɑ 

Second bɑ:-ɑ:r ʋə-ɑ:r d osər eʈɑ? 

Third bɑ:-lɑe ʋə-le t esər - 

Fourth bɑ:- ɑo ʋə- o pon-ɑk - 

Fifth bɑ:- ən ʋə- ən mɔ ɽɛ -ɑk - 

Sixth bɑ:-hɪnrijʊ ʋə-ynru t urui-ɑk - 

Seventh bɑ:-hɪn  o ʋə-njəʊ eɑe-ɑk - 

Eighth bɑ:-p rɑ: ʋə-p rɑ irəl-ɑk - 

Nineth bɑ:-k ɪnd ɑ:ɪ ʋə-k ɪnɖe ɑrɛ-ɑk - 

Tenth bɑ:- ɪp əʊ ʋə- ɪp ɑʊ (mit') ɡɛl-ɑk - 

Table 4.2  Ordinal numbers of Austro-Asiatic  

Ordinals in Khasi formed by preceding the cardinal numbers with the prefix /bɑ:/, and the 

same goes with Pnar with prefix /ʋə/. But this is not so with ONE. ONE is idiosyncratic 

in all the four languages discussed here. In Santhali, first three ordinals are borrowed 

from Indo-Aryan languages and rest are transcribed by adding suffix /-ɑk/ to their 

respective cardinal numbers. Mundari does not have ordinals beyond the first two. They 

have allocated the names for the First and Second. Other than ONE, in all the languages 

ordinals are derivatives of the cardinals with some affixation. ONE  differs from rest.  

 

 Predicted forms of FIRST Existing forms of FIRST 

Khasi bɑʋəɪ nɪŋkoŋ 

Pnar ʋəʋəɪ nɪŋkoŋ 

Santhali mit„ɑ:k pəhɪl 

Table 4.3  Suppletive form of FIRST in Khasi, Pnar and Santali 
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However, the existing forms are not derived from their respective cardinal, but has a 

suppletive form. Rest are transcribed as per rule: either Prefix + Cardinal Number(Khasi) 

and (Pnar)      or   

 Cardinal Number + Suffix (Santali) . Unlike Dravidian languages which uses only 

suffixation for the formation of Ordinals, AA languages have both prefixation and 

suffixation and also the common names allocated to them like in Mundari. In Mundari, 

neither any rule nor any processes applies here, it just have first two ordinals whose 

names are allocated to them, therefore they are called common names. 

4.3 MULIPLICATIVES 

 

  Multiplicatives Khasi Pnar Santali Mundari 

Once  ɪ-ʃen   ɪ- ən mɪt‟ d omɪn‟ mɪ- ɑ 

Twice ɑ:r-ʃen le-ɑ:r- ən bɑ:r d omɪn‟ bər- ɑ 

Thrice lɑe-ʃen le-le- ən pe d omɪn‟ əpɪ- ɑ 

Four times  ɑo-ʃen le-so- ən pon d omɪn‟ upun- ɑ 

Table 4.4  Multiplicatives of Austro-Asiatic languages 

Formation of multiplicatives is interesting. Khasi just takes a particle /ʃen/ followed by 

cardinal numbers but Pnar uses multiple affixation for the same that we can see above in 

the table. Also the formation of ONCE is different from the other multiplicatives of the 

Pnar, in Pnar as it takes only one affix. Santali multiplicatives are just the derivation of 

cardinals with the particle /d omɪn/ which means „times‟. Mundari takes the short form of 

cardinals with suffix / ɑ/ which also means „times‟ . The rule is: Cardinal numbers + 

particle for word „times‟. Numeral ONE is not idiosyncratic formation of multiplicatives 

unlike Ordinals. 
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4.4 FRACTIONS  

 

5. Fractions Khasi Pnar Santali Mundari 

½  ɪt eŋ   ɪt eŋ ət rɑ/t ɑlɑ t ɑrɑ 

2/3 - - ɑ:r hɑʈɪ  nre pe 

hɑʈɪ  n 

- 

¼  ɪpəʋɑ/ kɑbɑ 

 ɑo bynta 

  ɪpəʋɑ pɑwɑ - 

2/7 - - ɑ:r hɑʈɪ  nre eɑe 

hɑʈɪ  n 

- 

1/8  ɪt eŋ pəʋɑ 

(1/2*1/4) 

- ɑ:reɑk hɑʈɪ  n - 

1/3 kɑbɑ lɑe bynta - peɑ:k hɑʈɪ  n - 

1/10 kɑbɑ  ɪp əʊ 

byntɑ 

- ɡelɑ:k hɑʈɪ  n - 

 

Table 4.5  Fractions of Austro-Asiatic languages 

Fractions can be divided into two parts: Simple and Complex. Simple includes the „ a part 

from whole‟ like ½, ¼, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12 etc., and Complex includes  „part of part from 

whole‟ like 2/3,3/7,2/8 etc. so when we look at fractions from the perspective of these 

two parts, we can say that the Khasi derives simple fractions but not the complex ones. 

Interesting to see here the formation of 1/8 is (1/2 *1/4) in Khasi, where it involves 

arithmetic operation and rests are transcribed in the similar form with the rule (for Simple 

fractions only):  [ kɑbɑ  cardinal No.(denominator)  bynta] 

E.g.  4.  1/3-  kɑbɑ lɑe bynta 

In Pnar half and one fourth are common fractions, i.e, their names are allocated to them. 

No complex fractions are found in both the languages, even Pnar did not have simple 

fractions too apart from these two shown in the table. 
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Santali has both common (for ½ and ¼) and transcribed forms (1/8,1/3,2/7,2/3) of 

fraction and within that also it has different forms for transcribed ones that is simple 

(1/4,1/8,1/10) and complex (2/7,2/3) : 

Rule for Simple Fractions:[ Cardinal No.(Denom.)  Suffix(-bɑ:)   hɑʈɪ  n] 

               Complex Fractions:  Cardinal No. (Num.)  hɑʈɪ  nre  Cardinal No.Denom.  hɑʈɪ  n 

Examples are given in the table above. 

Mundari do not have fractions. They just have word for „half‟ that is /t ɑrɑ/. But if they 

need for more, they use the forms of Hindi or English, mainly Hindi fractions as they are 

more influenced by this language.  

4.5 NUMERAL CLASSIFIER LANGUAGES 

 

AA languages are Numeral Classifier language. Allan (1977:286-288) termed numeral 

classifier languages as „the paradigm type‟ and says that, “ these are languages like Thai, 

where the classifier is obligatory in many expressions of quantity. The classifiers in these 

languages may also occur in anaphoric and deictic expression.”   

According to Unterbeck (1994): “Classifiers are obligatory element in counting contexts 

and they immediately precede or follow numerals.” 

Numeral classifiers occur in Khasi and Pnar but not in Santali and Mundari. 

Numeral classifiers are used by languages while counting individual things as being 

integrated and organic wholes. According to Aikhenvald (2000: 96), numeral classifiers 

are perhaps the most commonly recognized types of classifier system after noun classes 

and genders. They do not have to appear on any constituent outside the numeral NP, thus, 

ruling out any agreement in numeral classifier between the noun and another constituent. 

Apart from this, “numeral classifiers have other contingent properties such as: (i) the 

choice of a numeral is predominantly semantic. (ii) Numeral classifier system differs in 

the extent to which they are grammaticalized. That is, they can be an open lexical class. 

(iii) In some numeral classifier languages, not every noun can be associated with a 

numeral classifier. The choice of classifiers in these languages depends on which 
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property of the noun is in focus. Numeral classifiers are always morphologically realized 

one of the following three forms: (1) They may be independent lexemes (especially with 

isolating languages) (2) They may be affixes or clitics, attached to or fused with numeral 

(3) They may be attached to or fused with the head noun, which is an extremely rare 

situation. 

Khasi has 2 Sortal classifiers : /ŋut/ and /tɪllɪ/. /ŋut/ occurs with [+Human] and /tɪllɪ/ with 

[-Human] feature. These classifiers follows the numerals that is followed by noun. They 

are obligatory with numerals used with the noun, their deletion results in ungrammatical 

sentence. In terms of the inherent properties of the noun like animacy or shape, these 

classifiers categorizes. They do not have specific meaning of their own. They are used 

with quantifiers too. The word order is like: [Numeral-Classifier-Noun]. 

5. ɑ:r    ŋut   kɪ-kənt əɪ        [+Human]            * ɑ:r kɪ-kənt əɪ 

    Two  CL     Pl.girl 

     “Two girls.” 

 

6. lɑe     ŋut  kɪ -ʃ ɪnrɑ:ŋɡ     [+Human]            * lɑe kɪ: ʃ ɪnrɑ:ŋɡ 

                Three  CL  Pl .boy 

                 “Three boys.“ 

 

            7.  ən  ŋut  kɪ-k on      [+Human]                          * ən ki k on 

                Five  CL   Pl.child 

               “Five children.“ 

             

               8. ɑ:r     tɪllɪ  kɪ-bləŋɡ         [-Human]                     * ɑ:r kɪ bləŋɡ 

     Two  CL    Pl.sheep 

      “Two sheep.“ 
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9.   ɑo   tɪllɪ  kɪ-kɑlɪ             [-Human]                        *  ɑo kɪ-kɑlɪ 

     Four  CL   Pl.car 

      “Four cars.“ 

 

             10.   ən tɪllɪ kɪ-d ulɪ      [-Human]                      *  ən tɪllɪ kɪ-d ulɪ 

                   Four CL  Pl.almirah 

                   “Four almirahs.“ 

Mensural classifier  too exists in Khasi which I haven„t discussed more. /kɪlo/ is a 

mensural classifier of Khasi and it also accompany the numeral. 

         11. ɑ:r   kɪlo  ʊk ɑo 

               Two  kilo   rice 

              “Two kilo rice.“ 

Interesting to see here is that numeral ONE does not take sortal classifiers. ONE is 

accompanied by the respective gender agreement markers that the noun takes. 

      12. kɑ-ʋeɪ        kɑ-kənt əɪ 

            F.Sg.-one   F.Sg-girl 

              “One girl.“ 

      13. u:-ʋeɪ            u:-ʃ ɪnrɑ:ŋɡ 

            M.Sg.-one     M.Sg.-boy 

              “One boy.“ 
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      14. kɑ-ʋeɪ     kɑ-bləŋɡ 

            Sg.-One   Sg.-sheep 

               “One sheep.“ 

       

 

15.  kɑ   kɑlɪ 

       Sg.  Car 

        “One car.“ 

16. ɪ:-ʋeɪ         ɪ: k on 

     N.Sg-one    N.Sg-child 

     “One child.“ 

 17. kɪ    d ulɪ 

       Sg   almirah 

        “One almirah.“ 

We saw that the Khasi has lexically two distinct numbers for ONE: / ɪ/ and /ʋeɪ/. They 

occurs in complementary distribution. / ɪ/ comes with mensural classifier and does not 

take gender agreement. 

18.   ɪ     kɪlo  ʊk ɑo 

      One  kilo   rice 

        “One kilo rice.“ 
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Pnar  is also Numeral Classifier language, having  same classifiers as Khasi with the 

same properties and functions. It has same 2 sortal classifiers: /ŋut/ for [+Human] and 

/tɪllɪ/ for           [-Human]. Numeral ONE doesn„t take any classifier. 

 

Santali has unusual system of classifiers that only occur with numerals but do not 

categorise the inherent properties of noun. And are as follows: 

a) ʈen-  used with ONE  

19. mɪt„-ʈen   kuɖɪ 

       One.CL    girl 

       “One girl.“ 

20. mɪt„-ʈen     olɑ 

       One.CL    bag 

       “One bag.“ 

 

b) ejɑ- used with numerals from 2 to 4 and for 20. 

21. bɑr-ejɑ   kuɖɑ 

       Two.CL   boy   

        “Two boys.“  

22. pe-jɑ          kuɖɪ 

       Three.CL   girl 

         “Three girls.“ 

23. pon-ejɑ    b ɪɖɪ 

      Four.CL    sheep 

       “Four sheep.“ 

 

c) ɡɔʈen- used with number from 5 to 10 and rarely used with numeral ONE. 

24.   mɔ ɽ -ɡɔʈen d ɑrɪ 

         Five.CL         tree 

         “Five trees.” 

25. eɑe-ɡɔʈen  kuɖɪ 
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        Seven.CL   girl 

       “Seven girls.” 

26. ɡel-ɡɔʈen kuɖɑ 

       Ten.CL       boy 

        “Ten boys.” 

These classifiers do not have their specific meaning but are obligatory to attached with 

numerals else the sentence will be ungrammatical. They are attached with the numerals 

and are categorized on the basis of the same. The word order is same as Khasi: [Numeral- 

Classifier- Noun]. 

Santali is a noun classifier language which do not classify all nouns and several 

classifiers may be used with one noun with the change in meaning. They are not a part of 

agreement. Hence, they are not numeral classifier language. 

4.6 INTERACTION OF NUMERALS WITH SYNTAX 

4.6.1             KHASI 

 Demonstrative Determiners (Dem) – 

Proximal Sg. (This) –  ne         

Distal Sg. (That) –t o                       

Proximal Pl. (These) – ne 

Distal Pl. (Those) –t o                       

Dem are independent morphemes which make a distiction between proximal and distal 

forms but not between singular and plural forms. In the sentences with plural dem, the 

dem and noun both attaches plural marker to them. And this is so with the singular 

feminine marker too. 

E.g. 27.  kɑ:-ne       kɑ:-kɪnt eɪ 

               F.Sg-this   F.Sg-lady      

                “This lady.“          

        28. kɑ:-t o        kɑ:-kɪnt eɪ  

               F.Sg-that   F.Sg-lady      

               “That lady.“ 
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       29. kɪ:-ne   kɪ:-kɪnt eɪ  

             Pl.this  Pl.lady 

             “These ladies.“ 

        30. kɪ:-t o    kɪ:-kɪnt eɪ  

             Pl.that    Pl.lady 

              “Those ladies.“ 

/kɑ:/ is feminine singular 

/kɪ/ is plural marker with no gender distinction 

Quantifiers expresses contrast in quantity in a NP, which we can see here in Khasi, for 

example, all , many, some, few etc. 

31. bo:n-kɪ   brəjo    kɪn      ɑʋən 

      many    people   FUT   come  

     “Many people will come.” 

32. k ɪnd jɑt  kɪ- brɪjiu kɪ:-d eɪ kɪ:-məʈlɑh 

      few        Pl.     people           blind 

       “Few people are blind.” 

Grammatical gender marker shows definiteness , that is , the agreement marker that is 

used before a numeral denotes definiteness. 

33. kɑ-ʋeɪ         kɑ-kənt əɪ 

      F.Sg.-one    F.Sg.-girl 

       “(The) one girl.“ 
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34.  ɑ:r    ŋut  kɪ-kənt əɪ 

       Two  CL   Pl.girl 

         “(The) two girls.“ 

35. u:-ʋeɪ           u:-ʃ ɪnrɑ:ŋɡ 

      M.Sg.-one    M.Sg.-boy 

       “(The) one boy.“ 

36. ɑ:r    ŋut     kɪ:-ʃ ɪnrɑ:ŋɡ 

       Two  CL      PL.boy 

          “(The) two boys.“ 

 (u: - Masculine marker, kɑ - Feminine marker, both are used for showing agreement) 

4.6.2   PNAR 

Demonstrative determiners (Dem) 

Proximal Sg. (This) – kə-nɪ                    

Distal Sg. (That) – kə-t ɑe                      

Proximal Pl (These) – kɪ-nɪ 

Distal Pl. (Those) – kɪ-t u  

The morpheme for proximal and distal dem are independent,in distal the singular and 

plural form is also different but not so in proximal. Both singular and plural dem takes 

the markers, /kə/ for singular and /kɪ/ for plural. 

37. kə-nɪ       kə-koʈ 

       Sg.this  Sg.book 

         “This book.“ 

38.  kə-t ɑe     kə-koʈ 
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       Sg.that    Sg.book 

        “That book.“ 

 

39. kɪ-nɪ      kɪ-k ulom 

       Pl.this    Pl.pen 

       “These pens.“ 

 

40. kɪ-t u         kɪ-k ulom 

     Pl.those     Pl.pen 

    “Those pens.“ 

41. kə-nɪ       kə-kɪnt  ɑe 

       Sg.this    Sg.lady 

        “This lady.“ 

42. kə-t ɑe     kə-kɪnt  ɑe 

      Sg.that    Sg.lady 

        “That lady.“ 

43.  kɪ-nɪ      kɪ-kɪnt  ɑe 

        Pl.this  Pl.lady 

         “These ladies.“ 
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44. kɪ-t u         kɪ-kɪnt  ɑe 

      Pl.those    Pl.lady 

       “Those ladies.“ 

In Pnar definiteness is not marked with numerals rather grammatical gender shows this in 

Khasi.  

4.6.3  SANTALI 

Demonstrative Determiners 

Santali has two varieties of dem, one for [+Human] feature and another is for [-Human]. 

They have different morphemes for both proximal and distal as well as singular and 

plural. The reverse order of first two consonants of proximal dem forms  the distal dem in 

[+Human] : 

    45.  This-  nuɪ  

           nuɪ   ɑ:ju 

          this   lady 

         “This lady.“                                           

    46. That- unɪ        

        unɪ     ɑ:ju 

        that  lady 

         “That lady.“ 

    47. These- nuku                         

           nuku     ɑ:ju 

           these   ladies 

          “These ladies.“ 
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    48.Those-unku                          

          unku   ɑ:ju 

         those  ladies 

         “Those ladies.“ 

In [-Human] the distal dem are formed by suffixing /ko/  to the proximal form. 

    49.  This- noɑ                                  

          noɑ put i 

          this book 

        “This book.“ 

    50.  That- hɑnɑ                                

            hɑnɑ  put i 

            that    book 

             “That book.“ 

     51. These- noɑko                           

           noɑko  kolom 

           these   pens 

            “These pens.“ 

     52. Those- hɑnɑko                          

           hɑnɑko kolom 

            those    pens 

            “Those pens.“ 
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Definiteness is marked by the dem in Santali. The plural marker /kɪn/ is only used with 

the [+Human,+Animate,+Plural] feature, but if the numeral is greater than one, no plural 

marker with either [+Human] or [-Human] nouns is needed. 

53.   unɪ    kuɖɪ       (Def. is marked) 

        That  girl 

       “The one girl.“ 

Without plural marker 

54. mɪt„-ʈen   kuɖɑ 

      One.CL      boy 

        “One boy.“ 

 

55. bɑr-ejɑ   kuɖɑ 

      Two.Cl     boy 

       “Two boys.“ 

56. mɔ ɽ -ɡɔʈen   ɖɑrɪ 

       Five.CL           tree 

       “Five trees.“ 

57. bɑr-ejɑ   əlmɪrɑ 

      Two.CL    almirah 

        “Two almirahs.“ 
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With plural marker: 

58.ɪŋren   mɪt„-ʈen  d əd ɑ      mɪnɑɪ t ijɑ               (no plural marker for Sg numeral) 

      1P.Sg   one.CL  brother   have  Aux 

     “ I have one brother.“    

59.ɪŋren    bɑr-ejɑ   d əd ɑ      mɪnɑɪ  kɪn   t ijɑ 

      1P.Sg.   two.CL  brother   have   PL   Aux 

         “I have two brothers.“ 

60.uniren    pe-jɑ       ɡɪd re mɪnɑɪ  kɪn  tijə  

     3P.Sg    three.CL   child   have   PL   Aux 

       “He has three children.“ 

 

4.6.4 MUNDARI 

61. This- en (VC)                                                        

       en    erɑ 

       this  lady 

       “This lady." 

62.That- ne (CV)                                                        

       ne     erɑ 

      that   lady 

      “That lady.“ 

63.These- en    

     en-ko     erɑ  
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     this-PL   lady 

      “These ladies.“ 

64.Those- ne 

      ne-ko      erɑ 

      that.PL   lady 

       “Those ladies.“        

Mundari have dem with distinct form of proximals and distals. Distal just reverse the VC 

order of Proximal Sg dem and the Pl dem takes the plural marker with the forms of 

Singular dem. 

Definiteness is unmarked in Mundari. 

65. mijəd   kuɖɪ 

One     girl 

       “ (The) One girl.“ 

66. bɑr-ejɑ   kuɖɪ           [No plural marker] 

       Two.CL   girl   

        “(The) two girls.“  

Plurality is  too unmarked even if the sentence is plural that is with the numbers greater 

than one, whether the feature is [+,- Human]. Only in the condition of [+Human, 

+Animate,+Plural,+Living] plurality is marked and so with the Auxiliary not the NP. 

67. ə j:      mijəd     həɡɑ     menɑijɑ  

     1P.Sg   one      brother   Aux                [Sg. number, Pl. Unmarked] 

      “ I have one brother.“ 
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68.  ə j:       bɑrejɑ    həɡɑ     menɑ-kɪnɑ   

       1P.Sg    two       brother  Aux-PL           [Pl. number, Pl. Marked] 

        “ I have two brothers.“ 

The word order for all the four languages is [Num N] in NP with Cardinals and Ordinals. 

4.7 APPROXIMATIVE, AGGREGATIVES AND INDEFINITE NUMERALS 

To show approximation, these languages are also having a lexeme for word 

„Approximately‟ except for Mundari. 

„Approximately‟ in Khasi- kumbɑ 

                             Pnar- kəmʋɑ 

               Santali- moʈɑmoʈɪ  (borrowed from Indo-Aryan) 

Aggregation is shown by the word for „Group‟, but here only Pnar have word for group 

else all these three languages do not have specific word to show aggregation 

„Group‟ in Pnar-kunhun 

Indefinite numerals like few, many, more and some are indicators of amount. Few and 

many are like adjectives, that modifies the number. 

Ind. Numerals Khasi  Pnar Santali Mundari 

Some - k ə ək ɑdom - 

Many bo:n bo:n ɑemɑ - 

Few k ɪnd jɑt  k ə ək t oɖɑ - 

More s o-jɑ   ʊ hoɽ do ɔrɪ 

 

Table 4.6  Indefinite numerals of Austro-Asiatic languages 
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4.8 FEATURE TABLE 

 

 

Features                                                                 Khasi         Pnar       Santhli      Mundari 

Base:  Decimal                                                      Yes             Yes            Yes          Yes 

Vigesimal                                                                No             No             No           Yes 

 

Arith. Oper.:  Addition                                           Yes            Yes            Yes           Yes 

                       Multiplication                                   Yes            Yes            Yes              Yes  

                       Subtraction                                         No            No              No              No 

 

Ordinals :      Suffixation                                      Yes            Yes             Yes              Yes 

                        Prefixation                                     Yes            Yes              No                - 

                        First Suppletion                              Yes           Yes              Yes             Yes 

 

Multiplicatives:  Suffixation                                   Yes            Yes             Yes             Yes 

                       First Suppletion                           No            No              No              No 

Fractions:       Common                                          Yes            Yes             Yes             Yes 

                       Transcribed                                       Yes             No             Yes             No 

 

Dem. Det.:   Sg Proximal                                        Yes            Yes              Yes            Yes 

                     Pl Proximal                                         No             Yes              Yes           No 

                     Sg Distal                                          Yes            No               Yes           Yes 

                     Pl Distal                                            No            Yes               Yes           No 

Numeral Classifier Language:                               Yes            Yes                No           No 

 

Number with Pl marker: [+Human]                      Yes            Yes               Yes           No     

                                             [-Human]                  Yes            Yes                 No          No 

Word Order [Num N] :                                         Yes            Yes                Yes         Yes  
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Definiteness (M or Unm.) :                                   UnM          UnM               M         UnM 

Approximative Numerals:                                    Yes            Yes                 Yes         No 

Aggregrative Numerals:                                         No             Yes                  No        No 

Indefinite Numerals :                                             Yes             Yes                 Yes        No 

 

Table 4.7  Features of numeral system of Austro-Asiatic languages 

4.9 CONCLUSION 

AA languages have rich morphosyntax of numeral system. Mon-Khmer branch is 

different from the Munda branch in so many features related to counting system. 

Mon-Khmer languages are decimal based system rather Munda having a 

combined base of both decimal and vigesimal. Complex numerals are derived in 

AA languages by the process of compounding involving addition and subtraction. 

Numeral ONE is different from the rest of the numbers. These languages are 

Numeral Classifier Language, here also ONE shows the difference by not taking 

any classifier. For rest numerals Classifiers are obligatory to form grammatical 

sentence. Unlike Dravidian languages, AA languages prefer prefixation rather 

than suffixation for the formation or Ordinals. ONE is a suppletive form for 

ordinals. They all have demonstrative determiners as independent morphemes for 

proximal and distal forms. For fractions, names are already allocated to them, 

some complex fractions are transcribed. Word order is [Num N]. Definiteness is 

only marked in Santali by dem rest are unmarked. These languages also have 

some borrowed words of numeral system because of the contact with Indo-Aryan 

languages. Therefore, they somehow influence the basic lexicon. 
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Chapter-5 

Numeral System of Tibeto-Burman Languages 

This chapter is an attempt to show the similarities and variations in the counting system 

of Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages of India. It examines the numeral system of the five 

TB languages namely Meiteilon, Thangal, Tangkhul, Bodo and Tinkar lo. In this chapter 

section 1 deals with the Cardinal numbers, section 2 with Ordinal numbers, section 3 with 

Multiplicatives, section 4 with Fractions, section 5 with Numeral Classifiers, section 6 

with Interaction of Numerals with Syntax, section 7 with Approximatives, Aggregatives 

and Indefinite numerals and final section 9 is Conclusion. 

5.1 CARDINAL NUMBERS 

 

Numbers Analysis Bodo Meiteilon Thangal Tangkhul Tinkar lo 

Zero 0 lɑʈ ɪko - - - - 

One 1  e əmə k ət  ɑ:k ə t ɪɡɛ 

Two 2 nəɪ ənɪ nɪ:h k ənɪ nɪʃʲɛ 

Three 3 ʈ əm əhum t  um kət  um sɯm 

Four 4 brəɪh/brɪ məri lɪ: mət ɪ pi  

Five 5 bɑ: məŋɑ nɡɑ : p ənɡɑ ŋəɪ 

Six 6 ɖo/ro təruk ɡuk t  əru ʈʊɡo 

Seven 7 snɪ/sɪnɪ tərət səɡɪh  ɪnɪ n iʃjɛ 

Eight 8 

ɖɑɪn/zɑd/dɑŋ 

nipɑn (10-

2) ɡɪet    ɪsət  ɡjəd ɛ 

Nine 9 

ɡʊ/suɡu/ne 

mɑpən 

(10-1)  kuo:  ɪko ɡʊɪ 

Ten 10  ɪ:/zu/ k ɑw tərɑ  ɔm t  ərɑ  i 
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se 

Eleven 10+1  ɪ: e/ k ɑwse 

mən  e 

tərɑ 

mɑt oy  ɔmlek ət  t  ərɑt əɑ:k ə  jət e 

Twelve 10+2  ɪ:nəɪ/ 

k ɑwse mən 

nəɪ 

tərɑ 

nith oy  ɔmlenɪ:h t  ərɑt ək ənɪ  jəne  

Thirteen 10+3  ɪ:ʈ əm/ 

k ɑwse mən 

ʈ əm 

tərɑ 

humdoy  ɔmlet  um t  ərɑt əkət  um  jəsɯm 

Fourteen 10+4  ɪ:brəɪh/ 

k ɑwse mən 

brəɪh tərɑ məri  ɔmlelɪ: t  ərɑt əmət ɪ  jəpi 

Fifteen 10+5  ɪ:bɑ:/ 

k ɑwse mən 

bɑ: tərɑ məŋɑ  ɔmlenɡɑ : t  ərɑt əp ənɡɑ  jəbəŋ 

Eighteen 10+8  ɪɖɑɪn/ 

k ɑwse mən 

ɖɑɪn tərɑ nipɑn  ɔmleɡɪet   t  ərɑt ə ɪsət   jəɡjəd ɛ 

Nineteen 10+9  ɪ:ɡʊ/k ɑwse 

mən ɡʊ 

tərɑ 

mɑpən  ɔmlekuo: t  ərɑt ə ɪko 

 ɪrɡu 

Twenty 2*10 nəɪ ɪ: Kun (20)  ɔmnɪ:h məɡə (20) n əssɑ (20) 

Twenty 

One 

2*10+1 

nəɪ ɪ:  e 

kun 

mɑt oy 

(20+1)  ɔmnɪ:hlek ət  

məɡət əɑ:k ə 

(20+1) 

n əssɑ tɪɡɛ 

(20+1) 

Twenty 

Two 

2*10+2 

nəɪ ɪ: nəɪ 

kun 

nith oy 

(20+2)  ɔmnɪ:hlenɪ:h 

məɡət ək ənɪ 

(20+2) 

n əssɑ 

nɪʃʲɛ 

(20+2) 

Twenty 

Three 

2*10+3 

nəɪ ɪ: ʈ əm 

kun 

humdoy 

(20+3)  ɔmnɪ:hlet  um 

məɡət əkət  um 

(20+3) 

n əssɑ 

sɯm 

(20+3) 
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Twenty 

Four 

2*10+4 

nəɪ ɪ: brəɪh 

kun məri 

(20+4)  ɔmnɪ:hlelɪ: 

məɡət əmət ɪ 

(20+4) 

n əssɑ pi 

(20+4) 

Twenty 

Five 

2*10+5 

nəɪ ɪ: bɑ: 

kun məŋɑ 

(20+5)  ɔmnɪ:hlenɡɑ : 

məɡət əp ənɡɑ 

(20+5) 

n əssɑ ŋəɪ 

(20+5) 

Thirty 3*10 ʈ əm ɪ: kunt rɑ 

(20+10) 

 ɔmt um t umrɑ  sɯmsɑ 

Forty 4*10 brəɪh ɪ: nip u 

(2*20) 

 ɔmli: huŋmət ɪ pisɑ 

Fifty 5*10 bɑ:  ɪ: yɑŋk ɑy 

(100/2)  ɔmnɡɑ  

huŋp əŋɡɑ ŋɑsɑ 

Sixty 6*10 ɖo ɪ: hump u 

(3*20)  ɔmɡuk 

huŋt  əru ʈʊɡ  ɑ 

Seventy 7*10 snɪ ɪ: hump u 

tərɑ 

(3*20+10)  ɔmsəɡɪh 

huŋ ɪnɪ ʈʊɡ  ɑ ci 

(60+10) 

Eighty 8*10 ɖɑɪn ɪ: mərip u 

(4*20)  ɔmɡɪet  ɪ 

huŋ ɪsəʈ ɡjə   ɑ  

Ninety 

 

 

 

9*10 ɡʊ ɪ: mərip u 

tərɑ 

(4*20+10) 

 ɔmkuo: 

huŋ ɪko ɡjə   ɑ ci 

(80+10) 

Ninety 

eight 

(9*10)+8 ɡu ɪ: ɖɑɪn mərip u 

tərɑ nipɑn 

(90+8)  ɔmkuo: ɡɪet   

huŋ ɪko  ɪsət  ɡjə   ɑ ci 

ɡjəd  

80+10+8 

Hundred 1*100  əʊ e  ɑmə 

(100) 

 ɑk ət   ɑk ə rɑ/səɪ  

(100) 

Thousand 1* 1000 ( e) rə ɑ lisiŋ 

(1000) 

 ɑ ŋɡk ət  t ɪnŋk ə - 

Lakh 1*100000 - - lɑ:k  ək ə lɑ:k  - 

Crore 1*100000000 - - Kror t ərɑ lɑ:k  - 

Table 5.1  Cardinal Numbers of Tibeto-Burman languages 
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The cardinal numbers of TB languages is different from other language families. It has a 

complex system and combined base too. Let us start with Bodo. Some Bodo numerals 

have many variants like for 4,6,7,8,9,10,11 (refer above table). In the case of numerals 

where units remain to be expressed after the multiples of the base, a classifier intervenes 

inside the numeric expression between the round number and the units, for example see 

11,12… 19 in the table, where /mən/ is the classifier. Bodo has a decimal numeral 

system.1 to 10 are core numerals. 11 to 20 have two complex forms; one is the compound 

form where the base is affixed by the atoms of respective numbers and other one is by 

intervention of classifier. 20 is a simple multiplicative that is (2*10) and so are 30 (3*10), 

40 (4*10) upto 90 (9*10). Numbers above 20 are Multiplicative-cum-additive: 21 is 

(2*10+1), 32 is (3*10+2)………99 (9*10+9). The order of forming complex numeral is 

different here, the first place occupies by the atom and then the base (atom+base), which 

is opposite of the AA languages. Bodo has its own word for thousand / rə ɑ/ but no word 

for lakh and crore. / lɑʈ ɪko/ is the word for Zero. 

Meiteilon cardinals are very interesting with combined base of decimal and vigesimal 

system. In this language 1-7 are independent cardinal numbers. Subtraction is involved in 

the formation of 8 and 9, 8 is (10-2) and 9 is (10-1). Further 18 is as general as (10+8),28 

(20+8) and 98 is (90+8).  And the base is /tərɑ/ that is 10. Complex numbers involves 

arithmetic operation in the process of compounding. This language uses addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division too. Further complex numerals are formed by the 

same rule: Base + Atom and multiplicatives are: Base*Atom. In Meiteilon 11-13 is bit 

different as it takes one more particle /t oy/ at the end. E.g.,  

1. 11- tərɑ-mɑ-t oy  (ə ---ɑ) (10+1)     

2. 12- tərɑ-nɪ-t oy (10+2) 

3. 13- tərɑ-hum-doy  (t oy ----------doy/ ..... Nasal) (10+3) 

14 -19  are additive 14 is (10+4), that is, /tərɑ mərɪ/. 

Then 20 is completly a new word and from here the base used is vigesimal. 20 is /kun/. 

Further 20-29 are like base (vigesimal) plus respective cardinal number 1-9. 

Multiplicatives in this language are not formed of any one rule or process. Let us see: 
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4. kun   tərɑ  kuntərɑ 

               20  +  10 = 30 

5. nɪ       p u  nɪp u 

             2   *     20   40             (/p u/ is a allomorph of 20) 

6. yɑŋ      k ɑy    yɑŋk ɑy 

             100  /   2        50                (k ɑy is „half„)  (Division) 

7. hum      p u   hump u  

               3       *   20 =  60                   (Multiplicatives) 

8. hum    p u    tərɑ   hump utərɑ  

              3     *  20  +  10 =   70         (Multiplicative-cum-additive) 

9. mərɪ      p u   mərɪp u 

              4     *    20   =  80   

10. mərɪ    p u   tərɑ      mərɪp utərɑ   

              4      *  20  + 10   =  90     

All the complex numbers that is from 21 to 99 are formed with these multiplicative bases 

with the necessary respective cardinal numbers.  

100 is / ɑmə/ and 1000 is /lɪsɪŋ/. No allocated names for lakh and crore. Meiteilon also 

have no word for Zero. 

Thangal cardinal numerals are not complex. It has a decimal number system, runs very 

smoothly with the complex numerals involving only addition and multiplication. It too 

has multiplicative-cum-additive complex numerals. One different feature here will see of 

the use of Conjunctive marker /le/ between the base and atom. 1-10 are core numerals. 10 
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is / ɔm/, which is a base. Then further complex numerals are formed by the following 

rule :  

 

Additives: Base+Conjunctive marker+Atom 

11.  ɔm      le        k ət     ɔmlek ət  

            10    +  conj  +  1    = 11                  

Multiplicatives: Base* Atom 

12.  ɔm     nɪ:h    ɔmnɪ:h 

              10   *   2   = 20               

            similarly 30,40,50........90. 

Multiplicative-cum-additive: (Base*Atom)+Conjunctive marker+Atom 

13.  ɔm   nɪ:h   le      t um      ɔmnɪ:hlet um 

             10  *   2    Conj. + 3      =   23                           

         Other complex numerals: Mult. Base+ Atom (Resp. Core Cardinal number) 

14.  ɑ         k ət     ɑk ət  

            100  *    1     = 100 

15.  ɑ ŋ        k ət       ɑ ŋk ət  

             1000  *   1      = 1000 

In Thangal, counting system exists till 10,000 only.Further they borrow from Hindi like : 

Lakh- / lɑ:k / 

Crore- /kror/,  This language also do not have word for Zero. 
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Tangkhul is also a Naga langauge so it is quite similar to Thangal, but there is difference 

in the formation of multiplicatives. Conjunctive marker /t ə/ is used here in the formation 

of complex numerals. Arithmetic operations are same additive, multiplicative and 

multiplicative-cum-additive. Base is combined of deciaml and vigesimal system. 20 is a 

new word /məɡə/. 

16. 30   3*10 /t um-rɑ/,  t um is a truncation of kət  um (3) and rɑ is from t rɑ (10). 

17. 40  10*4 /huŋ-mət ɪ/  (huŋ is a variant of 10), similarly 

18. 50  10*5 /huŋp əŋɑ/,  similarly 60,70................90. 

 

The complex numerals have same expression: 

Base+t e+Atom 

19. 21- məɡə-t e-ɑ:k ə 

20 Conj.   1    

20. 32-  t umrɑ-t e-k ənɪ 

           30     Conj   2 

 100 is / ɑ:k ə / (100*1) and 1000 is /ʈ ɪŋk ə/ (1000*1), similar to Thangal. Lakh is /ɑ:k ə 

lɑ:k / and Crore is /t ərɑ lɑ:k / which is also borrowed. This langauge also have no word 

for Zero. 

The cardinal numbers of Tinkar lo is very interesting to see. It has multiple bases like, 

10,20,60 and 80. 1-10 are core numerals, rest are derivatives of same with the addition of 

bases. The complex number formation is different in the sense that it takes different 

forms of base decimal, especially decimal multiplicatives. For example: 

The base decimal is / ɪ/. 

Numeral 11 to 19 takes another form that is / jə/, 

11      jə-te     

      10+1 
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12     jə-nɪ    

     10+2   

      13       jə-sɯm 

                   10+3 

11 to 19 are like base  jə + 1 to 9, but there is bit difference in 11 and 12, in 12 the first 

syllable (CV)  of numeral two is attached with the base, and in 11 the vowel that is /ɪ/ 

changes into /e/. 

Then decimal multiplicative 20,30,40 and 50 takes form /sɑ/ as 10, although 20 is a new 

word as the atom it takes is different. 

21. n əs     sɑ    n əssɑ 

              2     *   10 = 20 

22. sɯm     sɑ   sɯmsɑ 

             3      *  10 =   30 

 

23. pi        sɑ   pisɑ 

             4     *   10 = 40 

24. ŋɑ        sɑ   ŋɑsɑ 

              5   *    10 = 50 

The decimal multiplicative 60,70,80 and 90 takes the another form /  ɑ/ of the decimal. 

25. ʈʊɡ      ɑ   ʈʊɡ  ɑ 

              6    *  10 = 60 
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26. ʈʊɡ     ɑ     ɪ   ʈʊɡ  ɑ   ɪ 

              6    * 10  +10 = 70 

27. ɡjə       ɑ   ɡjə   ɑ 

               8     * 10  = 80 

28. ɡjə       ɑ      ɪ    ɡjə   ɑ  ɪ 

               8    *   10  +  10 = 90 

21 to 59 complex numerals takes multiplicative base+ Atom. 

Interesting to see now is the formation of 71 to 79 and then 91 to 99. 

29.  ʈʊ ɡ    ɑ      jə  t e   ʈʊ ɡ  ɑ  jət e 

             (6  * 10) + (10 + 1) = 71 

30.  ʈʊ ɡ     ɑ     jə  nɪ   ʈʊ ɡ  ɑ   jənɪ 

              (6   * 10) + (10+2) = 72 

Similarly, 73 is 60+13=73 to 60+19=79. 

91 is again (80+11), (80+12) to (80+19). 

100 has two variants /rɑ/ and /səɪ/. No word for zero and even thousand, lakh and 

crore. 

5.2 ORDINAL NUMBERS 

 

Ordinals Bodo  Meiteilon Thangal Tangkhul Tinkar lo 

First  ɪ-ɡɑ ŋɡ ə-hɑn-bə ə-k ət -nɑ k əre pɛhlɑ 

 Second nəɪ-t  ɪ ə-ni-subə ə-nɪ:h-nɑ kə-k ne dusrɑ/dʊsrɔ/dəsrɔ 

Third ʈ əm-t  ɪ ə-hum-subə ə-t  um-nɑ kə-kt  um tisrɔ 

Fourth brəɪh-t  ɪ məri-subə ə-lɪ:-nɑ kə-mət ɪ - 
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Fifth bɑ:-t  ɪ məŋɑ-subə ə-nɡɑ :-nɑ kə-p ənɡɑ - 

Sixth ɖo-t  ɪ təruk-subə ə-ɡuk-nɑ kə-t  əru - 

Seventh snɪ-t  ɪ tərət-subə ə-səɡɪh-nɑ kə- ɪnɪ - 

Eighth ɖɑɪn-t  ɪ nipɑ-subə ə-ɡɪet  -nɑ kə- ɪsət  - 

Nineth ɡʊ-t  ɪ mɑpən-subə ə-kuo:-nɑ kə- ɪko - 

Tenth  ɪ:-t  ɪ tərɑ-subə ə- ɔm-nɑ kə-t  ərɑ - 

 

Table 5.2  Ordinal numbers of Tibeto-Burman languages 

We know that ordinal numbers are derivatives of respective cardinals and are formed by 

affixation to the same. In Bodo and Meiteilon, cardinal numbers are suffixed with the /t  ɪ/ 

and /subə/ respectively to form ordinals. Ordinals for ONE are different from the rest as 

in Bodo, /ɡɑ ŋɡ/ is suffixed to the ONE / ɪ/ and in Meiteilon, it‟s a suppletive form. 

Tangkhul just takes the pefix /kə/ with the cardinals to form ordinals, ONCE is a 

suppletive form /k əre/. Tinkar lo borrows the ordinals for 1,2 and 3 from Hindi. For 

Thangal, multiple affixation, that is, /ə/ is prefixed and /nɑ/ is suffixed to the respective 

cardinal numbers to form the Ordinals. This is called „External Ordinal Marking 

Circumfixal Type‟ and in this, there is no difference for FIRST which behaves like every 

other ordinals of this language. But, when the ordinal FIRST modifies the noun, it 

changes it‟s form from /ək ət nɑ/ to /əmɑsɑ/, using /ək ət nɑ/ is also not ungrammatical, 

but /əmɑsɑ/ is preferred. Other ordinals,i.e. second,third etc do not have any such forms, 

however.  

E.g., 31.  First man- əmɑsɑ nɑ pɑ          

32. Second man- ənɪ:hnɑ nɑ pɑ 

33. First woman- əmɑsɑ nɑnu 

34. Third woman- əʈ umnɑ nɑnu 
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5.3 MULTIPLICATIVES 

 

Multiplicatives Bodo Meiteilon Thangal Tangkhul Tinkar lo 

Once k eb- e əmuk k ət -ʋəɪ ɑ:k ə- ɪ tɪ-  o 

Twice k eb-nəɪ ənɪ-rək nɪ:h-ʋəɪ k ənɪ- ɪ nɪ-  o 

Thrice k eb-ʈ əm əhum-lək ʈ um-ʋəɪ kət  um- ɪ sɯm- o 

Four times k eb-brəɪh mərɪ-rək li:-ʋəɪ mət ɪ- ɪ Pi- o 

Five times k eb-bɑ: məŋɑ-rək ŋɑ -ʋəɪ p ənɡɑ- ɪ ŋəɪ- o 

 

Table 5.3   Multiplicatives of Tibeto-Burman languages 

Multiplicatives in a language show the „repetition‟ or „how many times‟. It is also formed 

by affixation to the cardinals only. Like in Bodo, prefix /k eb/ gets attached with 

cardinals and form multiplicatives. In Meiteilon, suffix /lək/ (if the numerals end with 

consonant) and /rək/( if  numerals ends with vowel) get attached and form 

multiplicatives. But, ONCE is a suppletive form in Meitei. In Thangal, this is formed by 

adding a suffix /ʋəɪ/ which means „repetition‟. Similarly, Tangkhul uses the 

multiplicative forming suffix / ɪ/ and Tinkar lo use suffix / o/. In the Tinkar lo, for the 

first two multiplicatives only the first syllable of cardinal number one and two is taken 

and there is a gemination of sound / /. We saw that the same affixation is used for the 

formation of multiplicatives in all these TB languages. And in Meiteilon only, the form 

for FIRST is different. 
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5.4 FRACTIONS 

 

Fractions Bodo Meiteilon Than gal Tangkhul Tinkar 

lo 

½ - tɑŋk ɑy əmə sehnɪ:hsuosehk ət  təŋɡk ɑye p jɛ 

2/3 - səruk əhum t okpəɡɪ 

səruk ənɪ 

seht umsuosehnɪ:h səruk 

kət  umʋɪlɪ k ənɪ 

- 

¼ - səruk mərɪ t okpəɡɪ 

səruk əmə 

sehli:suosehk ət  səruk mət ɪʋɪlɪ 

ɑ:k ə 

- 

2/7 

 

 

 

- səruk tərət t okpəɡɪ 

səruk ənɪ 

 

sehsəɡɪhsuosehnɪ:h səruk  ɪnɪʋɪlɪ 

k ənɪ 

- 

1/8 - səruk nɪpɑn 

t okpəɡɪ səruk əmə 

sehɡɪeʈ suosehk ət  səruk  ɪ ət ʋɪlɪ 

ɑ:k ə 

- 

1/3 - səruk əhum t okpəɡɪ 

səruk əmə 

seht umsuosehk ət  səruk 

kət  umʋɪlɪ ɑ:k ə 

- 

1/10 - səruk tərɑ t okpəɡɪ 

səruk əmə 

seh ɔmsuosehk ət  səruk t ərɑʋɪlɪ 

ɑ:k ə 

- 

Table 5.4  Fractions of Tibeto-Burman languages 

Many languages do not have dedicated term for fractions. Some languages borrow it from 

English and use the common fraction method of English that is done by addition like 

„two and a half‟. Similarly, Bodo do not have fractions. The younger generation uses this 

English version. 

In Meiteilon for ½ ,/tɑŋɡk ɑy əmə/ is the word where tɑŋɡk ɑy means „half‟ and əmə is 

„one‟, therefore half of one. Rest in all the languages fractions are transcribed and based 

on a rule (examples can be seen in the table):  
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Meiteilone Rule: səruk (part) +Denominator+Distributive (t okpəɡɪ) +səruk (part) 

+Numerator 

Thangal Rule: seh+ Denominator + suoseh + Numerator 

Tangkhul Rule: səruk (part)+ Denominator-suffix /ʋɪlɪ/+ Numerator 

But in Tangkhul, this rule is rarely used actually people there uses term more than half 

and less than half. 

35. For more than half- /təŋk ɑye lɑŋd ɑ/ 

                                      half      more 

36. For less than half- /təŋk ɑye lɪtjoməɪd ɑ/ 

                                   half             less 

In Tinkar lo, in the name of fractions only „half„ and one and a half is used, one and a half 

is : /p jət t e tɪɡɛ/ (half one). There are no other fractions either common or trancribed.  

5.5  NUMERAL CLASSIFIER LANGUAGES 

 

In all these languages, Bodo is the only Numeral Classifier Language. This language has 

both Mensural and Sortal classifiers. These classifiers are monosyllabic in structure and 

always precede numerals. Removal of the classifiers leads to the ungrammatical sentence. 

The word order is : [Classifier-Numeral-Noun] 

Sortal classifiers: 

a) /mən/- this classifier is not bound to any specific feature or features, this get 

attached with all these features [+,- Human] [+pl] [+Animate]  , therefore this can 

be called as General Classifier. 

E.g.    37.      mən-nəɪ        hin ɑsɑ-ph ər-nɪ    bəhɑɡə-ɑ:      ɡele-ɖəŋ-mən 

    Cl.- num2      girl-Pl- Gen.             Part-NOM      play-Aux-Pst 

“A group of two girls played“. 
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b) / ɑ/-  this classifier is also same as the /mən/, General Classifier which gets 

attached with all these features [+,-human] [+sg.,+pl.] [+animate]   

 

38.    ɑ-se      nɪn ɑo  

         Cl- One    girl  

          “One girl.“ 

39. rahul-ɑ:       ɑ- e   həʋ-ɑ:   

      rahul-Nom   Cl-one  boy     (Case agreement) 

        “Rahul is a boy.“ 

40. mina-ja                 ɑ- e   hɪn əʊ-ɑ:       (Case agreement) 

      minɑ-F-Nom       Cl-one   girl  

          “Mina is a girl.“ 

 

c) /mɑ/- classifier for animals. [+Animate] 

41.  mɑ- e bərma mənɖɑ  

               Cl-one  goat    sheep 

               “One sheep.“ 

42. mɑ-bɑ: bərma mənɖɑ  

               Cl- five    goat    sheep 

                “Five sheep.“ 

d) /p ɑ ɡ/- classifier for tree 

43. p ɑ ɡ-  e bɪpɑ ɡ  

              Cl-one      tree 

                 “One tree.“ 

44. p ɑ ɡ- bɑ: bɪpɑ ɡ-p ər  

              Cl-five         tree-Pl 
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              “Five trees.“ 

 

Mensural classifier: 

a) /k ə ɪ/: 

45.  e k e ɪ mɑɪroŋɡ-ɑ:   

              one-kilo rice-Nom 

                “One kilo rice.“ 

46. nəɪ k e ɪ mɑɪroŋɡ-ɑ:   

               two-kilo   rice-Nom 

                 “Two kilo rice.“ 

 

These classifiers except for /mən/,  get attached with numeral ONE too, unlike AA 

languages. /mən/ is the only classifier in this language which does not get attached with 

ONE; all the other classifiers, whether sortal or mensural get attached with all the 

numerals of this language. 

5.6  INTERACTION OF NUMERALS WITH SYNTAX 

5.6.1    BODO 

This- be: 

That- bɪ-ə ( ə is Nominative) 

These- bɪ ər-p ər (Pl) 

Those- bəɪ-p ər (Pl) 

In Bodo, demonstrative determiners have different forms for distal and proximal and also 

for singular and plural. The plural form attaches to plural marker /p ər/, whose order is 

flexible when it comes in a sentence. 
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47.be: ɑɪ e 

     this lady 

    “This lady.“ 

 

48.bəɪjə ɑɪ e 

      that  lady 

      “That lady.“ 

49.  bəɪ-p ər ɑɪ e/ bəɪ ɑɪ e p ər 

       This.PL  lady 

       “These ladies.“ 

50.  bɪ ər-p ər ɑɪ e/ bɪ ər ɑɪ e p ər 

       That.PL      lady  

         “Those ladies.“ 

Quantifiers in Bodo like, SOME / mɑk ɑse/ behaves as adjective and MANY /ɡəbɑŋ/ 

always takes nominatives case. 

51.  bɪsərnɪ   ɡe erɑ:-o               mɑk ɑse-p ərɑ   ɡɑ rɪ 

      they     between.NOM              some.Pl          bad 

       “ Some of them are worst.“ 

 52. ɡəbɑŋɡ-ɑ:nə   bjohɑɪ   ɖoŋɡ 

        Many.NOM      here     Aux 

       “Many of them are here.“ 
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There are two types of plural marker in this language, one is / ɑ/ marked with [-Animate] 

feature and another one is  /p ər/ marked with [+Animate] feature. This language always 

marks the numerals more than ONE with plural marker (sheep is exception). Definiteness 

is unmarked in Bodo. 

 

With plural marker / ɑ/: 

 53.  ɑ-nəɪ  huʋɑ:- ɑ 

      Cl- Two   boy-Pl                     

      “ (The) Two boys. 

54. mɑ-bɑ:  bərmɑ menɖɑ 

    Cl-Five    goat    sheep 

     “Five sheep.“ 

55.  ɑ-ɖo hɪn ɑʊ- ɑ 

      Cl-six   girl  -Pl                        

      “ (The) Six girls.” 

With Plural marker /p ə/, [+Animate]: 

56. ɑ:ŋɡ-hɑ    ɑ-nəɪ    poŋɡhəɪ-p ər   ɖoŋɡ 

      I-Nom.    Cl-Two     brother-Pl       Aux 

      “I have two brothers.” 

57. be-hɑ       ɑ-ʈ əm     pɪ ɑ: ə-p ər   ɖoŋɡ 

      He-Nom   Cl-Three    Daughter-Pl   Aux 

        “He has three daughters.” 
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58. ɑ:ŋɡ-hɑ    mən-nəɪ   əlmɪrɑ-p ər    ɖoŋɡ 

      I-Nom        Cl-Two     Almirah-Pl      Aux 

          “I have two almirahs.” 

5.6.2  MEITEILON 

Dem in Meiteilon have different forms for proximal and distal and plural dem are marked 

with plural marker /sɪŋ/ with the same forms and are always attached with NP. 

This- sɪ    

That- du 

Those- sɪŋ-du 

These- sɪŋ-sɪ 

59. nupɪ   sɪ 

      This   lady 

     “This lady.“ 

60. nupɪ   du 

      That   lady 

      “That lady.“ 

61. nupɪ         sɪŋ-du 

    Woman    PL.that 

      “Those ladies.“ 

62.  nupɪ         sɪŋ-sɪ 

       Woman    PL.this 

        “These ladies.“ 
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63. u        du 

     That   tree 

      “That tree.“ 

64. u         sɪŋ-du 

      That   PL.tree 

     “Those trees.“ 

Dem are attached with NP : 

 65.  lɑɪrɪk-sɪŋ-du     (yɑmnɑ)      tɑŋ-i 

         Book.Pl.that    many         expensive.Ind. 

             “Those books are expensive.“ 

66. lɑɪrɪk-sɪ 

      Book.this 

       “This book.“ 

Plurality is always marked only with plural dem, when it comes to numerals then there is 

no need of plural marker even if the number is more than ONE and noun always precede 

the numerals: 

67. nupɪmə ɑ  əmə 

         girl            one 

          “One girl.“ 

68.  nupɪmə ɑ   ənɪ 

         girl             two 

         “Two girls.“ 
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69. nupɑmə ɑ  əmə 

             boy        one 

             “One boy.“ 

70. nupɑmə ɑ  ənɪ  

          boy           two 

           “Two boys.“ 

71. yɑw   əmə 

     Sheep   one 

    “One sheep.“ 

72.  yɑw    məŋɑ 

      Sheep   five 

      “Five sheep.“ 

Meiteilon marks the Definiteness throug distal dem: 

73.   nupɪmə ɑ                               əmə-du 

      woman(younger/small)         one.that 

        “The one girl.“ 

74. nupɪmə ɑ   ənɪ-du 

         girl            two.that 

         “The two girls.“ 
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75. nupɪ əmə-du  

     Woman   one.that 

    “The one woman.“ 

One very interesting feature that we find  in Meiteilon is that, Negative marker gets 

attached to the numerals and aux both in negative sentences: 

76. Minɑ-ɡɪ         məbuŋ           əmə-te      ləy-te 

      Mina-Gen   elder brother   one-Neg    Aux-Neg 

             “Mina has no elder brother.“ 

77.Mirɑ-ɡɪ        mə e             əmə-te      ləy-te 

     Mira-Gen.   elder sister   one-Neg    Aux-Neg 

        “Mira has no elder sister.“ 

5.6.3 THANGAL 

 

Demonstrative determiners (dem): 

This/ these- /hɪ/ 

That/ those- /huo:h/ 

Dem have independent morphemes for proximal and distal form but not for singular and 

plural forms. Dem do not take any plural marker. 

 78. hi      numeɪ-nu   

      This   lady.Fem 

         “This lady.“ 
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 79. huo:h numeɪ-nu  

        That    lady.Fem 

         “That lady.“ 

80. hɪ   numeɪ-te  

     This  lady.Pl 

       “ These ladies.“ 

81. huo:h numeɪ-te  

       That   lady.Pl 

        “Those ladies.“ 

Definiteness is marked with numerals through distal dem, numeral comes at the  

rightmost of the NP. 

82. huo:h  numeɪ-nɑupə ɡ-nu 

     That     woman.younger(girl).F 

     “ The one girl.“ 

83.  huo:h  numeɪ-nɑupə ɡ-nu                nɪ:h 

      That    woman.younger(girl).F    Two 

         “ The two girls.“ 

In Thangal numeral with more than ONE that is plural, never takes any plural marker 

whether it is [+,-Human],[+,-Animate], [+,-Pl]: 

84.pəsəl-nɑupə ɡ  k ət      

       man-younger   one 

        “One boy.“ 
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   85. pəsəl-nɑupə ɡ  nɪ:h    

       man-younger   two 

       “Two boys.“ 

86. kenn səŋɡəm  numeɪ      ʈ əm   kənehɪ 

       I         sibling   woman   three    Aux 

         “ I have three sisters.“ 

87. kenn     əlmɪrɑ    nɪ:h   kənehɪ 

        I           almirah   two    Aux 

          “I have two almirahs.“ 

88. əmɑh-ɪn    t ɑ     səɡɪh   kənehɪ 

      He.Poss   child   seven    Aux    

        “He has seven children.“ 

 

5.6.4  TANGKHUL 

Demonstrative Determiners: Different forms for both the proximal and distal as well as of 

singular and plural. These dem are suffixal demonstratives. 

 

This – hɪ                 89.   lɑɪrɪk-hɪ 

                                        Book-this 

                                         “This book.“ 
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That-  ɪ                   90. lɑɪrɪk- ɪ 

                                      Book-that 

                                     “That book.“ 

These- pɪŋ ɪ          91. pen-pɪŋ ɪ 

                                     Pen-these  

                                     “These pens.“ 

Those- pɪn ɪ         92.  pen-pɪn ɪ 

                                      Pen-those 

                                      “Those pens.“ 

Definiteness is unmarked here: 

93.  ɪnɑu ək ɑ 

       Girl     one 

       “ (The) one girl.“    

94.    ɪnɑu       p əŋɑ 

         Woman    five 

         “ (The) five woman.“ 

We saw in above examples that definiteness is not marked even under plurality, let us see 

some more examples below. In Tangkhul adjectives are followed by noun and numerals 

also always follows noun. 

95. məjərnau   p əŋɑ  

            Boy          five 

           “Five boys.“ 
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96.   ɪnɑu    t ərɑt ək ənɪ 

        Girl         twelve 

         “Twelve girls.“ 

97. əlmɪrɑ     k ənɪ 

       Almirah    two 

      “Two almirahs.“ 

98. pɑɪtu  mət ɪ 

        Bag    four 

        “Four bags.“ 

Adjectives:  99. ɑʋɪ    səm   səŋnɑɪ-ye 

                           She   hair   long.Aux 

                           “ She has long hairs.“ 

 

5.6.5 TINKAR LO 

Demonstrative Determiners : 

This/these- hʊrɪ 

That/those- ʊʈ ɪ 

Difference in proximal and distal forms but not in singular and plural. Plurality is marked 

with the noun. 

100. hʊrɪ  lɪbɪn 

       This   book 

       “This book.“  
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101. hʊrɪ    lɪbɪn-jɪn 

       This    book.PL 

       “These books.“ 

102. ʊʈ ɪ     lɪbɪn 

       That   book 

        “That book.“ 

103.  ʊʈ ɪ      lɪbɪn-jɪn  

         That    book.PL 

          “Those books.“ 

DEFINITENESS is marked in Tinkar lo by the distal dem. 

104.    ʊʈ ɪ  tɪɡɛ   əmɛ 

          That  one   girl 

            “ The one girl.“ 

105.  ʊʈ ɪ  nɪʃjɛ   əmɛ 

        That  two  girl 

       “ The one girl.“ 

106.  ʊʈ ɪ  tɪɡɛ  cɪdɛ 

      That   one  child 

       “ That one child.“ 
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107. ʊʈ ɪ    tɪɡɛ     cɪdɛ-jin 

          That  three  child.Pl 

          “ Those three children.“ 

108.  ʊʈ ɪ tɪɡɛ k ʊtɪʃjɑ 

        That one woman 

     “ The one woman.“ 

109.  ʊʈ ɪ   ŋəɪ  k ʊtɪʃjɑ 

         That five woman 

          “ The five women.“ 

It is very clear from the above examples that in Tinkar lo too there is no need to use 

plural marker with the plural number. Plurality is marked to the noun only with Dem, 

irrespective of the fact of the noun being human, animate, or inanimate. 

110. tɪɡɛ      əmɛ 

          One    girl 

           “One girl.“ 

111. nɪʃj ɛ      əmɛ 

           Two    girls 

            “Two girls.“ 

112.  tɪɡɛ     ləmɑ 

          One    sheep 

           “One sheep.“ 
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113. nɪʃjɛ     ləmɑ 

          Two    sheep 

          “Two sheep.“ 

114. tɪɡɛ    ʃɪn 

         One   tree 

         “One tree.“ 

115. ŋəɪ ʃɪn 

       Five tree 

        “Five trees.“ 

116. tɪɡɛ     əlmɑrɪ 

         One    almirah 

          “One almirah.“ 

117. nɪʃjɛ    əlmɑrɪ 

         Two   almirah 

         “Two almirahs.“ 

 

5.7 APPROXIMATIVES, AGGREGATIVES AND INDEFINITE NUMERALS 

Approximation in any language can be shown by the word „approximately‟, it either 

follows the noun or precede the noun. Tinkar lo didn‟t have word for approximation. 

In,Bodo and Meiteilon approximation precede the NP and in Thangal and Tangkhul it 

follows NP. 

Word for „Approximately‟ in Bodo- k oməɪbɑ:bə 

                               Meiteilon-  ɑwrɑkənə 
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                               Thangal- ləkʋəl 

                               Tangkhul-  ɪk ə 

 

Aggregation means „in group‟, and group is independent lexeme in Meiteilon and 

Thangal. Rest languages borrow it directly from English and use it as lexeme /ɡrup/. 

Word for „Group‟ in Meiteilon- kɑŋlup 

                                     Thangal- po:l 

 In Meiteilon and Tangkhul these quantifiers always follows the noun and in Tinkar lo, 

they precedes . For „Some,Few‟ and „Many,More‟, Bodo have the same words. In 

sentences, ɡəbɑŋ always takes Nominative case that is /ɑɪne/, ɡəbɑŋ-ɑɪne. Thangal 

usually use quantifiers as in „more than one‟ forms like we can see the words below in 

the table where, /t em/ means more and /k ət / is one. In Meiteilon, for „Some, Few and 

More‟ there is only one lexeme and „Many‟ has different word, but all of these are not 

adjectives and comes after NP. As Thangal, Tangkhul also shows quantity basically in „ 

more than one‟ sense,/k ɑɪ/ means more and /ɑk ə/ is one. In Few, /-ʋə/ is attached which 

is a plural marker. Tinkar lo have different lexemes for all the quantifiers, and they are   

always attached before the NP. 

Ind. Numerals Bodo Thangal Meiteilon Tangkhul Tinkar lo 

Some mɑk ɑ- e t emk ət  k ərə k ɑɪ-ɑk ə sɑ-sɑ 

Many ɡəbɑŋ t empi yɑm ʈrɑk ə ə   u 

Few mɑk ɑ- e t emk ət  k ərə mɑɪkɑɪk ə-ʋə d umɑ 

More ɡəbɑŋ lɑjo/behoh k ərə k ə uŋməɪd ə hə u 

 

Table 5.5  Indefinite numerals of Tibeto-Burman languages 
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5.8 FEATURE TABLE 

Features                                               Bodo        Meiteilon    Tangkhul      Thangal     Tinkar lo  

Base:  Decimal                                         Yes              Yes               Yes            Yes             Yes 

          Vigesimal                                        No               Yes               Yes            No              Yes 

 

Arith. Oper.:  Addition                             Yes             Yes               Yes            Yes             Yes 

                       Multiplication                     Yes             Yes               Yes            Yes             Yes  

                       Subtraction                          No             Yes                No            No              No 

                       Division                                 No             Yes                No            No              No 

 

Ordinals :      Suffixation                             Yes           Yes               Yes            No             No 

                        Prefixation                             No             No               Yes            No             No 

                        Circumfixation                      No             No              No             Yes            No 

                        First Suppletion                     Yes           Yes              Yes           No              No 

 

Multiplicatives:  Suffixation                          No            Yes             Yes           Yes             Yes 

                             Prefixation                           Yes            No             No            No             No 

                       First Suppletion                     No            Yes             No             No            No 

 

Fractions:       Common                                    No           Yes             Yes            No            No 

                       Transcribed                                  No           Yes             Yes           Yes            No 

 

Dem. Det.:   Sg Proximal                                   Yes          Yes            Yes            Yes            Yes 

                      Pl Proximal                                     Yes           No            Yes            No            No 

                      Sg Distal                                         Yes          Yes            Yes            Yes            Yes 

                      Pl Distal                                          Yes           No            Yes            No             No 

Numeral Classifier Language:                           Yes          No             No            No             No 

 

Number with Pl marker: [+Human]                Yes            No              No            No            No 

                                             [-Human]                   Yes            No             No           No           No 

       

Word Order [Num  N] :                                        Yes            No             No           No          Yes 

Definiteness (M or Unm.) :                                   UnM         M            UnM         M            M 

Approximative Numerals:                                    Yes           Yes            Yes          Yes          No 

Aggregative Numerals:                                           No            Yes            No          Yes         No 

Indefinite Numerals :                                        Yes            Yes            Yes          Yes         Yes 

Table 5.6  Features of numeral system of Tibeto-Burman languages 
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5.9  CONCLUSION 

This chapter offered an overview of numeral system of some Indian TB languages. We 

saw that even when they belongs to the same family, they differs is so many features of 

numeral system. And only one of them,i.e.,Bodo is Numeral Classifier language. These 

languages are based on decimal and vigesimal system, and Tinkar lo have more complex 

system including this, they have Sexagesimal (60) and Octagesimal (80) system too. 

Basic arithmetic operations involve addition and multiplication but very rare to see that 

any language uses addition, subtraction, multiplication and division all to form complex 

numerals, and this has been found in Meiteilon. These languages have words allocated 

for „half‟ only, rest either simple or complex, every type of fractions are transcribed. 

They have rich dem with different forms of proximal and distal as well as for singular 

and plural. Except Bodo, no language marks plurality with the plural numerals. The word 

order for numerals is not fixed in these TB langauge, Bodo and Tinkar lo has [Num N] 

and Thangal, Tangkhul and Meiteilon have [N Num] order. In Bodo and Tangkhul 

definiteness is unmarked and rest languages mark it by distal dem. Quantifiers or 

Indefinite numerals function as adjectives except for Meiteilon. The less common forms 

of number building can be found in TB languages. The numeral system of TB languages 

are very less reported, they are in verge of extinction as neighbouring languages are 

having a huge influence on every aspect of these languages. 
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Chapter -6 

NUMERAL SYSTEM OF INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES 

This chapter offers an insight of the morphology and syntax induced in Indo-Aryan (IA) 

Languages. IA numerals are quite different from the systems which we saw in the earlier 

chapter. This system expands the numeral system and is unpredictable. For this chapter I 

choose nine IA languages from different states and are Bengali, Assamese, Marwari, 

Punjabi, Kashmiri, Oriya, Sindhi, Marathi and Gujarati. The numeral systems of these 

languages are almost similar to each other. The structure is also kind of same but they do 

differ in pronunciation. Bengali and Assamese are Numeral Classifier language. 

According to Gvozdanovic (1999: 201), “Modern Indo-Aryan languages are an extreme 

example of increase in numerals with the simple lexical representations, since no numeral 

between 1 and 100 is predictable, that is, none of them is built on other numerals on the 

basis of combinatory rule.”  The statement is extreme, we will see that some pattern can 

be learned because the base almost up to 50 resembles and atoms too are somehow the 

derivatives of the first 9 numerals respectively. Further higher numerals also proceed 

similarly with the same construction taking the multiplicative bases. But yes giving any 

prediction to the particular rule or some rules to the formation of IA numerals is not 

possible. You need to individually memorize many numerals numerals upto 100. 
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6.1. CARDINAL NUMBERS 

 

Table 6.1  Cardinal numbers of Indo-Aryan languages 

Cardinals of IA languages is bit complex but are related to each other. Almost all 

languages described here are having a same formation of cardinal core and complex 

numerals. Kashmiri is bit different basically because of pronunciation, this language is 

not intelligible in comparison to the other IA languages, therefore the last syllable and 

sounds which is used in Kashmiri is different from rest. But still the pattern of formation 

of complex numerals is same. IA languages are having basically decimal base system and 

it has separate vigesimal remnant too. Still it‟s not that the all numerals up to 100 are 

based on the same. Because of complexity of numeral system we cannot say that any 

particular base system works. It has so many discontinuous formations. The basic 

Numerals Analysis Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

One 1 æk ɛk ek ɪk ekə əkʰ ek ek ɪk

Two 2 d̪uɪ d̪uɪ ðɔ d̪o d̪uɪ ž d̪on be bə

Three 3 tɪ̪:n tɪ̪nɪ tɪn tɪ̪n tɪ̪nɪ tr̪e tɪ̪n tr̪oɳ ʈre

Four 4 čɑr sɑ:rɪ tʃɑ:r čɑ:r čɑrɪ tʃor čɑ:r čɑr čɑr

Five 5 pɑ̃č pɑ:s pɑ:tʃ pɑ:ŋ pɑ̃čə pɑ̃tʃ pɑ̃:tʃ pɑ̃nč pənǰ

Six 6 čʰæ sɒɪ čʰɛ čʰe čʰəə šəje səhɑ̃ čʰə čʰə

Seven 7 šɑt ̪ hɑ:t ̪h sɑ:t sət ̪ sɑtə̪ šɑ:t ̪h sɑ:t ̪h sɑ:t ̪ sət ̪

Eight 8 ɑʈʰ ɑ:ʈʰ ɑ̃:t ̪h əʈʰ ɑ:ʈʰ uəʈʰ ɑ:ʈʰ ɑ:ʈʰ əʈʈʰə

Nine 9 nɔe nɒ nɔ: nɔ nɔə nɔ nəʊ nɔʊ nəʋ

Ten 10 d̪ɔš d̪ɒh dəs d̪əs d̪əsə d̪əh d̪əhɑ d̪əs ɖə

Eleven 11 æɡɑro ɛɡʰɑ:rɒ ɪɡjɑ:rɑ: ɡjɑrɑ̃ eɡɑrə kəh əkrɑ əɡjɑr yɑrɑ

Twelve 12 bɑ:ro bɑ:rɒ bɑ:rɑ bɑrɑ̃ bɑrə bəh bɑrɑ bɑ:r bɑrɑ

Thirteen 13 tæ̪ro ʈɛrɒ terɑ te̪rɑ̃ te̪rə tr̪uʋɑ te̪rɑ te̪:r ʈerɑ

Fourteen 14 čod̪d̪o soɪd̪ʰɒ čəʊdɑ: čəud̪ɑ̃ cəud̪ə tʃjed̪eh čəʊd̪ɑh cəʊd̪ čoɖəh

Fifteen 15 ponero pond̪ʰɒrɒ pəndrɑ pənd̪rɑ̃ pənd̪ərə pənd̪əh pənd̪rɑ pənd̪ər pənd̪rə

Sixteen 16 šolo hollɒ solɑ: soɭɑ̃ ʃohɭɑ šurrɑ ʃolɑ ʃol ʃorɑ

Seventeen 17 šɔte̪ro hotɒ̪rɒ sətərɑ sətɑ̪rɑ̃ sətr̪ə səd̪ɑh sətr̪ɑh sətt̪ə̪r sətr̪ɑ

Eighteen 18 ɑ:ʈʰero oʈʰɒrɒ ət ̪h ɑrɑ əʈʰɑrɑ̃ əʈʰrə ərd̪əh əʈʰrɑh əɖʰɑ:r əʈʰrɑ̃

Nineteen     (20-1) uni:š (19) unnoɪs ʊɡənɪ:s unnɪ uɳəɪš (19) kunʋu ekonɪs oɡnɪš uɽɪj̃ə

Twenty 20 kuɽɪ bɪs bɪ:s ʋɪ koɖɪe ʋu ʋɪs ʋɪš ʋɪjə

Twenty One 1+20 eku:š ɛkuɪs ɪkɪs ɪkkɪ ekoɪs əkʰʋu ekʋɪs ekʋɪš ɪkkɪjə

Twenty two 2+20 baɪš bɑ:ɪs bɑɪs bɑɪ bɑɪs žuto̪ʋu bɑʋɪs bɑʋɪš bɑʋɪjə

Twenty three 3+20 te̪ɪš ʈɛɪs tɛɪs te̪ɪ te̪ɪs tr̪oʋu te̪ʋɪs te̪ʋɪš ʈeʋɪjə

Twenty four 4+20 čobbɪš sobbɪs čoɪs čɔbɪ čobbɪs tʃoʋu čɔʋɪs čɔʋɪš čɔʋɪjə

Twenty five 5+20 põčɪš posɪs pəčɪs pəččɪ pəčcɪs pəntʃəh pə̃čʋɪs pəččɪs pənǰʋɪjə

Thirty 3*10 ti̪riš trɪs tɪ:sɪ tɪ̪: tɪ̪rɪs tr̪əh tɪ̪s tr̪ɪs ʈɪjə

Forty 4*10 čollis sɒllɪs čɑɭɪs čɑlɪ čɑɭɪs tʃətǰ̪ɪ čɑɭɪs čɑɭɪš čɑlɪjə

Fifty 50 pɔnčɑ:š pɒnsɑ:s pəčɑ:s pənǰɑ pəčɑs pə̃tʃəh pəɳɳɑš pəčɑš pənǰɑ

Sixty 60 šɑʈ sɑ:ttʰɪ sɑ:tʰ səʈʰ səʈʰɪe tʃe:ʈʰ sɑʈʰ sɛ̃ɪʈʰ səʈʰ

Seventy 70 šott̪o̪r hott̪u̪r sətər sətt̪ə̪r sətu̪rɪ səth̪ət ̪h sətt̪ə̪r sɪtt̪ə̪r sətt̪ə̪r

Eighty 80 ɑ:šɪ ɑ:sɪ əsɪ əssɪ əššɪ sɪ:t ̪h ə ɑɪɳšɪ ešɪ əʃʃɪ

Ninety 90 nobboɪ nobboɪ nɔbɛ nəbbe nəʋe nəmət̪h nəʋʋəd̪ nəʊ nəʋʋe

Hundred 100 ækšo ɛhɒ so sɔ səhe hət ̪h šəmbər sɔ so

Thousand 1000 hɑ:dʒɑr hɑ:dʒɑr həzɑr həzɑr həzɑre sɑ:s həzɑr həzɑ:r həzɑr

Lakh 100000 lɑ:k lɑ:kʰ lɑkʰ ləkʰ ləkʰjə ləčʰ lɑkʰ lɑ:kʰ ləkʰ

Crore 100000000 koti: koʊtɪ̪ kəɽoɽ kroɽ koʈɪ kəror kror kroɽ kəror
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primitive numerals and the complex numerals too are derived from Hindi, other 

languages just change the pronunciation or sometimes vowels in between. 

Hindi numerals 

1-  ek  11- eɡjɑrəh 21- ekkɪs 31- ekt ɪs  41-  ekt ɑlɪs 

2- d o 12- bɑrəh  22- bɑɪs 32- bət t ɪs 42- bejɑlɪs 

3- t ɪn 13-  t erəh  23- t eɪs 33- t et ɪs 43- t ɛt ɑlɪs 

 

4-  ɑ:r 14-  ɔd əh  24-  ɔbɪs 34-  ɔt ɪs 44-  ɔʋɑlɪs 

5- pɑ nc 15- pənd rəh 25- pə  ɪs 35- pɛ t ɪs 45- pɛt ɑlɪs 

6-   e 16- soləh 26-   əbbɪs 36-    ət t ɪs 46-   ejɑlɪs 

7- sɑ:t  17- sət rəh 27- sət t ɑɪs 37-  sɛt ɪs 47- sɛt ɑlɪs 

8- ɑ:ʈ   18- əʈ ɑrəh 28- ə ʈʈ ɑɪs 38- ərt ɪs 48- ərt ɑlɪs 

9- nɔ 19- unnɪs 29- unt ɪs    39- un ɑlɪs 49- un ɑs 

10- dəs 20- bɪs 30- t ɪs  40-  ɑlɪs 50- pə ɑs 

 

 

Table 6.2  Hindi cardinal numbers 1-50 

This is a numeral system on which every other IA numeral system is based. IA numerals 

are basically  based on decimal- vigesimal system but this is upto 50 further they have 

combined bases that just takes the respective 10s that is multiplicative with atoms. First I 

would like to discuss the formation of numeral system of Hindi. First 10 numerals are 

core numerals. 11 to 18 take last syllable /rəh/ with the respective consonants of the 

atoms (except 12), there is some more subtraction and addition of sounds that takes place 

which we can see above in the data. Then numerals above 20, takes the last syllable of 

twenty /ɪs/ that is a part of 20, 20 is /bɪs/. 21 to 28 are like same as the rule: atom+base. 

The same construction goes upto 50. After 50 again the pattern changes. 50 is /pə ɑs/, but 

from 51to 58 the suffix it takes is /jɑʋən/ with the atoms. Atoms mostly here in all 

complex numerals rarely takes the full word, and mostly the first consonant of respective 
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cardinals. We can see here clearly that the numeral 1 to 8 are heavily maintained. They 

remain quiet constant but not the complete form just the first consonant and vowel. 

51- ekjɑʋən 61- eksəʈ  71- ekhət t ər 81- ekjɑsɪ  91- ekjɑnʋe 

52- bɑʋən 62- bɑsəʈ  72- bəhət t ər 82- berɑsɪ 92- bɑnʋe 

53- t ɪrpən 63- t ɪrsəʈ  73-t ehət t ər 83- t erɑsɪ 93- t ɪrɑnʋə 

54- cəuən 64-  ɔsəʈ  74-  ɔhət t ər 84- ɔrɑsɪ 94-  ɔrɑnʋe 

55- pə pən 65- pɛsəʈ  75- pə hət t ər 85- pə  ɑsɪ 95- pən ɑnʋe 

56-   əppən 66-   ɪjɑsəʈ  76-   ɪhət t ər 86-   ejɑsɪ 96-   ɪjɑnʋe 

57- sənt ɑʋən 67- sərsəʈ  77- sət ət t ər  87- sət t ɑsɪ 97- sənt ɑnʋe 

58- əʈʈ ɑʋən 68-ərsəʈ  78- əʈ ət t ər 88- əʈʈ ɑsɪ 98- ənʈ ɑnʋe 

59- unsəʈ  69- unhət t ər 79- unhət t ər 89- nəʋɑsi 99- nɪnjɑnʋe 

60- sɑ:ʈ  70- sət t ər 80- əssɪ 90- nəbbe 100- sɔ 

 

Table 6.3  Hindi cardinal numbers 51-100 

These numerals after 50 are completely unpredictable, it looks like somehow you need to 

memorize all the numerals without any pattern. They are formed of core cardinal that is 1 

to 8 with the respective multiplicartive, each final syllable is different from 51 to 59, 61 

to 69, 71 to 79, 81 to 89 and then 91 to 99. The formation of 9„s that is 19,29,39,49,59 

and 69 are looks like metathesis,and are derived by attaching last syllable of respective 

multiplicative with the first syllable /un/ but then 79,89 and 99 are not so, they are 

irregular.  Again the numeral 1 to 8 are heavily maintained throughout the system but not 

the final syllable.We cannot give any particular pattern or rule to the formation of these 

cardinals in Hindi and not even arithmetic operation involves properly. We can say that 

addition, multiplication is involved but they also have very less role to play in the 

formation process, means we cannot able to give any exact rule for the whole system. 

One more thing we may generalize that the first consonant is same for all the cardinals 

respective to their atoms and then 10s suffix is added to them where in between they can 

mould the number with any sound. But again we cannot be able to give any concrete 

generalizations to them. 
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In Punjabi, first ten primitive numerals sounds somehow same as Hindi with bit of 

variation in pronunciation and similar is the further complex numerals. Complex 

numerals are also formed same as Hindi with bit different last syllable as base. And so 

similar is the other languages. These all nine IA languages are difficult to generalize as 

Hindi is. They all are based on same pattern and need to learn maximally individually. 

The maintenance of numerals 1 to 8 can bee seen throughout the system in all these 

languages and final syllable goes like the syllable of respective multiplicatives. 

Still extreme case of idiosyncrasies are there in the cardinal numerals of IA languages 

which is really not possible to explain. Analysis is virtually not possible but I tried my 

bit. For proper counting system you need to learn separately. 

6.2 ORDINAL NUMBERS 

 

 

Table 6.4  Ordinal numbers of Indo-Aryan languages 

We can see little variation in the formation of ordinals. Oardinals are basically common 

in every IA languages, and they are mostly borrowed either from Hindi or Sanskrit. First 

four cardinals are almost same in all these languages borrowed from Hindi with some 

sound change, except Kashmiri. And there is suppletive form for ordinal ONE. Hindi 

ordinals are like, 

First- pehlɑ Si th- čʰəttɑ 

Second- d̪usrɑ Seventh- sɑ̃tʋ̪ɑ̃ 

Ordinals Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

First proto̪m prɒt ̪h ɒm pɛlo pehlɑ prətʰ̪əmə ɡʋəɖnjuk pəhɪlɑ pehlʊ pero

Second d̪ɪti̪o d̪rɪtɪ̪ɒ duɟǒ d̪uǰɑ d̪ɪtɪ̪jə d̪oɪjəm d̪usrɑ bɪǰʊ beo

Third tr̪ɪti̪o tr̪ɪtɪ̪ɒ tɪɟǒ tɪ̪ǰɑ tr̪utɪ̪jə tr̪eɪjəm tɪ̪srɑ tɪ̪ǰʊ ʈɪo

Fourth čotu̪rt ̪h o sotʊ̪rt ̪h čoʈʰo čəut ̪h ɑ čətu̪rt ̪h ə tʃurjem čəʊt ̪h ɑ čɔʊt ̪h u čot ̪h o

Fifth pɔnčom pɑ:s nɒmbor pɑ̃nčvo pənǰʋɑ̃ pənčəmə pũtʃjəm pɑ̃nčʋɑ pɑ̃nčmʊ pənǰo

Sixth šɔštom soɪ nɒmbor čʰəʈʰo ʃeʋɑ̃ səsʈʰə šəɪjəm šɑhʋɑ čʰəʈʈʰʊ čəo

Seventh ɔštom hɑ:t nɒmbor sɑ:təvo sətʋ̪ɑ̃ səptə̪mə səɪtj̪əm šɑtt̪ʋ̪ɑ sətm̪ʊ sətt̪o̪

Eighth nɔbom ɑʈ  hnɒmbor ɑ:ʈʰvo əʈʰʋɑ̃ əsʈəmə u:ʈʰəjəm ɑ:ʈʰʋɑ ɑ:ʈʰmʊ əʈʰo

Nineth d̪ɔšom nɒ nɒmbor nəvo nɔʋɑ̃ nəʋəmə nəijəm nəuʋɑ nəʋmʊ nəʋo

Tenth ækɑd̪ɔš d̪ɒh nɒmbor dəsvo d̪əsʋɑ̃ d̪əsəmə d̪əhjəm d̪ɑhʋɑ d̪əsmʊ ɖəo

Eleventh d̪ɑd̪ɔš ɛɡɑrɒ nɒmbor ɪɡjɑrvo ɡjɑrʋɑ̃ ekɑd̪əsə kəhjəm əkrɑʋɑ əɡjɑrmʊ yɑro

Twelvth tæ̪rotɔ̪mo bɑ:rɒ nɒmbor bɑrvo bɑrʋɑ̃ d̪ʋɑd̪əsə bəhjəm bɑrɑʋɑ bɑ:rmʊ bɑro

Thirteenth čod̪d̪otɔ̪mo tɛ̪rɒ nɒmbor tervo te̪hrəʋɑ̃ tr̪əjod̪əsə tr̪uʋəhjəm te̪rɑʋɑ te̪:rmʊ ʈero

Fourteenth ponerotɔ̪mo soɪd̪ʰɒ nɒmbor čəʊdəvo čɔd̪ʋɑ̃ čətu̪rd̪əsə tʃjəd̪əhjəm čəʊd̪ɑʋɑ cəʊd̪mʊ čəd̪ʋo

Fifteenth šolotɔ̪mo pʊnd̪ʰɒrɒ nɒmbor pəndərvo pənd̪ərʋɑ̃ pənčəd̪əsə pənd̪əhjəm pə̃nd̪rɑʋɑ pənd̪ərmʊ pənd̪rʋo
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Third- tɪ̪srɑ Eigthth- ɑ:ʈʰʋɑ̃ 

Fourth- čɔt ̪h ɑ Nineth- nɔʋɑ̃ 

Fifth- pɑ̃nčʋɑ Tenth- d̪əsʋɑ̃ 

Table 6.5  Hindi Ordinals 

Bengali, Assamese and Oriya directly borrow ordinals from Sanskrit. But Assamese 

borrow it upto fourth only, rest are transcribed and are derivative of cardinals with 

attached particle /nɒmbor/. But Oriya borrow it completely and Bengali add suffix to the 

ordinal which is not common. Giving exact explanation of formation of ordinals in  

languages is difficult, they are also bit unpredictable. Marwari just change the last vowel 

of the Hindi ordinal /ɑ/ to /o/. Punjabi ordinals after first four ordinals adds suffix /ʋɑ / 

and Marathi /ʋɑ/. Similarly as Marwari, Sindi too uses /o/ as the last sound of the 

ordinals. Kashmiri is completely different from all these, it has suppletive form for 

ordinal „First„, /ɡʋəɖnjuk/. Then adds suffix /jəm/, from second. But for second and third 

they use different atoms not the respective cardinals, and after third they are just and 

Marathi /ʋɑ/. Similarly as Marwari, Sindi too uses /o/ as the last sound of the ordinals. 

Kashmiri is completely different from all these, it has suppletive form for ordinal ‘First‘, 

/ɡʋəɖnjuk/. Then adds suffi  /jəm/, from second. But for second and third they use 

different atoms not the respective cardinals, and after third they are just transcribed as 

cardinal number plus suffi  /jəm/. 

6.3 MILTIPLICATIVES 

 

 

Table 6.6  Multiplicatives of Indo-Aryan languages 

/bɑ:r/ which means „repitition„ or „times„ (kind of loop), this is the word which follows 

respective cardinals  and form multiplicatives in Hindi, and same in Bengali, Assamese, 

Multiplicatives Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

Once æk bɑ:r ɛbɑ:r ekər Ikk ʋɑrɪ t ̪h əre əkɪjəlɑɪʈjə/əɪkɪfɪre ekd̪ɑ ek ʋɑr ɪkk d̪əfɑ

Twice d̪u bɑ:r d̪ʊ bɑ:r d̪o bɑr d̪o ʋɑrɪ d̪uɪ t ̪h əre d̪ʋɑjəlɑɪʈjə/d̪ʋɑɪfɪre/d̪oɡun d̪ond̪ɑ be ʋɑr bə d̪əfɑ

Thrice tɪ̪:n bɑ:r tɪ̪nɪ bɑ:r tɪ̪sər tɪ̪nn ʋɑrɪ tɪ̪nɪ t ̪h əre tr̪eɪjəlɑɪʈjə/tr̪eɪfɪre/tr̪oɡun tɪ̪nd̪ɑ troɳ ʋɑr ʈre d̪əfɑ

Four times čɑr bɑ:r sɑ:rɪ bɑ:r čoʈ ɪh bɑr čʰɑ̃ ʋɑrɪ čɑrɪ t ̪h əre tʃurjəmlɑɪʈjə/tʃjurjəmfire/tʃoɡun čəʊtʰjɑnd̪ɑ čɑr ʋɑr cotʰe d̪əfɑ

Five times pɑ̃č bɑr nɒ bɑ:r pɑ:tʃ bɑr pə̃nǰ ʋɑrɪ pɑ̃čə t ̪h əre pɑ̃tʃjəlɑɪʈjə/pɑ̃tʃfire/pɑ̃ɡun pɑ̃tʃjɑnd̪ɑ pɑ̃nč ʋɑr pənǰ d̪əfɑ
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Marwari and Gujarati /ʋɑr/. With the same meaning other language have different word 

to form ordinals like in Punjabi it is /ʋɑrɪ/, Oriya /t  əre/, Marathi /d ɑ/ and Sindhi /d əfɑ/, 

these all words give the same meaning as /bɑ:r/. Difference can be seen here also only in 

Kashmiri, where three types of suffix are used to form multiplicatives and with numeral 

ONE only two suffix can be added. Three suffixes to form multiplicatives in kashmiri 

are: /jəlɑɪʈjə/, /fɪre/ and /ɡun/. 

6.4 FRACTIONS 

 

Table 6.7  Fractions of Indo-Aryan languages 

Fraction means a „a piece of a whole„, which is of two types transcribed and common. In 

IA languages fractions are basically derived by the giving it to the meaning of division, 

that is „a part from whole part„. In Hindi /b ɑɡ/ is a word that gives the meaning of 

division or part. Infact another word is also used that is /hɪssɑ/ which also means part of a 

whole. Therefore these is in almost every IA languages this is a transcribed method of 

forming fractions by use of this word /b ɑɡ/ and rule is: 

Denominator+b ɑɡ+Numerator+b ɑɡ   

Some of them are common too whose names are allocated especially in Kashmiri, there is  

very less number of fractions are in use and those are common fractions (you can see in 

the table), no transcribed fractions are there in Kashmiri. When we talk about „half„,in 

Hindi which means /ɑ:d  ɑ/, we see that these languages also have just borrowed this word 

and some of them like Bengali, Marathi and Gujarati, they borrow it from the Sanskrit. 

Sanskrit word for half is /ɑrd  ɑ/. 

Oriya makes use of another transcribed rule for forming fraction that is:            

Numerator+Denominator+suffix /ɑn ə/, /ɑn ə/ is also a Hindi word, which also means 

Fractions Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

1\2 ɔrd̪ʰek d̪ʊbʰɑɡor ɛbʰɑɡ ɑd̪ʰo  ɑ:d̪ʰɑ əd̪ʰɑ uɖ ərd̪ʰɑ ərd̪ʰo  əd̪ʰ

2\3 tɪ̪n bʰɑɡer d̪o bʰɑɡ tɪ̪nɪbʰɑɡor d̪ubʰɑɡ tɪ̪n bʰɑɡɑ me su d̪o bʰɑɡ d̪o tɪ̪hɑɪ d̪uɪ tr̪ɪty̪ɑnšə - - troɳ mət̪h ɪ be bʰɑɡ  d̪o tɪ̪hɑɪ

3\4 čɑr bʰɑɡer tɪ̪n bʰɑɡ sɑ:rɪbʰɑɡor tɪ̪nbʰɑɡ  tʃɑ:r bʰɑɡɑ me su tɪ̪n bʰɑɡ tɪ̪n cot ̪h ɑɪ tɪ̪nɪ čətu̪rɑnsə d̪u:n - čɑr mət ̪h ɪ troɳ bʰɑɡ  tɪ̪n čot ̪h ɑɪ hɪsso

1\5 pɑ̃č bʰɑɡ pɑ:sbʰɑɡor ɛbʰɑɡ pɑ:nč bʰɑɡɑ mesu ek bʰɑɡ pənǰʋɑ̃ ekə pəčəmənsə - - pɑ̃nčʋɑ bʰɑɡ  pənǰo hɪsso

1\4 čɑr bʰɑɡer tɪ̪n bʰɑɡ sɑ:rɪbʰɑɡor ɛbʰɑɡ ek čoʈʰɑɪ čɔtʰɑ ekə čətu̪rt ̪h ɑ̃nšɑ pɑ:ʋ - čɔtʰɑ bʰɑɡ čot ̪h o hɪsso

3\7 šɑt ̪bʰɑɡer tɪ̪n bʰɑɡ hɑ:tɪ̪bʰɑɡor tɪ̪nbʰɑɡ  sɑ:t bʰɑɡɑ mesu tɪn bʰɑɡ tɪ̪n bəʈɑ sɑt ̪ tɪ̪nɪ səptə̪mɑ̃nšɑ - - sɑ:t mət̪h ɪ troɳ bʰɑɡ  tɪ̪n bətɑ sɑt ̪
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part (a part from whole). There is one more word called /bəʈɑ/, which means „to divide„, 

therefore for forming complex fractions IA languages use this bəʈɑ between the 

numerator and denominator, but this method is used only form forming complex fractions 

(see example above in the table, 3/7 in Sindhi and Oriya). In Hindi also, 3/7 is /t ɪn bəʈɑ 

sɑ:t /. And the simple fractions are expressed just like in numbers plus part, for example, 

¼ / ɔt  ɑɪ/ or /ek  ɔt  ɑɪ/, 1/16 /soləhʋɑ b ɑɡ/, 2/3 /d o t ɪhɑɪ/ etc... So, we can see here 

fractions can be made in so many ways, there is no any particular method or rule we can 

apply in the formation of  IA fractions.There is no connection with either cardinals or 

ordinals for this too. 

6.5 NUMERAL CLASSIFIER LANGUAGE 

Among these IA languages, Bengali, Assamese and Oriya are Numeral Classifier 

Language. There is a lack of distinction of singularity and plurality in numeral classifier 

languages. Sense of countability of particular thing is given by classifiers. 

6.5.1 Assamese Numeral Classifiers 

Assamese have  sortal numeral classifiers which always follows the numeral. These 

classifiers are monosyllabic in structure which has no meaning attached. But without it, 

sentence will be ungrammatical. The order of the classifier is: [Num CL   Noun].  

a) dʒon/dʒonɪ-[ +Human] 

b) ʈɑ: - General classifier 

c) k ɑn- [-Human, +count] 

d) ɖɑːl- Classifier for tree 

dʒon/dʒonɪ 

1.   ɛ-dʒon  lɑrɑ: 

        one.CL  boy 

         “One boy.“ 

2. d u-dʒon lɑrɑ: 

       two.CL   boy 

       “Two boys.“ 
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3.  ɛ-dʒonɪ sʊɑ:lɪ 

        one.CL  girl 

        “One girl.“ 

4.  du-dʒonɪ sʊɑ:lɪ 

        two.CL    girl 

         “Two girl.“ 

5.  ɛ-dʒon/du-dʒon dʒɪɛk 

       one.CL/two.CL    son 

         “One/two son(s).“ 

6. ɛ-dʒonɪ/d u-dʒonɪ pʊtɛk 

      one.CL/two.CL    daughter 

       “One/two daughter(s).“ 

ʈɑ: 

7. ɛ-ʈɑ:       b ɛɽɑ: 

     one.CL   sheep 

      “One sheep.“ 

 

8. du-ʈɑ:    b ɛɽɑ: 

     two.CL   sheep 

     “Two sheep.“ 

9.  mor  ɛ-ʈɑ:       b onɪ   ɑsɛ 

       I     one.CL   sister   Aux 

       “ I have one sister.“  

10. mor dʊ-ʈɑ     b onɪ    ɑsɛ 

        I    two.CL   sister   Aux 

          “I have two sisters.“ 

11. tɑ:ɪr pɑːs-ʈɑ ɡ ɑr ɑsɛ 

      She  five.CL  house  Aux 

       “She has five houses.“ 

12.  mor ɛ-ʈɑ/dʊ-ʈɑ         əlmɑri     ɑsɛ 
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         I    one.CL/two.CL  almirah   Aux 

          “I have one/two almirahs.“ 

 

K ɒn 

13.  ɛ-kʰɒn   kɑ:r 

       One.CL   car 

       “One car.“ 

14. d u-kʰɒn  kɑ:r 

      two.CL    car 

       “Two cars.“ 

 

ɖɑ:l 

15.  ɛ-ɖɑ:l     ɡɒs 

       one.CL   tree 

        “One car.“ 

16. d ʊ-ɖɑ:l   ɡɒs 

      two.CL   tree 

      “Two trees.“ 

In Assamese, quantifiers also attract classifiers, i.e., /mɑn/, 

e.g.,   

  17.  kɪsʊ-mɑn  lɒrɑsuɑlɪ bohʊt    sʊkɑ: 

          some.CL    student    very   brilliant 

           “Some students are very brilliant.“ 
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18.kɪsʊ-mɑn  mɑnʊh    ond  ɒ 

     few.CL       people     blind 

     “Few people are blind.“ 

There is one more classifier in this language /bur/ which attaches with [+Collective], and 

are attached with nouns and demonstrative determiners too. 

  19. ɛɪ        kɪt ɑ:p-bur   lɛtɛrɑ 

       these   book.CL       dirty 

    “These books are dirty.“ 

20. ɛɪ-bur       mʊr   kɒlɒm 

      these- CL   my   pen 

      “These are my pens.“ 

21. hɛɪ-bur     bʊrɑ:h  mɑ:nʊh 

     those.CL    old       man 

    “Those are old men.“ 

6.5.2 Bengali Numeral Classifiers 

In Bengali also, there are numeral classifiers which follows the numeral in NP.The word 

order is same as Assamese; [Num  Cl  Noun].   

a) ʈɑ/ʈe/ʈo: General classifier 

b) dʒon: [+Human] 

Examples of ʈɑ/ʈe/ʈo: 

 

 22. æk-ʈɑ    čʰele 

       one.CL    boy 

          “One boy.“ 
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 23.  du-ʈo       čʰele 

        Two-Cl      boy 

         “Two boys.“ 

                       24. æk-ʈɑ  meje 

                             one.CL  girl 

                              “The girl.“ 

  25. du-ʈo    meje 

        two.CL  girl 

         “Two girls.“ 

 

26.  æk-ʈɑ    bʰærɑ 

        One.CL   sheep 

        “One sheep.“ 

  27. pɑ̃nč-ʈɑ  bʰærɑ 

       Five.CL    sheep 

       “Five sheep.“ 

 

28. æk-ʈɑ/ek-ʈɪ         ɡɑčʰ 

      One.CL/one.CL   tree 

        “One tree.“ 

 29. pɑ̃nč-ʈɪ ɡɑčʰ 

       Five.CL tree 

        “Five trees.“ 

 

30. æk-ʈɑ/du-ʈo       bʰɑɪ 

      One.CL/two.CL   brother 

      “One/two brother(s).“ 

31.  æk-ʈɑ/du-ʈo         bon 

       One.CL/two.CL   sister 

        “One/two sister(s).“ 

 

  32. æk-ʈɑ/du-ʈo      ɑlmɑ:rɪ 

      One.CL/two.CL   almirahs 

      “One/two almirah(s).“ 

 

Examples of dʒon: 
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33.  mɪnɑ  ɑr     rɪnɑ  du-dʒon-eɪ mejə 

       mina  and   rina   two.CL         girl 

        “ Meena and Reena are girls.“ 

 34. unɪ    æk-dʒon  næjbɑ:n   ɔfɪsər 

        He   one.CL       honest    officer 

         “ He ia an honest officer.“ 

                 35.  oder    moddʰe æk-dʒon bʰɑlo 

                       Them   from     one.CL     good 

                        “ One of them are good.“ 

In Bengali, classifiers are  attached with demonstratives: general classifier /ʈɑ/ and 

collective classifier /ɡulo/; 

 36.  eɪ-ʈɑ    ɑmɑr   boɪ 

       This.CL   my     book 

        “This is my book.“ 

37.  oɪ-ʈɑ      to̪mɑr  kolom 

        That.CL   your     pen 

        “That is your pen.“ 

 38. eɪ-ɡulo ɑmɑr kolom 

       This.CL   my     pen 

      “These are my pens.“ 

39. oɪ-ɡulo to̪mɑr boɪ  *ɡulo must not attracted by numerals] 

      That.CL  your   book 

      “Those are your books.“ 
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6.5.3 Oriya Numeral Classifiers 

           Oriya also have numeral classifiers. Classifier / əɳ/ has order [ CL Num Noun] and 

/ʈɪ/ has [ Num CL Noun]. These classifiers have no independent meaning and function 

but they need to attach with numerals to be a grammatical sentence. 

a) / əɳ/-  [+Human] 

b) /ʈɪ/- [ +,- Human] [+Animate] 

   əɳ 

40.   əɳ-e      bɑɭəkə / ekə  ɑɳə bɑɭəkə 

       Cl.-one    boy 

       “One boy.“ 

 

 

41. duɪ- əɳ bɑɭəkə 

      Two.CL   boy 

      “Two boys.“ 

 42.  əɳ-e     ɪjə/ ekə  ɑɳə   ɪjə 

       CL.one   girl 

      “One girl.“ 

43. duɪ- ɑɳ     ɪjə 

       CL.two   girl 

       “Two girls.“ 

 44.  əɳ-e məhɪɭɑ 

        CL.one  lady 

        “One lady.“ 

45. duɪ- ɑə məhɪɭɑ 

      Two.CL  lady 

       “Two ladies.“ 

 

ʈɪ : This classifier do not attaches with numeral ONE. 
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 46. ɡoʈɪje ɡə  ə 

        one    tree 

       “One tree.“ 

 

                     47. pən -ʈɪ  ɡə  ə 

                           five.CL   tree 

                           “Five trees.“ 

                    48. duɪ-ʈɪ kɑɳə 

                          Two.CL ear 

                           “Two ears.“ 

                   49. ɡoʈɪje b ɑɪ 

                        one     brother 

                         “One brother.“ 

 50. duɪ-ʈɪ       b ɑɪ 

       Two.CL  brother 

        “Two brothers.“ 

51.  ɡoʈɪjə əlmɪrɑ 

        One  almirah 

       “One almirah.“ 

  52. duɪ-ʈɪ      əlmɪrɑ 

        Two.CL   almirah 

        “Two almirahs.“ 

53. ɡoʈɪjə muɳɑ 

        One   bag 

       “One bag.“ 
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  54. t ɪn-ʈɪ          muɳɑ 

         Three.CL  bag 

         “Three bags.“ 

  55. ɡoʈɪjə     ɪjə 

          One  daughter 

          “One daughter.“ 

 56. pɑ  -ʈɪ        ɪjə 

        five.CL  daughter 

        “Five daughters.“ 

 57. ɡoʈɪjə     uɑ 

          One    son 

         “One son.“ 

 58. duɪ-ʈɪ       uɑ 

        Two.CL   son 

         “Two sons.“ 

When numeral ONE functions as a modifier, it changes its form. There are two variants 

of ONE as a modifier; /e/ and /ɡoʈɪjə/. (see example) 

All these classifiers are plural classifiers which is attached adjacent to the numerals and 

therefore, no need of grammatical plural marker in the sentece. 

6.6 INTERACTION OF NUMERALS WITH SYNTAX 

 

In kashmiri, demonstrative determiners have different forms  for distal and proximal but 

not  for singular and plural, they just takes the plural marker. 

This- jə                                   

These- jə-m   (/əm/ is a plural marker in this language) 

That-hu 

Those- hu-m 

Look at the examples: 
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59.  jə     kɪtɑb 

     This  book 

     “This book.“ 

60.  jə-m        kɪtɑb-ə 

      This.PL    book.PL 

      “These books.“ 

 61. hu/ həʋə kɪtɑb 

        That         book 

        “That book.“ 

62.  hu-m      kɪtɑb-ə 

     That.PL   book.PL 

     “Those books.“ 

And the very similar is Punjabi and Assamese, where difference is there in distal and 

proximal form but not in plurality or singularity instead plurality is marked on noun of 

the phrase/sentence. 

Punjabi dem:                Assamese dem: 

e- this/these                            ɛɪ- This/ these 

o- that/those                              hɛɪ-That/those 

Assamese example: 

63.  hɛɪ-bur    tumɑr kɑlɑm 

      Those.CL  your   pen 

      “Those are your pens.“ 

64. ɛɪ-bur      mʊr  kɪtɑ:p 

    These.Cl   my   book 

    “These are my books.“ 
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Similarly Oriya, Marathi, Sindhi and Gujarati are having independent morpheme for 

proximal and distal dem but not for singular and plural forms. In all these languages 

definiteness is unmarked. When we look for the plural marker, the IA languages show 

much variations. Some languages marks plurality with plural marker, some do not and in 

some they are marked by classifier. There is no grammatical marking of plural number in 

Assamese and Sindhi. Punjabi, Oriya,Gujarati, Kashmiri and Marathi always use plural 

marker with numerals more than one.  Oriya have two plural markers /mɑne/  for humans 

and /ɡuɖɖɪkə/ for non-humans. In Assamese and Oriya instead of number, countable 

nouns are modified by classifiers.  Assamese has there is no grammatical marking of 

number. 

Marwari is different from these languages, as it has distinct morpheme for proximal and 

distal and for singular and plural too, and plural marker is attached with the Noun. 

This- ɑ: 

These- ɛ: 

That- bɑ: 

Those- bɛ 

65.  ɑ:     luɡɑɪ 

      This   lady 

      “This lady.“ 

66. bɑ:     luɡɑɪ 

       That   lady 

       “That lady.“ 

67.  ɛ:         luɡɑɪ-jɑ 

      These   girl.PL 

       “These girls.“ 

68.  bɛ        luɡɑɪ-jɑ 

       Those   girl.PL 

      “Those girls.“ 

DEFINITENESS is also marked by dem in Marwari, 
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69.  bɑ:    ek      orɪ 

      That  one  girl 

      “The one girl.“ 

 

70.  bɛ          do     ori-jɑ 

      Those   two   girl.PL 

       “The two girls.“ 

 

In Bengali also definiteness is marked by dem. And dem are same as other languages 

with different forms of proximal and distal but not for grammatical number. Plural 

marker always attaches with noun. 

Def. In Bengali: 

 71. oɪ       meje-ʈɑ 

      That   girl.CL 

      “The one girl.“ 

72.  oɪ       du-ʈo     meje 

      That   two.CL   girl 

       “The two girls.“ 

73. oɪ     ek-ʈɪ      bɑ  ɑ 

    That  one.CL   child 

      “The one child.“ 

Dem in Bengali: 

This/these- eɪ  

That/those- oɪ 

74.  eɪ     mohɪlɑ-ʈɪ 

      This  lady.CL 

       “This lady.“ 
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75. eɪ    mohɪlɑ rɑ [-rɑ is a plural marker] 

      This  lady   PL 

       “These ladies.“ 

76. oɪ       mohɪlɑ ʈɪ 

     That    lady.CL 

      “That lady.“ 

77.  oɪ    mohɪlɑ rɑ 

      That  lady    PL 

       “Those ladies.“ 

6.7 APPROXIMATIVES, AGGREGATIVES AND QUANTIFIERS 

 

 

 

                        Table 6.8 Approximative and Aggregative in Indo-Aryan languages 

IA languages shares almost common vocabulary as they are descended from Sanskrit. 

But lexeme to show aggregation are quite different from each other. For approximation 

the words are mostly borrowed as they are traditional Hindi words like: /ləɡbəɡ/,/ənd ɑ e/, 

/koɪ/, /ɡɪn kər/ and /moʈɑmoʈɪ/, which all gives the same meaning, that is approximately. 

Only, Oriya and Kasmiri is having a independent lexeme for the same. Similarly, for 

aggregation /  unɖ/, /səmuh/ are the words used, these are Hindi words. Marathi and 

Gujarati have no words for aggregative numerals and Assamese uses the English lexicon 

„group„. Rest other these languages have independent lexemes to show the aggregation 

that are not directly borrowed from Sanskrit or Hindi. 

In IA languages also, quantifiers modify the number and functions as adjectives like few 

and many. IA quantifiers always follows the noun. 

Numerals Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

Approximative moʈɑmoʈɪ mɒtɑ: motɪ koɪ ləɡbəɡ pɑkʰɑ pɑk ɪh əlpəl ənd̪ɑže ləɡbʰəɡ ɡəɳo kəre

Aggregative d̪ol ɡrup ǰʰunɖ ʈollɑ səmuhə kʰjol - - ɡəɖ
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Table 6.9 Quantifiers in Indo-Aryan languages 

 

6.8 FEATURE TABLE 

 

 

6.10  Features of numeral system of Indo-Aryan languages 

Quantifiers Assamese Bengali Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

Some kɪsʊ-mɑn kɪčʰu kəɪ kuǰ kɪčʰɪ kjə̃h kɑhɪ keʈlɑ kučʰ

Many bohʊt̪ onek kəɪ bəhot ̪ bəhut ̪ ʋɑrɪjɑ kʰub ɡʰəɳɑ ələɪ

Few kɪsʊ-mɑn kɪčʰu t ̪h orɑ loɡ kuǰ kətə̪kə kẽh kɑhɪ t ̪h orɑ kučʰ

More bɛsɪ ɑ:ro or or ɑu beijə ɑzun bʰəd̪ɑre bjɑ

Features Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Oriya Kashmiri Marathi Gujarati Sindhi

Base: Decimal + + + + + + + + +

Vigesimal - + - + - - + + +

Arth. Oper.: Addition + + + + + + + + +

Multiplication + + + + + + + + +

Subtraction - - - - - - - - -

Ordinals: Suffixal + + - + - + + + -

Borrowed + + + + + - + + +

Multiplicatives: Suffixal + + + + + + + + +

Borrowed + + + + + - + + +

Fractions: Common - - + + + + - - +

Transcribed + + - + + - - + +

Demonstratives: Sg. Proximal + + + + + + + + +

Pl. Proximal - - + - - - - - -

Sg. Distal + + + + + + + + +

Pl. Distal - - + - - - - - -

Numeral CLs. Lg. + + - - + - - - -

Number  with Pl. marker - - + + + + + + +

Word Order [Num  N] + + + + + + + + +

Definiteness + - + - - - - - -

Approximative Numeral + + + + + + + + +

Aggregative Numeral + + + + + + - - +

Quantifiers + + + + + + + + +
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6.9 CONCLUSION 

The numeral system of IA languages is so complex. It is really very toughy to give any 

definite pattern to the formation of complex numerals  or any other types of numerals 

whether ordinals or multiplicatives or fractions. Majority of these languages are decimal 

system. The idiosyncrasies involves too much that you cannot define any particular rule. 

Cardinal numerals are need to be virtually memorized. We can apply arithmetic 

operations and base as a last syllable, but it also runs for very less number of numerals, 

again you will find the discontinuity very quickly. Ordinals are not derivaties of cardinals 

as we saw in other language families. The languages I have deal in this chapter, all are 

closely related to each other and basically vocabulary and structure too are borrowed 

from Hindi or Sanskrit as I said earlier that these languages are descended from Sanskrit. 

Fractions are mostly borrowed and some are transcribed. Among these only Bengali, 

Assamese and Oriya are numeral classifier languages. In IA languages, definiteness is 

unmarked category, except for Bengali and Marwari, in this it is marked through 

demonstratives. There are no definite/indefinite articles in these languages. Quantifier 

functions as adjectives, and comes after the noun. 
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Chapter - 7 

CONLUSION 

The present chapter discusses the result of the previous chapters and tries to answer the 

research questions posed in the beginning of the dissertation. In this chapter I will apprise 

the general typology of numeral system described so far. The present research is a 

linguistic research that studies the numeral system of 22 Indian languages based on a  

field work, this includes languages from all the four language families namely 

Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu and Kurukh from the Dravidian language family; Thangal, 

Tangkhul, Meiteilon, Bodo and Tinkar lo from Tibeto-Burman language family; Khasi, 

Pnar, Mundari and Santali from Austro-Asiatic language family; and Bengali, Assamese, 

Marwari, Punjabi, Kashmiri, Oriya, Sindhi, Marathi and Gujarati from Indo-Aryan 

language family. This research studies several unrelated languages, where despite the 

variation there is an universal syntax for numeral phrases. This chapter presents an 

analysis of the morphology and syntax induced in these languages.  

I used  both the qualitative and quantitative  approaches in this research. First of all I 

prepared my questionnaire with the help of questionnaire of Sjef Barbiers on numeral 

system. I used the Interview Method and took data in IPA from my informants and cross-

checked it. And then I analyzed them and framed my hypothesis. My generalizations are 

based on the primary data collected from the informants.  

Numerals are very important part of lexicon. Diverse numeral systems can evolve in 

related languages. It can be found in various ways. We saw that the numeral system of 

different languages behave differently. The processes involved are similar but slight 

variations can be observed. There are different parameters involved for the formation of 

numeral system where base plays an important role. In Indian languages base 10 or 

combined base decimal-vigesimal is common. So many morphosyntactic processes exists 

for the formation of complex numerals, i.e., suffixation, prefixation, compounding etc. 

Atoms and base, and the arithmetic operations involved like addition, multiplication, 

subtraction and division forms complex numerals with the process of Packing strategy 
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which includes Augend, Addend, Multiplier and Multiplicand. Recursivity which is also 

called Serialization is process on which numerals are based on. With the help of 

recursivity, from very less numbers of atom we form infinite complex numerals with the 

help of base. We saw that ONE is different from  the rest of the numerals as it changes its 

form as modifier in some languages and also it does not get attached with classifiers. In 

some languages 1,2,3 is different from rest of the numerals as they also changes its form 

as modifier. To form different types of numerals, like ordinals, multiplicatives of 

fractions, different types of affixes are used, where suffixation is very common in almost 

all Indian languages. The sequence of the derivational processes in individual languages 

may be similar, but definitely not the same. 

Numerals interaction with syntax and is core part of grammar this area is still less 

studied. Some languages are Numeral Classifier language, where it is necessary to attach 

classifier with the numerals which follows the noun. These classifiers do not have their 

own meaning but they are necessary to form grammatical sentence. Numerals do not 

belong to a uniform syntactic category. In some languages, it shows properties of 

adjectives, in other languages it appears to be nominal and in some as modifier too. This 

chapter is divided into two sections; first section presents the findings of each and every 

chapter and second section gives the general properties of numeral system of Indian 

languages. 

7.1 OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS 

 

The first chapter in the present research introduced the research topic to the readers. It 

discusses the theoretical frameworks. It gives the overview of morphology of number 

system. It defines the meaning of numeracy and numeral system. Section 1.1 gives the 

overview of cardinal numbers. Then Section 1.2 describes the basic concepts involved in 

numeral system which again includes cardinal numbers along with cardinality principle, 

packing strategy, atom, base, simple and complex numerals. Base is discussed in great 

details as it plays an important role in building complex numerals. Diverse base are found 

in world‟s languages and that‟s what I found in Indian languages too. This section also 

talks about the idiosyncratic forms that exist in the numeral system. Section 1.3 talks 
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about the object of study, the description of all the languages studied for this research is 

given there. Then section 1.4 gives the methodology involved in the research. It describes 

the questionnaire in great details. Final section 1.5 shows the organization of chapters of 

this dissertation. 

The second chapter gives the overview of the existing literature. Section 2.1 „Cognitive 

implications of numeral system‟ discusses the existing history of my research topic and 

about the acquisition of numeral system. It gives the view of all the linguists who worked 

on this topic in world‟s languages, like: Bloom (1994), Hurford (1978,1987), Chomsky 

(1998), Greenberg (1978), Comrie (2005,2013), Dehaene (1997), Mengden (2008, 2009) 

etc. Section 2.2 deals with the typological properties of numeral system of world‟s 

languages. It gives the overview of numeral system of languages like Piraha, Hixkaryana, 

Mangaray, Yidiny, Sandawa, Welsh, Georgian, Pame, Alor-Pantar, Latin, Australian 

languages, Tibeto-Burman languages, Hindi, Tzotzil, Ambalak, Yoruba, Bukiyip, 

Supriye, French, Nimbia, Huli, Ndom, Basque and Umbu-Ungu. Section 2.3 discusses 

the numerals and derivational morphology where the sub sections give the brief 

description of the ordinals, multiplicatives and fractions. Next section 2.4 is all about the 

interaction of numerals with syntax where subsections includes interaction of numerals 

with nouns, demonstrative determiners, definiteness, gender, number, animacy and 

finally the  Classifier, which is very important aspect of numeral system especially in 

Austro-Asiatic and some of the Indo-Aryan languages. About Numeral Classifier 

languages of the world‟s languages  also discussed in the same section. Final section 2.5 

is conclusion, where details of typological properties of numerals of world‟s languages 

are tabulated. 

Third chapter named “Numeral System of Dravidian Languages” discusses the features 

of numeral system of Dravidian Languages. Section 3.1 deals with the morphology of 

cardinal numerals of Dravidian languages which is based on decimal system. Addition, 

multiplication and subtraction are the arithmetic operation involved in the formation of 

complex numerals using the process of compounding. It shows irregular formations too. 

Sound change is also there.ONE is different from the rest numerals, as modifier forms get 

changed. Kurukh has two types of numerals; one is traditional and another one is based 
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on Hindi, which is influential within the area spoken by Kurukh people. These all four 

languages have word for zero. Then section 3.2 deals with the ordinal numerals. Ordinals 

are derivatives of cardinals where suffixation is used for the formation of the same. ONE 

is a suppletive form. Kurukh uses Hindi ordinals, although they have their traditional 

ones. Then Section 3.3 talks about the Multiplicatives, which also derives from cardinals. 

It just add lexeme to the cardinals to form multiplicatives, here also ONE is a suppletive 

form. Section 3.4 deals with the Fractions, which is of two types in Dravidian languages; 

one is common and another one is transcribed, common means their names are allocated 

to them and transcribed ones are formed by adding some lexemes to the numerator and 

denominator of fractions basically there is some rule on which they are transcribed. Next 

section 3.5 deals with the Interaction of numerals with syntax in all four languages, which 

have subdivisions 3.5.1 deals with Tamil, 3.5.2 with Malayalam, 3.5.3 with Telugu and 

3.5.4 with Kurukh. Here in demonstrative determiners, we saw that there is an 

independent morpheme for proximal and distal determiners but not for the singular and 

plural form except Kurukh, and plural marker never attaches with dem. In Kurukh all 

four forms are different morphemes. Kurukh also have an interesting feature that numeral 

ONE has three allomorphs; first form is cardinal numeral, second one modifies noun with 

[+Human] feature and third one also modifies noun but with [-Human] feature. 

Definiteness is only marked in Malayalam, rest all are unmarked. Word order for 

numerals in Dravidian languages are [Num N]. Then section 3.6 deals with the 

Approximation, Aggregatives and Indefinite numerals. Approximation is show by lexeme 

approximation, aggregatives shown by lexeme group and indefinite numerals  which 

behaves as adjectives and modifies the noun. Section 3.7 presents all these features in a 

tabulated form and Section 3.8 is conclusion. As Kurukh is northern Dravidian language 

and rest are southern, therefore the features of Kurukh is bit different from the others. 

And another thing is that Kurukh is very much influenced by Hindi, so replacing its old 

traditional numeral system to the Hindi variety and are in the verge of extinction. 

Next chapter four named “Numeral System of Austro-Asiatic Languages” is all about the 

numeral system of four Austro-Asiatic languages from both the branches of this family 

that is Mon-Khmer and Munda. Section 4.1 discusses the morphology incapsulated in the 

formation of cardinal numerals of these languages. Mon-Khmer numeral system is based 
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on decimal and  Munda branch is based on combined decimal-vigesimal system. The 

formation of complex numerals is based on rule: Base+Atom. Complex numerals are 

derived from addition and multiplication. It does not use subtraction as Dravidian 

languages. Three types of complex numerals exist: additive, multiplicative and additive-

cum-multiplicative. Only Pnar have word for zero. When cardinal numerals functions as 

modifier in Santali, then it co-occurs with classifiers. Words for Thousand, Lakh and 

Crore are borrowed from Indo-Aryan languages. Then section 4.2 deals with ordinals 

where unlike Dravidian languages, this family uses prefixation and suffixation both for 

the formation of ordinals. Khasi and Pnar uses prefix and Santali uses suffix. Mundari‟s 

ordinals are limited to two only. Ordinal for ONE is suppletive form. Section 4.3 deals 

with Multiplicatives. Unlike Dravidian, not only suffixation but prefixation and multiple 

affixation too used by these languages to derive multiplicatives from cardinal numerals. 

Santali adds lexeme, Pnar takes multiple affixation and Khasi and Mundari attaches with 

suffix. ONE is not suppletive in Austro-Asiatic languages.  Section 4.4 deals with the 

Fractions, here also both common and transcribed types of fraction exist. Mundari is 

limited to „half‟ only, this language doesn‟t have fractions. Pnar only have common 

fractions not the transcribed ones. Then Section 4.5 is “Numeral Classifier Language”, it 

describes what the meaning of numeral classifier language is. Classifiers are of two types: 

Sortal and Mensural.Mon-Khmer branch exhibits numeral classifier but not the Munda 

branch. Mon-Khmer languages have two types of  sortal classifiers with [+Human] and [-

Human] feature respectively. Classifier always follows  noun. Santali has unusual system 

of classifiers that only occurs with numerals and do not categorizes the inherent 

properties of noun. ONE do not takes any sortal classifier with it, ONE is accompanied 

by respective gender agreement marker that the noun takes. The word order is [Num    

CL    N]. Section 4.6, deals with the interaction of numerals with syntax. Mon-Khmer 

branch have only distal and proximal independent morphemes of demonstrative 

determiners not for the singular and plural form. Opposite is Munda branch, where all 

these four morpheme occurs independently. Santali is more interesting, in this language 

two types of dem exists; one for  [+Human] feature and another one for [-Human] 

feature. Plural marker as well as singular feminine marker does attaches with dem. 

Agreement marker that is used before numerals denotes definiteness. In Santali, 
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definiteness is marked by dem but not in Mundari, here it is unmarked. The word order is 

same as Dravidian languages, that is, [Num   N]. Next section 4.7 deals with 

Approximative, Aggregative and Indefinite numerals. Mundari do not have word to show 

approximation, rest have lexeme for word „approximately‟. Only Pnar have word  for 

„group‟ which shows aggregation. Indefinite numerals in this family behaves as 

adjectives. Section 4.8 tabulates all the features involve in the numeral system of Austro-

Asiatic language family. Last Section 4.9 is conclusion, gives the summary of rich 

morphosyntax of numeral system induced in this family. The feature of both the branches 

are different. Contact situation with Indo-Aryans influence the basic numeral lexicon. 

Chapter five named “Numeral System of Tibeto-Burman Languages”, shows similarity 

and variation in numeral system of five Tibeto-Burman languages.  Section 5.1 is on 

Cardinal Numerals. We saw that the formation of numeral system in Tibeto-Burman 

languages is more complex than other families. It has combined base of decimal and 

decimal-vigesimal. One different feature we saw in Bodo and Meiteilon is that in the 

formation of complex numerals, there is some intervention between base and atom. In 

Bodo, base+classifier+atom and in Meiteilon and Thangal, base+conjunctive 

marker+atom form complex numerals. Else in other languages the rule is same: 

atom+base. This is the only family, where addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division all are used in the formation of complex numerals. Division only occurs in 

Meiteilon. Tinkar lo‟s cardinals are much more interesting, it has decimal, vigesimal, 

sexagecimal and octagesimal system. It also has four variants of base decimal. Only 

Bodo has word for zero. All these languages borrow word for thousand, lakh and crore, 

only Meiteilon has its own lexeme for thousand. Section 5.2 deals with Ordinal numerals, 

formation of ordinals are also interesting. Bodo and Meiteilon uses suffixation, Tangkhul 

uses prefixation, Thangal uses multiple affixation to form Ordinals. Ordinals of Tinkar lo 

are limited to 3, which is also borrowed from Hindi with bit of sound variation. ONE is a 

suppletive form in Meiteilon and Tangkhul, rest language derive it from the numeral one. 

Section 5.3 deals with the Multiplicatives, multiplicatives are formed by adding suffix to 

the respective cardinals in Tibeto-Burman languages except for Bodo, where prefix is 

attached to form the same. Only Meiteilon has suppletive form of multiplicative of ONE. 

Section 4.5 deals with the Fractions. Bodo has no fractions, Tinkar lo is limited to half 
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only, Tangkhul represent fractions just by lexeme for more than half and less than half. 

Thangal and  Meiteilon have transcribed fractions. This language family do not have 

common fractions. Section 5.5 deals with Numeral Classifier Language, that is, Bodo. 

Bodo has both the types of classifiers, four kind of sortal and one kind of mensural. 

Classifiers always precede numerals. Word order is [CL   Num    N]. Unlike other 

language families, here cardinal ONE attaches with classifiers, except for one general 

classifier /mən/. Further section 5.6 describes the interaction of numerals with syntax. 

This language family has rich demonstratives. Meiteilon and Bodo have independent 

morphemes for proximal and distal form, and singular and plural forms are formed by 

adding plural marker to the singular proximal and distal forms. Thangal and Tinkar lo 

have free morphemes for proximal and distal forms not for singular and plural. Tangkhul 

have all four independent morphemes for distal and proximal as well as for singular and 

plural. Definiteness is marked in Meiteilon, Thangal and Tinkar lo through 

demonstrative. We saw different  word order of numeral within the same family; Bodo 

and Tinkar lo have [Num  N] and Meiteilon, Thangal and Tangkhul have [N   Num]. 

Section 5.7 deals with the Approximation, Aggregatives andIndefinite numerals, where 

except Tinkar lo, rest languages have independent lexeme to show approximation. 

Aggregation is only shown by Meiteilon and Thangal. Indefinite numerals function as 

adjective, except in Meiteilon where it always comes after NP. In Tinkar lo quantifier 

preceds NP. Next section 5.8 tabulates all these features of numeral system of Tibeto-

Burman languages. Last section 5.9 is conclusion, where summary of the chapter is 

given. Feature of Tibeto-Burman languages differs a lot from the other language and this 

clearly observable from the data. We saw the less common forms of number building in 

this family. But the problem is that the numerals of this family is very less reported and 

now most are in the verge of extinction. Traditional Numeral system is losing its form 

and getting replaced by the dominant neighbouring languages. 

Final chapter 6 named  “Numeral System of Indo-Aryan Languages“ discusses the 

numeral system of nine Indo-aryan languages. It has unpredictable numeral system. And I 

found that numeral system of all these languages are somehow similar to each other. 

Section 6.1 deals with cardinal numbers, where we saw that there is so much 

discontinuity in the complex numerals. There is no common rule for the formation of 
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complex numerals. System is based on decimal-vigesimal. Numeral system of all these 

languages are basically derived from Hindi as these languages are descended of Sanskrit. 

Extreme case of idiosyncrasies can be seen in the numeral system of Indo-Aryan 

languages. We need to learn them separately. Addition,subtraction and multiplication 

involves in the formation of complex numerals. Section 6.2 deals with the Ordinals, 

which is common in this family and are also borrowed from Hindi and Sanskrit.  Some 

languages do add suffix. Section 6.3 deals with multiplicatives, which adds lexeme with 

respective cardinals with the meaning of repitition. Section 6.4 deals with the fractions. In 

this family both the common and transcribed form of fraction exists. There is some rules 

also can been seen where numerator and denominator adds lexeme for division. Section 

6.5 deals with numeral classifier language. Bengali, Assamese and Oriya are numeral 

classifier language in Indo-Aryan family. Assamese have four sortal classifiers, which 

follows numeral in NP. In Assamese, quantifiers also attract classifiers. Bengali have two 

sortal classifiers which also follows the noun and word order of both the languages is 

[Num  CL  N]. Oriya also has two sortal classifiers but the word order for both the 

classifier is different. Classifier / əɳ/ has [CL   Num N] and other classifier /ʈɪ/ has [Num  

CL  N]. Next section 6.6 deals with the interaction of numerals with syntax, where 

definiteness is unmarked in all those nine languages. Indo-Aryans have independent 

morphemes of sortal and distal classifiers and not for singular and plural except for 

Marwari. Marwari has all four independent forms and definiteness is also marked in this 

language. Similarly, Bengali also marks definiteness. Section 6.7 deals with 

approximation, aggregation and quantifiers. No lexeme for aggregation in Marathi and 

Gujarati. Quantifiers modify noun which follows Noun and function as adjectives. 

Section 6.8 gives tabulated form of all these features. Last section 4.9 is conclusion 

giving the summary of the morphosyntax of numeral system. 

7.2 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF INDIAN NUMERAL SYSTEMS 

The research findings of the present research reveals that numeral system is a core part of 

grammar of any language. There is rich incapsulated morphology and syntax exists in the 

formation of numeral system of Indian languages. As in general typology the most 

important feature which we saw is that of  the property of ONE. ONE is the only numeral 

which behaves or functions differntly in the comparison of other numerals. We saw that 
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while formation of cardinal and ordinals it does not just derive from the respective 

cardinals as other numerals do. In most of the Indian languages ONE has a suppletive 

form for ordinal and multiplicative. In Dravidian languages ONE has a different forms as 

noun and as modifier. In numeral classifier languages, ONE do not attaches with any 

classifier to them except for Indo-Aryan numeral classifier  languages. Numeral system 

of Indian languages are mostly based on decimal system and few exhibits combine base 

system that is decimal-vigesimal. Tinkar lo is the only language which have decimal, 

vigesimal, sexagesimal and octagesimal system. Among these 22 languages, 19 

languages are based on purely decimal system and rest are mixed system. Complex 

numeral formation includes the same process in all these Indian languages. Addition and 

multiplication are used prominently. Multiplier that is the respective core atom that 

attaches with base gets multiplied by multiplicand (respective decimal multiplicative).  

Subtraction is only used in Dravindian languages and one of the languages of Tibeto-

Burman that is Meiteilon. No other languages uses subtraction from any family as part of 

formation of complex numerals. And division is only used by Meiteilon. Meiteilon is the 

only language which uses all these four arithmetic operation while forming complex 

numerals. As we saw in chapter 2 that addition and multiplication is common phenomena 

and subtraction and division are rarely used for the same (formation of complex 

numerals) in world„s languages. So, here for Indian languages too, it goes the same.  

Ordinals in Indian languages are derivatives of the respective cardinals. As I said ONE is 

suppletive form, rest numerals are suffixal. This is common in all these four language 

families. Only  Tibeto-Burman languages apart from suffix, uses prefix and multiple affix 

too to form ordinals but still are derivative of cardinals. Indo-Aryan languages mostly 

borrow it from Hindi and Sanskrit. When we look  to the multiplicatives, the process goes 

same as the formation here is also suffixal or just add lexeme and are derivatives of the 

respective cardinals. ONCE is a suppletive form. Prefixation while forming 

multiplicatives is only used in Bodo (Tibeto-Burman language). Fractions are very 

importants part of numerals of Indian languages, that are of two types either common or 

transcribed. But these are not there in every languages as development of language  also 

plays role for the developement of fractions. Among these 22 languages, Marathi and 
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Kurukh do not have fractions. Most of the languages have both types of fractions. For 

„half„ they all have an independent lexeme.  

We saw in chapter 3 to 6 that how numeral interacts with syntax. In almost 18 languages 

dem have independent morphemes for proximal and distal forms,and in remaining 4 

langauges along with proximal and distal forms for singular and plural dem also have 

independent lexeme. Usually dem do not take plural marking in most of the Indian 

languages but in Tibeto-Burman language like in Meiteilon and Bodo,number is marked 

on dem . Plurality is mostly marked on the noun and in some languages on auxiliary. In 

Santali only there is two varieties of dem one with [+Human] feature and another with [-

Human]. Marking of plurality can be differentiated by the feature [+,-Human] too. Some 

languages marks plurality with only [+Human] feature and some with [-Human] too. 

Word order is [Num  N] in almost all Indian languages, just two languages from Tibeto-

Burman family and one from Austro-Asiatic have order [N   Num].  Out of these 22 

languages, definiteness is unmarked in 15 languages. Very few languages marks 

defininetess that too was marked by dem. Indefinite numerals have their independent 

lexeme which shows quantity. Basically they functions as adjective and modifies the 

number in all these languages and comes after NP. Approximative and aggregative 

numerals are also shows by lexeme for „Approximately„ and „group„ respectively. Almost 

every langauges have their own lexeme to show the same, only some of the Austro-

Asiatic and Tibeto-Burman languages do not have word to show aggregation. Numeral 

classifier is also very prominent feature of numeral system which is there in three 

language families. Dravidian languages do not have numeral classifier language. Tibeto-

Burman has one, Austro-Asiatic has two and Indo-Aryan has three numeral classifier 

language, where classifiers always follows the numeral. These classifiers are categorises 

in terms of the inherent properties of noun. 
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7.3 FEATURE TABLE 

 

 

 

Table 7.1 Features of numeral system in four language families 

 

 

Feature Drav. TB AA IA

Base Decimal + + + +

Vigesimal - - - -

Combined - + + +

Arith. Oper. Addition + + + +

Multiplication + + + +

Subtraction + + - -

Division - + - -

Ordinals Suffixation + + + -

Prefixation - + + -

Multiple Affix - + - -

ONE Suppletion + + + +

Multiplicatives Suffixation + + + +

Prefixation - + - -

ONE Suppletion + + - +

Fractions Common + + + +

Transcribed + + - +

Combined + + + +

Demonstratives Proximal + + + +

Distal + + + +

No with PL marking [+Human] + + + +

[-Human] + - + +

Word Order [Num  N] + + + +

[N    Num] - + - -

Definiteness Marked + + + +

Unmarked + + + +

Approximatives + + + +

Aggregatives + + + +

Indefinite Num. + + + +

Num CL lang - + + +
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Table 7.2 General feature of numeral system of Indian languages 

 

These are the general properties of Indian numeral system which I studied in all four 

language families. The findings reveals that how important this aspect is to study, as this 

part is neglected from the grammar in researches. The numeral system of many languages 

are becoming engangered even if the langauges are not. Many langauges loosing their 

numeral system rapidly as they are not in use and are very much influenced of the 

dominant neighbouring language. Many languages are shifting their number systems into 

the predominantly decimal base or else into the dominant language spoken in the 

region.Younger generation do not want to use the traditional numeral system and they use 

the dominant variety so this is now high time for us as a linguit, to preserve the numeral 

Feature Tamil Malayalam Telugu Kurukh Bodo Meiteilon Tangkhul Thangal Tinkar lo Khasi Pnar Mundari Santhali Bengali Assamese Marwari Punjabi Kashmiri Oriya Sindhi Marathi Gujarati

Base Decimal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Vigesimal - - - - - + + - + - - + - - + - + - - + + +

Arith Oper Addition + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Multiplication + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Subtraction + + + - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Division - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ordinals Suffixation + + + + + + + - - - + + + + + - + + - - + +

Prefixation - - - - - - + - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -

Multiple affix - - - - - - - + - + - - - - - - - - - - - -

ONE Suppletion + - + + + + + - - - + + + + + + + + + + + +

Multiplicative Suffixation + + + + - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Prefixation - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ONE Suppletion - + + + - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fraction Common + - - - - + + - - + + + - - - + + + + + - -

Transcribed + + + - - + + + - + - - + + + - - + + - + +

Dem. Proximal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Distal - - - + + - + - - - + - + - + - - - - - - -

Singular + + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + + + + + +

Plural - - - + + - + - - - + - + - + - - - - - - -

No with PL marker [+Human] + + + + + - - - - + + - + - - + + + + + + +

[-Human] + - + - + - - - - + + - - - - + + + + + + +

Word Order [Num  N] + + + + + - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

[N    Num] - - - - - + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Definiteness Marked - + - - - + - + + - - - + + - + - - - - - -

Unmarked + - + + + - + - - + + + - - + - + + + + + +

Num CL lang - - - - + - - - - + + - - + + - - - + - - -

Approximatives + + + + + + + + - + + - + + + + + + + + + +

Aggregatives + + + + - + - + - - + - - + + + + + + + - -

Indefinite numerals + + + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + + + + +
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system of the languages. As a result many uncommon systems are quickly vanishing along 

with the incredible mathematical insights they hold. We need more researches as we have 

so many lesser known languages in India whose numeral system is about to endangered.  

Numeral systems provide an insight into the human cognition and along with their socio 

cultural background, losing them would be losing our history and a way towards our 

future.This topic has cognitive implications too, acquisition of numeral system is very 

interesting field for future research. 
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